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SUMMARY

The central theme of this study is a curious and controversial feature of Kant’s
account of acting from duty in the Groundwork:, his apparent omission of the possibility of
action from duty but not in accordance with duty.
The aims of part 1. are largely preparatory^ Chapter 1 explains the importance of
Kant’s twofold di%dsion of the concept of duty and simates it in the context of Kant’s
ethical theory. Chapter 2 examines the pervasiveness — both in a historical and a
philosophical sense — of Kant’s distinction. I argue that in its most basic form the
distinction itself and the criterion of morality which it gives rise to can be found in both
Aristotle’s and Mill’s moral theory, that is, in the two main alternatives to a Kantian
approach to ethics. Chapter 3 is an examination of Kant’s concept of a good will, which
the twofold distinction is said to explicate. 1 identify in this Kantian notion two related
principles, the Control Condition and the Effort Condition, which, like Kant’s twofold
distinction itself, are of crucial importance for the question concerning the possible
moral worth of some actions from mistaken moral judgement which I consider in the
final chapter.
The investigation of the possibility of action from duty but not in accordance with
duty is the subject of part II. and constitutes the main business of this smdy. Chapter 4
outlines in some detail the background to the problem and its origin in Kant’s twofold
division. I identify two important assumptions common amongst Kant scholars, the
Logical Compatibles View and the Identity Thesis, which taken together give rise to the
impression of a missing type of action in Kant’s account of duty. This apparent lacuna is
generally taken to imply the denial of the possibility of action from mistaken moral
judgement, or at least the denial of the moral worth of such actions. Chapter 5 considers
three suggestions which might be thought to explain why Kant never mentions, let alone
discusses, actions from duty yet contrary to it. I critically examine and evenmally reject all
three. In the following three chapters (6-8) I discuss in considerable detail the textual
evidence as well as the various interpretations available in the literature, before offering
an alternative reading. Chapters 8 and 9 argue for what I believe to be a novel and
coherent interpretation of both the text and the underlying issues which separates
entirely the question concerning the possibility of action from duty but contrary to it
from the issue of moral error, and which also has certain implications for a number of

XI

related issues in Kantian moral theory. I conclude that the notion of ‘action from duty
but not in accordance with duty’ is, in the last analysis, incoherent.
Chapter 10, finally, links back with some of the concepts developed in part I. and
outlines — in accordance with the main findings of this smdy — the parameters of the
continuing debate. The investigation ends on an aporetic note by suggesting that Kant’s
control and effort conditions may be appealed to both to reject and to support the view
that Kant should allow that some actions from mistaken moral judgement can have
moral worth.
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KANT ON THE POSSIBILITY OF ACTION FROM DUTY
BUT NOT IN ACCORDANCE WITH DUTY

PART I.

KANT, ARISTOTLE, AND MILL
ON MORAL MOTIVATION

Chapter 1
KANT’S TWOFOLD DIVISION OF THE CONCEPT OF DUTY

In the preface to the Groundwork Kant insists that the sole purpose of that work is
“nothing more than the search for and estabhshment of the supreme principle of morali^^
(GMS IV:392), and, as we know, at the end of the first section he does indeed identify
this principle in the universal law formula of the Categorical Imperative (GMS IV:402).
Between the statement of intent in the preface and the discovery of the supreme
principle lies the famous argument of the first section of the Groundwork. Beginning with
the identification of the good will as the only thing which is good without limitation — a
concept which “dwells already in the naturally healthy understanding” (GMS IV:397) —
Kant proceeds in the first section by analysing in philosophical terms what he takes to be
the basic assumptions of everyday morahty, or “common rational moral cognition”
(GMS IV:392). The concept of a good will is then explicated and developed in an
analysis of the concept of duty, before, via a set of propositions regarding the role of
maxims and the moral feeling of respect for the moral law, which according to Kant is
the “immediate determination of the will through the law and the consciousness of it”
(GMS IV:401, fn.), that is, a rational feeling which is “self-effected through a concept of
reason” (ibid.), he identifies the universal law formula of the Categorical Imperative.
However, in the process of searching for and estabhshing the supreme principle of
morahty, Kant develops several important concepts which are central to his moral theory
in general, and the significance of which is therefore not hmited to their function within
that search. TraditionaUy, the theory of moral motivation which constimtes much of
Kant’s argument for and derivation of the first formula of the Categorical Imperative has
been considered equally as important in its own right as the estabhshment of the
supreme principle of morahty itself; indeed, even a brief survey of the hterature might
give the impression that it is in fact the former which is Kant’s most significant and
original contribution to moral theory.’ The comparative importance in Kant’s moral
’ This is not uncontroversial. The first section of the Groundwork has led to an amount of criticism and
commentar)' which is out of all proportion to its size, and according to some, is even inappropriate if it
leads to the above-mentioned impression. Thus most recendy AUen Wood has insisted repeatedly that “the

philosophy of the value of the rational nature of human beings and the lawfulness of
their actions on the one hand, and his theory of moral worth and moral motivation on
the other, is an interesting question in its own right. However, my primary concern in
this thesis is with one of the central concepts Kant develops in the first section of the
Groundwork — the concept of duty — and in particular with Kant’s notion of acting
duty and the moral worth such actions are said to have. 1 will begin by outlining that
distinction in its most fatruliar guise and in the most general terms possible, before
further clarifying it in the following chapters.
As early as in the preface to the Groundwork, Kant insists that morality, even in its
popular form, is concerned with actions insofar as they exhibit a particular quality or
value which is uniquely ethical. In the context of explaining tlie need for moral
philosophy, and in particular the need for a moral philosophy which is pure in the sense
that it gives to the human being, qua rational being, laws a priori (cf GMS 1V;389) Kant
maintains that

a metaphysics of morals is indispensably necessary not merely from a motive of speculation, in
order to investigate the source of the practical principles lying a priori in our reason, but also
because morals themselves remain subject to all sorts of corruption as long as that guiding thread
and supreme norm of their correct judgement is lacking. For as to what is to be morally good, it
is not enough that it conform to the moral law [dem sittUchen Gesetze gemdfi sei], but it must also
happen for the sake of this law \um desselben willen\, otherwise, that conformity is only contingent and

first section of the Groundwork gives us only very limited information about Kantian ethics”, and that “the
two chief elements of Kant’s argument in these pages — the unlimited goodness of the good will and the
moral worth of acting from duty — although (properly understood) they belong to Kantian ethics, are not
particularly central or fundamental to it”. See his Kantian Ethics (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press,
2008), p. 41f. On the other hand there are those who not only consider the first section of the Groundwork
to contain some of Kant’s best writing (cf. Harald Kohl, Kants Gesinnungsethik (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1990);
Ernst Tugendhat, Vorlesungen uberEthik (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1993)), but who also argue that it
presents a stringent argument from the common notion of the good will via the analysis of duty, maxims,
and respect for the law, right through to the first statement of the supreme principle of morality (cf.
Samuel Kerstein, Kant’s Search for the Supreme Principle of Morality (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2002)).

precarious, because the unmoral ground will now and then produce lawful actions, but more
often actions contrary to the law. (GMS IV;389f.)

This distinction between an action’s conformity with the moral law on the one hand, and its
being done for the sake of the moral law on the other, is the first and most basic
formulation in the Groundwork of the central theme of this thesis: Kant’s twofold division
of the concept of duty, that is, his famous distinction between action in accordance with duty
and action from duty. In the cited passage Kant gives several clues as to why, and in what
sense, this distinction might be thought to be significant and why a metaphysics of
morals — and a groundwork for it — are necessary: There is, of course, the philosopher’s
“motive of speculation” (ibid.), and from this point of view alone an investigation into
the grounds of morality (“the source of the practical principles lying a priori in our
reason”, ibid.) is needed. But furthermore — and perhaps more importantly — Kant thinks
that such an investigation is required from a practical point of view, “because morals
themselves [die Sitten selber]” (ibid., my emph.), that is, human conduct, “remain subject to
all sorts of cormption as long as that guiding thread and supreme norm of their correct
judgement is lacking” (ibid.). This practical need is grounded in the very distinction
between acting merely in accordance with duty and acting from duty, for without such a
distinction — and more specifically, without the action’s being performed from an
appropriate moral motive (“for the sake of this law”, ibid.) — Kant thinks that moral
conduct itself will be corrupt. The reason he adduces for this last claim is that actions done
merely in conformity with duty but not from duty are only contingently good because our
performing them depends on our having a motive other than duty to perform the
action." Thus the practical relevance of the distinction lies in the fact that, according to
Kant, in the absence of the motive of duty the accordance with the moral law of an
agent’s actions becomes arbitrary and unreliable, occasionally leading to actions which are
in fact in accordance with the moral law, but, not merely on occasion, but “more often'’’
(ibid.), to actions which are contrary to it. Kant’s insistence on actions which are done
from the right sort of motive thus has important practical implications in that only actions

- Cf. Jens Timmermann, Kant’s Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals — A Commentary (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2007), pp. 26-32.

done from the right motive are likely be right actions, that is to say, actions which
constimte good conduct.
On the other hand, there is also present in Kant’s argument in the Groundwork a more
general concern with the sort of things we value, and in that context Kant’s point is a
related but slighdy different one: a value which is uniquely ethical is to be found only in
actions which are done from the right sort of motive. For an action to have this
particular value, or moral worth, it must not only be the right sort of action, but it must
also be performed from a particular moral motive, that is, for the right sort of reason.
We will see in chapter 3 that at the most fundamental level the basis for this claim is that
a right action done because it is right is the most common way in which a human being
may exhibit a good will, which Kant identifies as the only unqualified good.
Three points can be taken from the above which are worth reiterating: Firstly and
most ob\dously, Kant’s distinction itself is of central importance, an its precise nature
and pervasiveness is the main subject of this smdy. Secondly, it is worth bearing in mind
that according to Kant, quite apart from and in addition to the philosopher’s speculative
interest in an analysis and grounding of the concept of duty, we take a practical interest in
the distinction between, generally speaking, an action’s mere conformity with a principle
or rule, and its being done from the recognition of the value of that rule, that is, its being
a case of principled action. Also, Kant beUeves — and this is the working assumption of the
first, if not the first two, sections of the Groundwork — that the importance of acting
duty is already evident “from the common idea of duty and of moral laws” GMS IV:389).
Thus his aim there is primarily to explicate “the moral cognition of common human
reason” (GMS IV:403), that is, to spell out in philosophical terms the implications of
everyday morality.
My aim in this first chapter is to oudine Kant’s twofold division of the concept of
duty both as a substantial claim in its own right and in the most general terms, and — as
much as this is possible with a philosopher as systematic as Kant — in isolation from the
various other elements of his moral theory. The rest of part I. will be concerned with
clarifying Kant’s distinction, firstly, in relation to a number of other Kantian concepts, in
particular the good will, and secondly by drawing certain parallels with Aristotle’s and
Mill’s ethics. Only in part II. will I consider the types of actions the distinction gives rise

to, and in particular one troubling feature of it: the apparent impossibility of action from
duty but not in accordance with duty.

1. Kant’s normative criterion: Rightness

According to Kant’s analysis of the common notion of duty in the first section of the
Groundwork, all actions are either right (obligatory or permissible)^, namely when they are
in accordance with duty, or wrong (impermissible) when they are contrary to duty.
Whether an action is in accordance with duty is evaluated by use of the Categorical
Imperative'', which is intended to enable the agent to recognise what his duty is in a

^ Kant divides right actions into those that are permissible and those that are obligatory. But he also holds
that to act from duty is to act from the notion that the action is morally required. Therefore, merely
permissible actions cannot be done from the motive of duty and hence cannot have moral worth. Since, as
will become apparent shortly, my primary concern is with the possibility of acting from duty, I will
henceforth ignore merely permissible actions. (Kant does so himself in the analysis of the notion of
acting from duty in Groundwork I.: All the examples he adduces are of actions which are morally required
and the omission of which is impermissible. See GMS IV:390, 397ff Cf Henry AUison, Kant’s Theory of
Freedom (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), pp. 113, 266 n.l5; Samuel J. Kerstein, Kant’s Search
for the Supreme Principle of Morality (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), p. 99; Steven SverdUk,
‘Kant, Nonaccidentalness and the Availability of Moral Worth’, The journal of Ethics 5 (2001) p. 297.
For the same reason, actions which are performed above and beyond what duty requires (supererogatory
acts) cannot be done from duty, simply because they are not obligator}-. In the Critique of Practical Treason
Kant is unashamedly dismissive of such actions: “But I do wish that educators would spare their pupils
examples of so-called noble (supermeritorious) actions, with which our sentimental writings so abound, and
would refer everything only to duty and to the worth that a human being can and must give himself in his
own eyes by consciousness of not having transgressed it; for, whatever runs up into empty wishes and
longings for inaccessible perfection produces mere heroes of romance (Romanhelden) who, while they
pride themselves on their feeling for extravagant greatness, release themselves in return from the
observance of common and everyday obligation, which then seems to them insignificant and petty.” (KpV
V:155)
I will set aside for the purposes of this study all questions concerning Kant’s derivation of the
Categorical Imperative, its various formulas, its application in particular maxims and actions, which actions
it prescribes or condemns, etc. For my purposes it is sufficient to note that with the Categorical Imperative
Kant provides at the very' least a criterion for the rightness of actions.

particular context by universalizing the maxim of his action. The Categorical Imperative
is Kant’s objective^, norwative criterion for what is morally required and permissible. If a
maxim can be universaHsed without contradiction, then an action conforming to it is
objectively good (or: in accordance with the law), and, if performed, the action is (at
least) done in accordance with duty: “The concept of duty requires of an action,
objectively, accordance with the law.” (KpV V:81; cf. GMS IV:397ff.) “[Wjith this
compass in its hand”, which “common human reason [.. .jalways acmaUy has before its
eyes and uses as the standard of its judgement”, Kant believes, it “knows very well in all
the cases that come up to distinguish what is good and what is evil, what is in conformity
with duty or contrary to duty”. (GMS IV:403f., my transl.) Thus the Categorical
Imperative, as a criterion of the rightness, and only the righmess*^ of an action’s maxim, is
concerned with the outward conformity of an action with the moral law. In the
Metaphysics ofMorals Kant puts the point in the following way:

A principle that makes certain actions duties is a practical law. A rule that the agent himself
makes his principle on subjective grounds is called his maxim:, hence different agents can have
very different maxims with regard to the same law.
The categorical imperative, which as such only affirms what obligation is, is: act upon a maxim that can
also hold as a universal law. — You must therefore first consider your actions in terms of their
subjective principles; but you can know whether this principle also holds objectively only in this
way: that when your reason subjects it to the test of conceiving yourself as also giving universal
law through it, it qualifies for such a giving of universal law. (MS VI:225)

5 See part II. for a discussion of the difficult question concerning the possibility of distinguishing between
action that is objectively right and action that the agent mistakenly believes to be objectively right.
Nico Scarano and Otfried Hbffe take the Categorical Imperative to be the criterion of both the action’s
rightness and its morality, although they fail to argue for this claim. Cf. Nico Scarano, ‘Necessity' and
Apriority in Kant’s Moral Philosophy: An Interpretation of the Groundwork’s Preface’, in: Christoph
Horn & D. Schonecker (eds.): Groundwork for the Metaphysics ofMorals (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2006), p. 8 (fn. 5);
Otfried Hoffe, Immanuel Kant (Miinchen: C.H. Beck, 1992), pp. 76-86. It seems clear that while actions
based on maxims which conform with the Categorical Imperative, when performed from duty, have moral
worth, the Categorical Imperative itself cannot be used to establish whether an action has been done from
dutt' and thus has moral worth.

He goes on to recast the familiar Groundwork distinction in the terms of an action’s legality
and its morality which he had first introduced in the Critique ofPractical Reason.

The conformity of an action with the law of duty is its kgakty {kgalitas)\ the conformity of the
maxim of an action with the law is the morality {moralitas) of the action. A maxim is a subjective
principle of action, a principle which the subject himself makes his rule (how he wills to act). A
principle of duty, on the other hand, is a principle that reason prescribes to him absolutely and so
objectively (how he ou^t to act). (MS VI:225)^

But righmess alone is not nearly sufficient for actions to have any genuinely moral
quality. Action merely in conformity with duty, “however it may conform to duty, and
however amiable it is” (GMS IV:398) lacks a uniquely ethical value. Despite its rightness,
therefore, such action “nevertheless has no true moral worth” (ibid.). Most importantly
in the context of the Groundwork, where Kant’s aim is to explicate the concept of a good
will, rightness alone does not allow us to do this, because by itself it is not concerned
with the will which can be good or bad, i.e. with the inner motivation of the agent. So in
order to determine what distinguishes a good wiU, a further distinction must be drawn
(and according to Kant is in fact always drawn by common human reason).

2. Kant’s motivational criterion: Moral worth

Since Kant believes that neither the good will’s actions and nor its ends can account for
the good will’s goodness, he argues that only volition itself can: moral goodness lies in
the will’s reasons for willing (choosing) certain ends and actions, insofar as these reasons
motivate the agent to act. Common human reason already draws this distinction by
separating merely what someone does from why they do it and conferring different values
on each (and, generally speaking, as Kant repeatedly insists, a higher value on the latter

^ Cf. MS VI:224, where he defines rightness as accordance with duty vis-a-vis actions (deeds), rather than
maxims. “A deed is right or wrong {rectum aut minus rectum) in general insofar as it conforms with duty or is
contrary to it (factum ticitum aut illicitum)', the duty itself, in terms of its content or origin, may be of any
kind.”

when an agent acts from the right sort of reason)*. So the agent’s motive for acting is
where ‘tme moral value’ is to be found. While right actions may be done for various
reasons, that is, from different motives, the good-willed agent not only does what is
right, but does it because it is right: the agent’s recognition that an action is required
motivates his acting. Hence such actions are done from (the motive of) duty, and actions
have moral worth if, and only if, they are done from duty.
In cases of action which merely coincides with duty, Kant, as we saw earlier, believes
that the agent’s motivation to act is incidental or even alien to the action itself and to its
rightness. It is one of Kant’s deeply held convictions that in such cases the agent is not
morally praiseworthy. For the action to have moral worth, the righmess of the action and
the agent’s acting would have to be connected in some non-accidental way. In general
terms this means that the action’s rightness itself, or some part of it, or something
necessarily connected with it, functions as the agent’s motivation to perform the action.^
So in addition to the criterion of rightness, Kant insists on a further, subjective and
motivational, condition: While it might be the case that the objective righmess of an action
can be read off actions or their effects, this criterion is subjective insofar as it applies to an
act only qua act of an agent.
The following passages from the Metaphysic of Morals are instructive. Kant here again
makes the point already insisted on in the Groundwork, namely that ethics is concerned
with actions insofar as they are done from the right sort of motive, but perhaps more
explicitly: while aU lawgiving is concerned with duties and with motives (incentives) to
comply with those duties, by its very nature ethical lawgiving, when it makes an action a
duty, also makes this duty the incentive.

® See, for example, GMS IV:398 £., where the naturally unsympathetic and therefore unfortunate “friend of
man” is said to be able to “find a source within himself to give himself a Jar higher worth than that [of] a
good-natured temperament” (emph. added) whose beneficent acts are merely in conformity with duty.
“[W]orth of character, which is moral and the highest without aty comparison'^ (emph. added), begins when he
acts from duty.
^ Kant’s own notion of the moral feeling of reverence for the law fulfils this role: its presence and motivating
force guarantees that the agent’s action has moral worth. It thus serves as a non-accidental nexus between
the agent’s recognition of what is right and his acting upon that recognition.

In all lawgiving (whether it prescribes internal or external actions, and whether it prescribes them
a priori by reason alone or by the choice of another) there are two elements; first [Kant’s
emphasis], a law, which represents an action that is to be done as objective^ necessary, that is,
which makes the action a duty; and second [Kant’s emphasis], an incentive, which connects a
ground for determining choice to this action subjectively with the representation of the law. Hence
the second element is this: that the law makes duty the incentive. By the first the action is
represented as a duty, and this is a merely theoretical cognition of a possible determination of
choice, that is, of practical rules. By the second the obhgation so to act is connected in the subject
with a ground for determining choice generally.
All lawgiving can therefore be distinguished with respect to the incentive (even if it agrees with
another kind with respect to the action that it makes a duty, e.g., these actions might in all cases
be external). That lawgiving which makes an action a duty and also makes this duty the incentive is
ethical. But that lawgiving which does not include the incentive of duty in the law and so admits
an incentive other than the idea of duty itself is juridical. It is clear that in the latter case this
incentive which is something other than the idea of duty must be drawn from pathological
determining grounds of choice, inclinations and aversions, and among these, from aversions; for
it is a lawgiving, which constrains, not an allurement, which invites.
The mere conformity or nonconformity of an action with law, irrespective of the incentive to it,
is called its legahty (lawfulness); but that conformity in which the idea of duty arisingfrom the law is
also the incentive to the action is called its morality. (MS VI;218f., emphasis partly mine)

Ethical lawgiving (even if the duties might be external) is that which cannot be external; juridical
lawgiving is that which can also be external. So it is an external duty to keep a promise made in a
contract; but the command to do this merely because it is a duty, without regard for any other
incentive, belongs to internal lawgiving alone. So the obhgation is assigned to ethics not because
the duty is of a particular kind (a particular kind of action to which one is bound) — for there are
external duties in ethics as well as in right — but rather because the lawgiving in this case is an
internal one and can have no external lawgiver. For the same reason duties of benevolence, even
though they are external duties (obhgations to external actions), are still assigned to ethics
because their lawgiving can be only internal. — Ethics has its special duties as well (e.g., duties to
oneself), but it also has duties in common with right; what it does not have in common with right is only
the kind of obligation. For what is distinctive of ethical lawgiving is that one is to perform actions
just because thty are duties and to make the principle of duty itself, wherever the duty comes from, the sufficient
incentive for choice. So while there are many directly ethical duties, internal lawgiving makes the rest of
them, one and all, indirecdy ethical. (MS VI:220f., emphasis partly mine)

By way of summary and because it is of crucial importance for the various issues which I
wiU consider in both parts of this smdy, let me reiterate that Kant’s account of duty rests
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on this twofold division-. Firstly an action is either right (obhgatory), namely when it
conforms to the requirements of morality (such actions are said to be dn accordance with
du^), or it is wrong (impermissible) when it does not (Kant refers to these actions as
‘'contrary to dutf, or ‘not in accordance with duty’). Secondly, an action either has moral
worth, namely when it is done because it is recognised as required ffrom dutf), or it lacks
such worth when it is done from some other motive, typically a desire or inclination (^not
from duf).

3. The aims of the remainder of part I. and the confines of this study

As readers of Kant’s writings often find to their frustration, his ethical theory contains
many intricately interwoven claims regarding the nature of morahty, the unconditionality,
universality, and apriority of the moral law, the nature of freedom, the phenomenal and
noumenal standpoints, etc. To make matters worse, it is often impossible to say where
one claim ends and another begins and whether, or how, they could possibly be
evaluated on their own terms. Despite this, I beheve that Kant’s twofold distinction of
the concept of duty, and the resulting claim concerning the importance of the agent’s
motives (the criterion of morality), can be isolated from the other elements of his moral
theory and evaluated separately. The aims of the remainder of part 1. of this study are the
following:
1 will first attempt to show that Kant’s twofold distinction is noteworthy — perhaps
this even makes it unique amongst central concepts of Kantian moral theory, although I
will not argue for this claim — in at least two important respects: firstly, it is, historically,
far from an original Kantian notion, and secondly, it can be shown to be quite
compatible with rival ethical theories. It will be the business of chapter 2 to illustrate that
both Aristotle’s virtue ethics and Mill’s utilitarianism, albeit in very different ways, are
compatible with or even explicitly embrace the idea that something like the Kantian
distinction is central to the very nature of morality.
In chapter 3 1 will attempt to illuminate the origins, significance, and impHcations of
the Kantian distinction beyond the basic concept outlined above by drawing on a
number of central Kantian themes: the good will, moral worth, and Kant’s so-called
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control condition. Of course, these notions easily merit a detailed study in their own
right. I will consider them here only insofar as doing so serves the purposes of clarifying
Kant’s distinction with respect to the confines of this smdy.
Finally, in part II. of this study I will turn to some of the particulars of Kant’s
distinction. My main concern is with the question whether Kant’s distinction is one
between two logically compatible features which can be evaluated independently of each
other, or whether, on the contrary, a certain asymmetry and dependence between the
criteria is to be fotmd which must be accounted for. I will consider the textual evidence,
discuss a number of specific difficulties which the distinction gives rise to, and the
implications of their solution for Kant’s moral theory.
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Chapter 2
ARISTOTLE AND MILL

The claim that actions have moral worth insofar as they are performed from a moral
motive is commonly regarded as the distinguishing feature of Kant’s moral philosophy, as
well as his most original contribution to the subject. Of course Kant, like every moral
philosopher, is concerned with establishing and justifying an ultimate principle for
determining what is tight and wrong. His theory of moral motivation, on the other hand,
is commonly regarded as a Kantian answer to a peculiarly Kantian problem, since most
rival moral philosophers simply reject the Kantian concern with agent’s inner motives
and acting from duty. My aim in this chapter is to outline some of the reasons why this
common view might be thought to be mistaken. A comparison of Kant’s views on the
issue with those of his opponents is illuminating for at least three reasons; Initially, there
is a primarily historical point: the insistence on a motivational criterion in morality is not
Kantian in origin, but is present (sometimes prominent) in the work of many of his
predecessors. Secondly, we need to consider the fact that Aristotle’s account of virtue
and happiness and Mill’s utilitarianism probably constitute the main alternatives which
present the most serious objections to a Kantian account of morality. This in itself
suggests that their stance on the motivational criterion should be of some importance in
the present context. Thirdly, I want to suggest that the Kantian motivational claim is
compatible with other, non-Kantian or even distinctly anti-Kantian normative criteria.
So, finally, I need to argue that even a theory which explicitly rejects a Kantian approach,
such as Mill’s utilitarianism, and does not itself contain a version of the Kantian
motivational criterion (as I argue Aristotle’s does), can be shown to be compatible with
such a criterion.’*’
Another interesting point of contact between these rival theories which, however, I will not consider in
the present context, is the following: Kant himself, as well as his apologists and critics alike, observe (in
varying degrees) that, far from being entirely opposed to them, Kantian moral theory already contains or
accommodates elements of eudaimonism, virtue ethics, teleology, and consequentiahsm. On the influence
of eudaimonism, virtue ethics, and teleology in Kant’s moral philosophy see, for example, Barbara
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Herman, ‘Making Room for Character’, Stephen Engstrom, ‘Happiness and the Highest Good in Aristotle
and Kant’, Jennifer Whiting, ‘Self-Love and Authoritative Virtue: Prolegomenon to a Kantian Reading of
Eudemian Ethics viii 3’, Christine Korsgaard, ‘From Duty and for the Sake of the Noble; Kant and Aristotle
on Morally Good Action’, and Julia Annas, ‘Aristotle and Kant on Morality and Practical Reasoning’, all in:
Stephen Engstrom & Jennifer Whiting (eds.) Aristotle, Kant, and the Stoics — Rethinking Happiness and Duty,
Cambridge; Cambridge University Press, 1996. On the vexed question of categorising ethical theories, see
Korsgaard, pp 232f (fn20) in the same volume. For a consequentialist interpretation of Kant see e.g.
David Cummiskey, Kantian Consequentiahm (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995). Of course there are
also numerous attempts to read Kant as a rule-utilitarian. For one such example, see R. F. Harrod,
“Utilitarianism Revised”, Af/W 45 (1936), 137-156.
Some commentators go as far as claiming that, especially if certain elements are stressed enough at the
expense of others, his ethical thought collapses into a consequence-, virtue-, or happiness-centred ethics.
For an example of the former, see John Stuart Mill, Utilitarianism (London: Longmans, Green & Co., 1897,
13* ed.) p 5f., where MiU criticises Kant for being a de facto utilitarian who, while claiming to reject
consequentiahsm, cannot but revert to consequentialist considerations in the employment of his supreme
principle of morality, the Categorical Imperative. Cf Mill, op cit., p5f: “[There is no] school of thought
which refuses to admit that the influence of actions on happiness is a most material and even predominant
consideration in many of the details of morals, however unwilling to acknowledge it as the fundamental
principle of morality, and the source of moral obligation. I might go much further, and say that to all
those a priori moralists who deem it necessary to argue at all, utilitarian arguments are indispensable. [...]
One of the most illustrious of them [...], Kant, this remarkable man, [...] when he begins to deduce from
this precept [i.e. the categorical imperative] any of the actual duties of morality, he fails, almost
grotesquely, to show that there would be any contradiction, any logical (not to say physical) impossibility, in
the adoption by all rational beings of the most outrageously immoral rules of conduct. All he shows is that
the consequences of their universal adoption would be such as no one would choose to incur.”
As regards the latter, some commentators argue that Kant’s duty ethics turns into a virtue ethics in his
mature philosophy: The earlier rigorism (exclusion of all non-rational motives) predominant in the
Groundmrk makes way for an Aristotelian concern with virtue and the cultivation of character in the
Metaphysics of Morals and the Religion. Others identify a type of eudaimonism in the culmination of Kant’s
ethical thought: his conception of the highest good.
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2. The moral motive in Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics

Although it is usually, and to some extent justifiably, considered a rival theory, Aristotle’s
Nicomachean Ethics^' contains an account of morality that anticipates basic elements of
Kant’s views on moral motivation. Aristotelian virtues are states of character or of mind
and have an affective and an inteUecmal aspect, i.e. they involve both our feelings,
especially of pleasure and pain, and our intellect (in reasoning and practical intelligence).
There can be three different conditions of soul concerned with action: feelings {pathe)
such as desire, fear etc., capacities {dunameis) in respect of which we are capable of having
these feelings, and states or dispositions {hexeisf~ in respect of which we are inclined
towards the feelings. Aristode argues by a process of elimination that the genus of
virmes is state, rather than feeling or capacity. They cannot be the latter since we have
feelings and capacities ‘by nature’, which as such are not subject to moral praise or blame
(which virmes, or a lack of them, are), and as they do not involve deliberate choice or
decision {prohairesiif^, whereas virmes do.’"* But it remains to be seen what exactiy it is

'' Nicomachean Ethics, transl., with introd., notes, and glossary, by Terence Irwin (Indianapolis/ Cambridge:
Hackett, 2"** ed, 1999). Hereafter referred to as NE. Commentary parts referred to as Irwin, op. cit.
Additions in square brackets [ ] are Irwin’s unless indicated otherwise.
*- On translating hexis (a stable state, disposition, or habit) and diathesis (a less stable disposition) see Julia
Annas, The Morali^’ of Happiness (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993), p. 50, and W.F.R. Hardie,
Aristotle’s Ethical Theoiy (Oxford:- Clarendon Press, 1980), pp. 103f. I will use ‘state’ and ‘disposition’
interchangeably.
u Decision is a kind of ‘rational desire’ involved in deliberate choice. Susan Meyer observes that in
“contexts where he is not discussing his specific conception of virtue and vice of character, Aristotle
generally follows Plato in recognizing a single kind of rational desire. His name for this desire is ‘wish’
{houlesis). When articulating his own account of virtue and vice of character, however, he distinguishes
wish from decision (prohairesis) and insists that decision is the desire most important to virtue and vice of
character.” [See NE 1105a31-33, which I discuss below] It is important primarily because it contains a
motivational element: “A wish may simply be a favourable evaluative attitude toward an opportunity that
has no actual effect on one’s inclinations to act. A decision, by contrast, is a determinate intention to act
that acmally moves the agent to act. It is not always successful, for it can be impeded by an opposing
desire, as in the case of continence or incontinence. However, it always yields some impulse (forme) toward
action. This is the impulse that non-rational desire opposes in the case of incontinence, and that
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about a disposition that differentiates it enough from feelings and capacities to make it,
unlike these, a possible bearer of vidue.
How does a person become virmous? Aristotle believes that learning how to become
virmous is in many respects not unlike learning to master a craft, or some similar skill
(techne).’^ The craft analogy is prominent in many of his works, but particularly so in his
ethics. We will need to consider here in some detail the extent to which Aristotle utilises
this analogy as well as the extent to which he rejects it. It will become clear that at a
certain point the analogy breaks down entirely and the differences between a skill with its
concern with making things (poiesis) on the one hand, and vidue with its focus on doing or
action {praxis) on the other, are more illuminating than the similarities.
Aristotle divides the virtues into inteUecmal {dianoetikai) and moral {ethikai), both of
which are acquired rather than natural. The former arise and grow from teaching,
whereas the latter result from habit {ethos)}^ This feature of virmes of character invites
the aforementioned skill analogy^

Virtues, by contrast [with the senses, which arise in us by nature (my addition)], we acquire, just
as we acquire crafts, by having first activated them. For we learn a craft by producing the same
product that we must produce when we have learned it; we become builders, for instance, by
building, and we become harpists by playing the harp. Similarly, then, we become just by doing
just actions, temperate by doing temperate actions, brave by doing brave actions. (iVE II 1 §4,
1103a27-1103b2)
To sum it up in a single account: a state [of character] results from [the repetition of] similar
activities. (JVE II 1 §7, 1103b21f)

overcomes non-rational desire in cases of continence [...] It is an ‘origin of action’ {arche praxeos) (NE
1139a31).” See ha Aristotle on Moral Responsibility — Character and Cause (Oxford: Blackwell, 1993), pp. 24ff.
'■* See NE II 5. Although I cannot discuss this in this context, it is worth mentioning that this is another
important conviction that Aristotle shares with Kant: the belief that we are only responsible and can be
held accountable for what we have freely chosen from within the sphere of our influence, thereby
excluding feelings, inclination, and consequences beyond our control from moral evaluation and rejecting
the idea that there can be such a thing as ‘moral luck’.
’’ “He is not, of course, the first to do so; the analogy with techne is extensively developed by the Platonic
Socrates, and Aristotle is clearly at times reacting to this.” Julia Annas, op. cit. p. 67 (fn58).
'<■ NE II 1, 1103al5.
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The analogy stresses an important feature of virtues of character: they are not only
acquired, but are learnt and grow through a process of repetition and habituation which
involves the same virme both as an activity (praxis) and as the intended result (telos)\

But these actions are not only the sources and causes both of the emergence and growth of
virtues and of their ruin; the activities of the virtues [once we have acquired them] also consist in
these same actions. [...Ajbstaining from pleasures makes us become temperate, and once we
have become temperate we are most capable of abstaining from pleasures. It is similar with
braver}-; habituation in disdain for frightening situations and in standing firm against them makes
us become brave, and once we have become brave we shall be most capable of standing firm.
(NE II 2 §8-9,1104a28-39).

Aristotle argues that a person’s repeated performance of actions which he has recognised
as virtuous wiU allow him to habituate himself in such a way that he will develop a
disposition to act virmously. This disposition wiU in turn become part of the person’s
stable character and manifest itself in the continued performance of the virtuous actions
in which it originated. Thus what Aristotle presents here is more than an analysis of
virtue, but an account of moral education which stresses that virme is an activity that
must be practised to acquire the right state of character. Habituation is required because
virme involves non-cognitive aspects of the soul (feelings, desires) as weU as the
recognition of the good, and these need to be trained and practised in order to become
virmous: 17

It is right, then, to say that a person comes to be just from doing just actions and temperate
from doing temperate actions; for no one has the least prospect of becoming good from failing
to do them. (NE II 4 §5,1105bl0-12)'®

Cf. Susan Meyer, op. cit., ch.5.4, and JN. Stewart, Notes on the Nicomachean Ethics of Aristotle (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1892), vol. I, p. 185.
Furthermore, this point is an implicit criticism of Socrates’ inteUecmaUst account of virtue which claims
that knowing the good is sufficient for acting virtuously - hence the Socratic denial of the possibility of
weakness of will (akrasid). Aristotle attacks the implications of this account at the end of his own
explanation of the process of character formation by habituation: “The many, however, do not do these
actions. They take refuge in arguments, thinking that they are doing philosophy, and that this is the way to
become excellent people. They are like a sick person who listens attentively to the doctor, but acts on none
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But Aristotle anticipates a possible objection to his account: The process of learning and
habituation just described appears to be circular: virtue depends on habitually acting
virtuously, and being able to act virtuously depends on having virtuous dispositions. This
invites the accusation that he is begging the question. It is at this point that Aristotle
makes some important quahfications to the skill analogy (going as far as claiming that it
breaks down entirely), and some strikingly ‘Kantian’ observations about the nature of
virtue. He presents us with a puzzle (aporia) that appears to attack his account of
habituation by way of a reductio ad absurdum'.

Someone might be puzzled, however, about what we mean by saying that we become just by
doing just actions and become temperate by doing temperate actions. For [one might suppose
that] if we do grammatical or musical actions, we are grammarians or musicians, and,
similarly, if we do just or temperate actions, we are thereby just or temperate. (JVE II 4 §1,
1105al7-21)

This is the practical equivalent of the learning paradox that Plato raises in the Meno.’^
“The puzzle arises because Aristotle has emphasized the similarity between the actions
that we learn to do in habituation and the actions that we do when we are virmous.”^’
This similarity suggests that learning a skill is a good model for learning a virtue. Both
skin and virtue are, certainly to some extent, the product of repetitive practice which
might involve, at least initially, a fair amount of picking up what to do in particular cases
of his instructions. Such a course of treatment will not improve the state of the sick person’s body; nor will
the many improve the state of their souls by this attitude to philosophy.” (NE II 4 §6, 1105bl3-19)
“MENO: But how will you look for something when you don’t in the least know what it is? How on
earth are you going to set up something you don’t know as the object of your search? To put it another
way, even if you come right up against it, how will you know that what you have found is the thing you
didn’t know? SOCRATES: I know what you mean. Do you realize that what you are bringing up is the
trick argument that a man cannot try to discover either what he knows or what he does not know? He
would not seek what he knows, for since he knows it there is no need of the inquiry, nor what he does not
know, for in that case he does not even know what he is to look for. MENO: Well, do you think it a good
argument? SOCRATES: No.” Plato, Meno, 80d-81a, transl. W.K.C. Guthrie, in Plato, The Collected
Dialogues, ed. Edith Hamilton & Huntington Cairns (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1961).
Irwin, op.cit. p. 195.
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and copying from one’s teachers. But now the proponent of the puzzle suggests that if it
is possible to attempt to become sldlful or virmous by simply engaging in skilled or
virmous activity, then surely one has already mastered it and there is nothing to learn. In
other words, attempting to become virmous seems to presuppose already being virmous,
which would make it impossible to even begin to learn. In reply, Aristotle will have to
show that in his account of the learning process he does not have to presuppose from
the start that which is supposed to be the end result. He will have to explain “why his
account of habituation does not self-defeatingly assume the existence of the state that is
supposed to result from the habimation”."'
Aristode now argues that “the objector’s argument (1) rests on an alleged feature of
the crafts, and hence (2) assumes that virmes are analogous to crafts in the relevant
ways’’." In his first reply he stiU upholds the analogy but challenges the effectiveness of
the aporia by arguing that the crafts do not actually support the objection: The analogy,
so far as it holds, evidently does not support the suggestion that his account of
habimation is self-defeating, but works against it;^

“But surely actions are not enough, even in the case of crafts; for it is possible to produce a
grammatical result by chance, or by following someone else’s instructions. To be grammarians,
then, we must both produce a grammatical result and produce it grammatically — that is to say,
produce it in accord with the grammatical knowledge in us.” (JVE II 4 §2, 1105a22-26)

Even in the crafts, but certainly in virme, Aristotle argues, it is not enough to look only
at the outwardly manifested doing of the action. Even in the crafts we make a distinction
between getting something right by chance, or being told how to do it, and doing
something deliberately and knowledgeably. Writing words correctly does not amount to
being literate. So to the extent that the analogy is a good one it supports the view that in

2' Ibid.
22 Ibid.
22 Cf Stewart, who observes that “the analogy between ante and techne, appealed to by the promoters of
the aporia (which, it may be observed, is an ignava ratio in morals — or excuse for inactivity —[• ■.] similar to
that in science refuted in the Meno) [...] does not help them.” Op. cit. p. 183. Cf. Irwin, op.cit. p. 195.
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both the crafts and \drtue there is a difference between doing something correctly, ‘to the
letter’, and knowing how to do it. Therefore the aporia rests on a false equivocation."'*
This is as far as the analogy can be stretched. Having taken the wind out of its sails by
showing that the aporia is not an objection to his account of habituation, Aristotle now
explicitly rejects the objector’s assumption that virtues are analogous to crafts in the
relevant ways. In turning against the analogy, he insists that virtue itselfis not a skill:

Moreover, in any case, what is true of crafts is not true of virtues. For the products of a craft
determine by their own qualities whether they have been produced well; and so it suffices that
they have the tight qualities when they have been produced. (NE II 4 §3, 1105a26-29)

This is the claim that the excellence of products lies in themselves rather than in the way
they were made.^ “The goodness of the work of art is a quality which we see at once in
the work itself — Hermes is dug up at Olympia, and we find him beautiful as soon as we
see him.”"*’ We will see how virtue differs from this in a moment, but one immediate
problem that arises is Aristotle’s apparent retraction of a claim he made earker: part of
the point of the rejection of the aporia seemed to be that the crafts, like the virmes, imply
an underlying intellectual grasp of the processes involved, which distinguishes the ‘truly
skilled’ from the ‘accidentally successful’ craftsman. But “Aristotle is not taking back the
point he has made in the first reply, that someone might produce a good product
accidentally. He means that the goodness and badness of production is determined by its
usefulness for producing the product; a better method of production is better because it

Cf. Stewart: “This aporia we may resolve by pointing out (which Aristotle does not do explicitly) that
[just acts] before the formation of the Habit are, so far as the agent is concerned, [...] only apparentiy his
just acts; really, qua just, they are expressions of the wise intention of the law-giver, or ruler, who enjoins
and enforces them. The moral agent himself has to begin by acting under the compulsion of the law, until
by repetition a habit is formed, and he performs the acts in question proprio motu, the habit bringing with it
an insight, more or less clear, into the significance of the acts, and a belief that they are good. Then they
are really the agent’s own just acts - i.e. they are ‘just’ in the strict, and not in an equivocal sense.” Op.cit.,
p. 183.
Cf. Annas, op. cit., p. 68.
Stewart, op. cit., p. 183.
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is better at producing the right sort of product.”"' Virtue should be put in sharp contrast
with the crafts because

for actions in accord with the virtues to be done temperately or justly it does not suffice that they
themselves have the right qualities. Rather, the agent must also be in the right state when he does
them. First, he must know [that he is doing virtuous actions]; second, he must decide on them,
and decide on them for themselves; and, third, he must also do them from a firm and unchanging
state. (ME II 4 §3, 1105a29-35)

This passage, I believe, clearly demonstrates that vVristode anticipates Kant’s insistence
on a motivational criterion in morality. He argues that “it is unsafe to estimate an action
[...] from the outside, judging of its moral value from its splendour or immediate utility;
before we come to a decision, we ought to know the state of the agent — whether he is
aware that he performs the act, whether he chooses it because it is right, and that, of
fixed habit, having often performed it before, and therefore being likely to perform it
often again.”^* Irwin also supports such a reading of this cmcial passage:

The value of virtuous action, as opposed to the craftsman’s production (the process), is not
simply determined by its efficiency in producing a product; it also has its characteristic motive.
The value of virtue is intrinsic; virtuous action is not valuable simply as a means to some further
result (e.g., acting kindly is not simply a means to making someone feel better). The intrinsic
value of virtue reflects the virtuous person’s motive, shown by the second condition in a32. The
demand for a specific motive differentiates virtue from craft, and hence differentiates the training
required for each of them; this is Aristotle’s answer to the puzzle raised in the chapter.-'’

Irwin, op. cit., p. 195. Cf Annas’ explanation of the somewhat counterintuitive way in which Aristotle
makes his point here. She observes that, contrary to appearances, Aristotle in fact acknowledges many
similarities between skill and virme which the above passage, on the face of it, seems to deny. He stresses
the intellectual aspects of skill, but “chooses to express this position by contrasting skill and virtue. But
this is not the only possible response; one could say that virtue, since it shares these features of intellectual
grasp and need for habit and practice, is a special kind of skill. Presumably Aristotle insists that virtue is
not a skill because skills other than virtue can be practiced in comparative independence of the agent’s
moral character.” Op. cit., p. 68.
Stewart, op. cit., p. 184.
Irwin, op. cit., pl96, my emph. Cf also W.F.R. Hardie, op. cit., ch.VL, and J.A. Stewart’s summary of the
passage which highlights the parallels with Kant’s motivational criterion nicely:
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With the first of the three conditions Aristotle rules out involuntary and non-deHberate
actions which as mere accidents would be without any moral significance. The agent
must perform his duty deliberately and knowing for it to qualify as an act at aU. As I
mentioned before, Aristotle shares with Kant the conviction that we are only morally
responsible for what we have freely chosen. The third condition, i.e. acting from a state
that is a permanent fixture in a person’s character as a result of education and
habituation, is arguably the feature of this definition of virme that most marks it as
Aristotelian. But from a Kantian perspective, the second condition is immediately
recognisable as the feature of moral goodness that is not only cmcial for Kant’s
conception, but often cited as its distinguishing quality: that is the claim that the agent
must be motivated to choose and perform virmous actions for their intrinsic rightness.^
The most important point here is that Aristode differentiates between actions that are
only incidentally virmous (cf. Kant’s action merely in accordance with duty) and those that are
done knowingly, of choice, and from a virmous disposition (cf Kant’s action from duty and
in accordance with duty)f

“[I]n the realm of conduct we do not say ‘Well done!’ as soon as we see an action, with certain good
qualities in it, performed. Before we pronounce, we look at the agent also, and ask — ‘How did he perform
it?’ [...] Did he choose deliberately to perform it, and that, because he thought it right, not because he
thought it would lead to some ulterior pleasure or profit? [...] Unless these conditions in the agent be
fulfilled, we do not speak of the moral value of actions [...].”
“[T|he goodness of a moral action is not a quality' in the action itself, which we can appreciate apart from
the goodness of the agent.”
“PB]efore we come to a decision [when estimating the moral value of an action], we ought to know the
state of the agent — whether he is aware that he performs the act, whether he chooses it because it is right
[...]”. Op. cit., pp. 182,183,184.
Cf. Korsgaard, op. cit., on this point.
Discussing Kant’s Groundwork, chapter I, Ernst Tugendhat mentions in passing that Kant makes “the
distinction, common in all ethics since Aristotle, between an action merely ‘in accordance with duty’ and an
action ‘from duty’” (my transl.) [“die in alkr Ethik seit Aristoteles iibliche Unterscheidung zwischen einer bloB
‘pflichtmaBigen’ Handlung und einer Handlung ‘aus Pflicht’”], but he does not elaborate on the
Aristotelian origins of the distinction, nor indeed on its presence in pre-Kantian ethics. See his V'orlesun^n
uberEthik, (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1993), p. 110.
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Aristotle continues chapter 4 by stating that,
As conditions for having a craft, these three do not count, except for the bare knowing. As a
condition for having a virtue, however, the knowing counts for nothing, or [rather] for only a
little, whereas the other two conditions are very important, indeed all-important. And we
achieve these other two conditions by the frequent doing of just and temperate actions. (NE II
4 §3,1105bl-6)

Apart from including another gibe at the Platonic intellectuaUst account of morality, this
point further supports his total rejection of the skill analogy. But as Irwin observes, it is
also noteworthy that Aristotle here “passes from (a) the contrast between products
produced well and actions done well, to (b) the contrast between good craftsmen and
viituous agents. The two contrasts are connected, because an action is done well only if a
good agent does it from the right state (whereas a product can be produced weU even if a
good craftsman does not produce it).”^'
It would of course be worthwhile to consider whether the Aristotelian and the
Kantian categories match exactly, whether they have the same prominence in their
overall outlook, and so on, but my point here is simply that the notion of taking some
fact about the agent to be indicative of moral value, and most crucially, making that
agent’s motive (which, amongst other things, constitutes ‘the state of the agent’) the
criterion of morality, is a notion that is common to and indeed decisive for both
Aristotle’s and Kant’s account of morality. This basic point is supported by the passage
atNEII4§3,1105a29-35.

Irwin, op. cit., p. 196.
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3. The moral motive in Mill’s Utilitarianism

We saw earlier there are two core features of Kant’s moral theory. The Categorical
Imperative is intended to enable the agent to recognise what his duty is in a particular
context by universalizing the maxim of his action. It is Kant’s objective, normative
criterion for what is morally required and permissible. If a maxim can be universalized
without contradiction then the action is objectively good (or: in accordance with the
law), and, if performed, the action is (at least) done in accordance with duty: “The
concept of duty requires of an action, objectively, accordance with the law.”^^ It meets
Kant’s normative criterion of moral goodness (the legality requirement of action). Of
course, as mentioned earlier, the peculiarity of Kant’s particular moral theory is that he
insists on a second, much stricter, subjective, or motivational, criterion of morality that
attaches not to the action but to the agent: An action has moral worth only if it is in
accordance with duty and also done from duty.^'* This criterion is subjective insofar as
the attribute ‘done from duty’ cannot be read off actions or their effects; rather,
something must be known about the state of the agent.
One interesting consequence of Kant’s clear distinction between his normative and
his motivational criterion of morality is that they can be critically examined and evaluated
independently, and as a consequence, as I will now argue, it can be shown that the
motivational claim can be quite compatible with otherwise rival ethical theories. I would
like to illustrate this point using as an example a comparison with Mill’s utilitarianism.^^ (I
win be considerably briefer here as my sole aim is to show that the acceptance of a
version of the principle of utility does not, by itself, preclude a concern with moral
motivation.)

33 KpVb-A\. Cf. GMS 4:397ff.
3^ Cf. GMS 398f, 406.
33 Of course, there are important differences which are just as illuminating. My aim here is merely to show
that despite these differences both distinguish between, on the one hand, actions which are right by their
respective normative standards, and a richer notion of moral value which rests on the motivational state of
the agent.
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Mill’s utilitarianism has at its root the Greatest Happiness Principle, which,
notwithstanding significant differences, fulfils in Mill’s theory the same kind of role that
the Categorical Imperative plays in Kant’s account, at least in the following sense; it is an
ultimate normative principle which sets up a moral standard for the moral deUberator
and allows him to decide in any given context what, objectively, is the right action:

The creed which accepts as the foundation of morals, Utility, or the Greatest Happiness
Principle, holds that actions are right in proportion as they tend to promote happiness, wrong as
they tend to produce the reverse of happiness. By happiness is intended pleasure, by
unhappiness, pain, and the privation of pleasure.^*'

According to Mill the righmess of an action is to be judged solely by considerations
regarding its consequences; one ought to do whatever is estimated to produce the best
consequences. The utilitarian criterion is, Hke Kant’s supreme principle, a criterion of
rational choice. As such it stands in direct contrast to Kant’s Categorical Imperative as a
rival principle for distinguishing right from wrong. In fact, it is expHcidy rejected by Kant
in the first section of the Groundwork by his claim that the consequences of actions
cannot be the object of moral goodness. It is clear, then, that Kant’s and Mill’s
normative criteria of goodness are direcdy opposed. But where does this leave the
motivational criterion concerning the agent’s motive?
Mill is generally dismissive of the very question. Insisting that there is a very
important distinction to be made between “the rule of action” and “the motive of it”
(which, of course is precisely Kant’s), he goes on to claim that

^ John Stuart MiU, op.cit., p9f. For a 20* century version of such an act-utilitarian principle see J.J.C.
Smart, An outline of a ^stem of utilitarian ethics, in: J.J.C. Smart & B. Williams: Utilitarianism for and against
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1973), p30: “The only reason for performing an action A rather
than an alternative action B is that doing^ will make mankind [...] happier than will doing B, [or more
precisely stated] that A will produce more probable benefit than will doing B.” Or again: “According to the
act-utihtarian, then, the rational way to decide what to do is to decide to perform that one of those
alternative actions open to us [...] which is likely to maximize the probable happiness or well-being of
humanity as a whole [...]. The utihtarian position is here put forward as a criterion of rational choice.” (p.
42)
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It is the business of ethics to teU us what are our duties, or by what test we may know them; but
no system of ethics requires that the sole motive of aU we do shall be a feeling of duty'; on the
contrary, ninety-nine hundredths are done from other motives, and rightly so done, if the rule of
duty does not condemn them.”

37

Rejecting the notion that a “system of ethics requires that the sole motive of all m do shall
be a feeHng of duty” Mill here insists that from a moral point of view it is sufficient that
“ninety-nine hundredths” of actions are done in accordance with duty but not from
duty. Of course, even those who insist on the moral motive allow that there are actions
which simply do not fall into the sphere of the moral: most actions are not subject to
moral evaluation, and even of those that are, not aU are required to be done from a
moral motive (and Kant certainly acknowledges this). But Mill seems to conclude from
this that it could not even be the case that the sole motive of some things we do is
required to be duty, which simply doesn’t follow. But that seems to be precisely what
Kant, at the very least, does claim: Some actions ought to be done from the motive of
duty, and their moral worth, if any, lies in their being performed from the motive of
duty.
Despite his dismissiveness concerning such motivational considerations in ethics,^*
and despite the fact that he certainly never develops a theory of moral motivation. Mill
does make certain concessions to those who insist on them, stating that

utilitarian moralists have gone beyond almost all others in affirming that the motive has nothing
to do with the morality' of the action, though much with the worth of the agent. [...]
37 Ibid., p. 26.
3® Smart is equally dismissive of motivational considerations. On the one occasion where he does mention
moral motives, he defines them entirely in terms of the likelihood and frequency of their moving the agent
to produce actions that maximize happiness; i.e. entirely in terms of resulting consequences. “What we do
need is a pair of terms of appraisal for agents and motives [as opposed to actions], I suggest that we use the
terms ‘good’ and ‘bad’ for these purposes. A good agent is one who acts more nearly in a generally
optimific way than does the average one. A bad agent is one who acts in a less optimific way than the
average. A good motive is one which generally' results in beneficent actions, and a bad motive is one which
generally ends in maleficent actions.” Op. cit., p. 48. “’My favourite food!’ the Gruffalo said. ‘\’ou’ll taste
good on a slice of bread!’ — ‘Good?’ said the mouse. ‘Don’t call me good! I’m the scariest creature in this
wood.’” Cf. Julia Donaldson & Axel Scheffler, The Gruffalo (London; Macmillan, 1999), no page no.
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[T]he motive, that is the feeling which makes him [the agent] will so to do, when it makes no
difference in the act, makes none in the morality: though it makes a gnat diffennce in our moral
estimation ofthe agent [..

Although rejecting motives as irrelevant for the evaluation of actions, MiU very much
allows that they are cmcial when it comes to estimating the moral worth of the agent.
Despite the fact that MiU makes the point in terms of a contrast between actions and
agents, the distinction he makes here between the morality of the action and the moral
worth of the agent perfectly mirrors Kant’s own distinction between actions which are
merely in accordance with duty because they conform to the normative criterion and
actions which are done from duty and thereby meet the motivational criterion. The
point, of course, is that in order to determine moral worth, something must be known
about the motivational state of the agent.
Despite the fact that MiU focuses almost exclusively on actions and their
consequences and shows no concern with developing a theory of the moral worth of
acts (or agents), as opposed to their conformity with the utUitatian ‘rule of action’, there
does not appear to be any inherent systematic incompatibiUty of such an undertaking
with a utUitatian account of action. WhUe Kant insists that tme moral value is only found
the agent’s disposition, MiU simply thinks that this is not as important or interesting a
question as the one concerning ‘the rule of action’. But he does not show that it is not a
valid question, nor does he show that a concern with it wotUd somehow conflict with an
otherwise utUitatian outlook.'*®
The closest MiU comes to expUcitly rejecting the concern with motives is in the
foUowing passage:

He who saves a fellow creature from drowning does what is moraUy right, whether his
motive be duty, or the hope of being paid for his trouble: he who betrays the friend that trusts
him, is guilty of a crime, even if his object be to serve another friend to whom he is under

Mill, op. cit., p. 26, p. 27fn, my emph.
Perhaps the only possible explanation of Mill’s lack of interest in the inner motives of the moral agent is
a socio-historical observation along the following hnes: “These people an empire to run — of course they
had no time for Innertichheif” (\^asilis Politis)
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greater obligations. But to speak only of actions done from the motive of duty, and in direct
obedience to principle: it is a misapprehension of the utilitarian mode of thought [..

The context is important here: Mill is replying to the accusation that utilitarianism itself
entails the requirement of some form of ‘purity of motive’. This of course it does not and
he makes it very clear that he does not think such a requirement is necessary. Yet, in the
context of my present point, it is important that Mill only makes the weaker claim that
utilitarianism does not entail a motivational reqrdrement. That is, those who find such a
criterion objectionable (and he clearly includes himself amongst them) do not have to
accept it by accepting utilitarianism. He does not show, however, that such a requirement,
if supported by other (non-utilitarian) considerations, could not possibly be combined
with an otherwise utilitarian outlook, such that it becomes a requirement of at least
certain actions that they be done from the motive of duty.
So while Kant positions the motive of duty at the core of his ethical theory, Mill
claims that — at least as far as theory is concerned — it is not the business of ethics to
contemplate agents’ possible motives as long as their actions conform to utilitarian
considerations. My point here is simply that this is all that Mill’s response is: a
declaration of a lack of interest. It is not a consequence of his normative utiHtarian views.

Ibid., p. 26f.
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Chapter 3
KANT’S ACCOUNT OF THE GOOD WILL

1. The good will

Kant famously opens the Groundwork with the statement that the only thing which is
good without qualification is a good will.

There is nothing it is possible to think of anywhere in the world, nor indeed even outside it,
which could be held to be good without limitation, except only a good witl. Understanding, wit,
power of judgement, and whatever else the taknts of the mind might be called, or courage,
resoluteness, persistence in intention (Beharrlichkeit im Vorsatze), as qualities of temperament, are
without doubt for many an intention (in mancher Absicht) good and to be wished for; but they
can also become extremely evil and harmful, when the will that is to make use of these gifts of
nature, and the peculiar constitution of which is therefore called character, is not good. (GMS
IV:393, my transl.)

Having introduced the notion of the good will as the only unqualified and unlimited
good, Kant immediately turns his attention to a discussion of the classic \tirmes of the
ancients. His ultimate aim is to show that they are aU qualified goods, and thus that
unlike any of these, the good will is alone in possessing unqualified goodness. Under the
heading of fifts of nature he mentions two categories, talents of the mind and qualities of
temperament. In the following paragraph he lists an additional set of “qualities” (ibid.)
which would equally fall under these headings (presumably under qualities of temperament in
the case of the first two, and under talents of the mind in the third case), but which are
singled out because, even more so than the aforementioned gifts of nature, they might be
thought to be Unked to the inner worth of a person:

Some qualities are even conducive to this good will itself and can make its work much easier, but
still have despite this no inner unconditioned worth, yet always presuppose a good will, which
limits the esteem that one otherwise rightly has for them, and does not permit them to be held
absolutely good. Moderation in affects and passions, self control, and sober reflection not only
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are good for many aims, but seem even to constitute a part of the inner worth of a person; yet
they lack much in order to be declared good without limitation (however unconditionally they
were praised by the ancients). For without the principles of a good will they can become
extremely evil, and the cold-bloodedness of a villain makes him not only far more dangerous but
also immediately more abominable in our eyes than he would have been held without it. (GMS
IV:393f.)

Under the heading of gifts offortune, Kant goes on to consider another group of qualities
or states of the person, which might be, and have been, identified as possessing a higher
worth than any other, pre-eminently amongst them happiness.

It is just the same with

offortune. Power, wealth, honour, even health, and that entire well

being and contentment with one’s condition, under the name of happiness, make for courage and
thereby often also for arrogance (Mut und hiedurch ofters auch Ubermut), where there is not a
good will which corrects and makes universally purposive their influence on the soul (Gemiit)
and thereby on the entire principle of action; not to mention that a rational impartial spectator
can never take satisfaction even in the sight of the uninterrupted welfare of a being which is not
adorned by a trace of a pure and good will, and thus the good will appears to constitute the
indispensable condition even of the worthiness to be happy. (GMS IV:393, my transl.)

There are some important implications of Kant’s comparison between these goods on
the one hand, and the good will on the other, to which I will return shordy. Presentiy it
is worth noting that die upshot of the centrality of the concept of a good will in Kant’s
ethical theory is that the agent’s will becomes the bearer of moral goodness. An agent is
morally good or bad primarily in terms of his volition. Moral goodness lies in the will's
reasons for willing (choosing) certain ends and actions, insofar as these reasons motivate
the agent to act. There are also a number of issues concerning the nature and the validity
of Kant’s arguments which 1 will not entertain in any detail in the present context. But
we may note briefly that his claim is not that the good will is the sole good: many things
are said to be “without doubt” good “for many an intention [.. .]and to be wished for”
(ibid.), and some qualities of temperament “are good for many aims” (ibid.). But if the
good will is not the onlj good, then it follows that by itself it can neither be the highest
good or summum bonum, for the latter is “a whole in which the greatest happiness is
represented as connected in the most exact proportion with the greatest degree of moral
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perfection (possible in creatures)” (KpV V:129f.), for which reason moral philosophy “is
not properly the doctrine of how we are to make ourselves happy but of how we are to
become worthy of happiness” (KpV V:130). Nor, again, does Kant think that the good
will is the only good which is good for its own sake or good-in-itself, although one can
easily read such a claim into the passage that follows:
The good will is good not through what it effects or accomplishes, not for its efficacy for
attaining any intended end, but only through its willing, i.e., good in itself, and considered for
itself, without comparison, it is to be esteemed far higher than anything that could be brought
about by it in favour of any inclination, or indeed, if you prefer, of the sum of all inclinations.
(GMS IV:394)

The good will is, of course, as Kant says, good in itself, because its goodness lies in itself,
that is, in its willing, rather than in “any intended end” (ibid.). But Kant does not claim
that a good will is the only thing that we value on account of its intrinsic qualities.
Happiness, as both Aristotle and Mill argue so convincingly, is also something we value
for its own sake, because we never value it for the sake of something else, but we do
value many other things for its sake.
At this point a comparison with both Aristotle’s and Mill’s theories of intrinsic
goodness is instructive, for in broad terms Kant shares with both of them a certain
argumentative strategy. Each of these three philosophers attempts, with the use of
various criteria, to single out from amongst the virmes and goods that we all value one
good which stands above the rest in some decisive respect. But contrary to Aristotle and
Mill, who by virtue of its intrinsic goodness elevate happiness - of course, understood in
very different terms — to the highest good and ultimate end, Kant does not think that the
quality of intrinsic goodness singles out any one good. Rather, the only consideration
which can do this is his argument for the unqualified goodness of the good will, which is
of special worth and the supreme good {bonum supremum).
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2. The control condition and the effort condition

In order to see why he feels justified in making this claim we must examine more closely
the particular features that according to Kant aU the qualified goods, but not the good
will, share. If successful, this argument will single out the good will, at least in some
respect. I will set aside the question whether that in itself is sufficient to prove its
unqualified goodness. My interest here is rather in how this particular aspect of the good
will highlights an important feature of Kant’s twofold distinction of the concept of duty,
which, after all, he considers to be an explication of the concept of a good will:

But in order to develop the concept of a good will, which is to be esteemed in itself and without
further aim, such as it already dwells in the natural common understanding and requires not so
much to be taught as rather only to be clarified (aufgeklart), [to develop] this concept, which in
the estimation of the whole worth of our actions always holds the highest place and constitutes
the condition of everything else: we will put before ourselves the concept of duty, which contains
that of a good will, although under certain subjective limitauons and hindrances, which, however,
far from hiding it or making it unrecognisable, rather elevate it by contrast and let it shine forth
all the more brightly. (GMS n'^:397, my transl.)

It is worth noting in passing that Kant again confirms that he does not think that the
notion of the unqualified goodness of a good wiU, which in an obvious sense is a novel
philosophical concept, is a particularly original idea. Rather, he takes himself to be
engaged in an analysis of an everyday concept as it “already dwells in the natural
common understanding” (ibid).
But more importantly, when Kant insists in the third paragraph of the first section
that even the goodness of a good wiU which is entirely unsuccessful in carrying out its
aim would not be diminished, he insists on the difference between a mere wish and an
act of willing.

Even if through the peculiar disfavour of fate, or through the meagre endowment of a
stepmotherly nature, this will were entirely lacking in the resources to carry out its aim, if with its
greatest effort nothing of it were accomplished, and only the good will were left over (to be sure,
not a mere wish, but as the summoning up of all the means insofar as thty are in our control)', then it would
shine like a jewel for itself, as something that has its full worth in itself. Utility or fruitlessness can
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neither add to nor substract anything from this worth. It would be only the setting, as it were, to
make it easier to handle in common traffic, or to draw the attention of those who are still not
sufficiently connoisseurs, but not to recommend it to connoisseurs and determine its worth.
(GMS IV:394)

The thought expressed in the emphasised clause has become known as Kant’s control
condition and has played a prominent role in the debate of the possibility of moral luck.'*"
His claim, then, is that “the summoning up of aU the means insofar as they are in our
control” (ibid.) is all that can be morally required of us, and when an agent displays a
good win in acting from duty, the moral worth of the action is not diminished by the lack
of success.'*^ My current concern with the control condition is its relevance for Kant’s
twofold distinction and how it might highlight his claims about the good will. But, as we
shall see in the final chapter of part 11., it will also play an important role when it comes
to the question whether actions from mistaken moral judgement can have moral worth.
Let us state the control condition in terms of the moral worth of actions in the following
way:
The Control Condition of Moral Worth: An action’s moral worth cannot be diminished bj
what is beyond the agent’s control. Or, conversely: An action’s moral worth is determined only in
terms of what is in principle within the agent’s control.

Thomas Nagel labels his own, slightly narrower, version of this principle the ‘condition of control’. See
his ‘Moral Luck’, in: Mortal Questions, (Cambridge, 1979), p. 26. Bernard Williams suggests that such a
condition is attractive because it presents the successful moral life “as a career open not merely to the
talents, but to a talent which all rational beings necessarily possess in the same degree”. Cf. his Moral huck,
(Cambridge, 1981), p. 21. Kohl refers to it as the ‘Prinzip der EinfluCnahme’: We are morally responsible onp
for whateverwe have sufficient influence on. See his Kants Gesinnungsethik (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1990), pp. 32-33, 4144. Thus Kant wishes to exclude from the sphere of morality those elements of the agent, the action, and
the situation which are beyond his control, especially those that are in any way ‘accidental’ or a result of
‘luck’. In their discussion of constitutive luck, resultant luck, circumstantial luck, and situational tuck, Nagel and
Williams question the very possibility of this by pointing out that ordinary moral judgements do as a
matter of fact often consider factors which He beyond an agent’s control. Of course, the Kantian will
respond that such judgements must simply be mistaken, precisely because the ‘condition of control’ has
been violated.
« Cf. also T&P Vni:279.
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Furthermore, in the Critique of Practical Reason, in a passage where he is concerned with
stressing that acting from duty involves constraint and often self-denial, Kant lays down
a counterpart to the control condition, a principle which we might label the effort condition
of moral worth:

[CJonsidered in relation to human beings and to the individual human being; [the moral law]
appears in a form that, though indeed highly deserving of respect, is not so pleasing as if it
belonged to the element to which he is naturally accustomed but instead as it constrains him to
leave this element, often not without self-denial, and to go to a higher element in which he can
maintain himself onlf with effort and with unceasing apprehension of relapsing. In a word, the
moral law demands obedience from duty and not from a predilection that cannot and ought not to
be presupposed at aU. (KprV V;158)

Allen Wood makes the same point in slightly different terms when he considers what
Kant refers to as “certain subjective limitations and hindrances” (GMS IV:397) in the
passage linking the concept of a good will and the twofold distinction of the concept of
duty dted above. He describes how we can

see here that acting from duty is a special case of the good will. It contains the concept of a good
will, but it also contains some other features — in particular, ‘certain subjective limitations and
hindrances.’ These consist generally in the fact that an agent subject to duties has needs and
inclinations that might tempt it not to fulfill them, but more specifically in the fact that the good
will that acts from duty must constrain itself to fulfill its duties, because in that case its
inclinations do not suffice to secure what the good will wills it to perform. This condition of moral
adversity is what Kant means by the ‘subjective limitations and hindrances’ that, far from
concealing the good will, make it ‘shine more brightly’ - that is, display most conspicuously to us
the inner, true, or authentic moral worth that elicits our moral esteem.'*^

NKdule the control condition is a negative condition in that it denies that the moral worth
of an action could be diminished by a lack of success insofar as this ‘failure’ can be said
to be beyond the control of the agent, the effort condition (or the condition of moral
adversity, in Wood’s terms) makes the positive claim that an action can only be done from

Cf. his Kantian Ethics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), p. 31 (second emph. added).
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duty and thereby have moral worth if doing one’s duty involves a constraint and an effort on
the part of the agent.
The Effort Condition of Moral Worth: Moral worth requires constraint and effort on the
agent’s part. Or, conversely: Moral worth is diminished by lack of constraint and effort on the agent’s
part.
Thus the importance of the control condition and the effort condition lies in the fact
that they spell out — each picking out a sHghdy different nuance of what is at bottom the
same principle - how the moral worth of an action depends on, and depends only on, an
effort of will on the part of the agent. That is to say, the goodness of the agent’s willing
is the necessary and sufficient condition of moral worth. Secondly, this clarifies the
connection between Kant’s basic concept of the good will and his twofold distinction of
the concept of duty. Finally, in order to put these conclusions into the context of Kant’s
main argument for the unlimited goodness of the good will and the crucial difference he
sees between the good wiU on the one hand, and the limited goods and qualities on the
other, the following passage from the Metaphysics of Morals might be instructive. In his
discussion of the duty of one’s own perfection as one of the ends that are also duties, he
makes the point that:

When it is said that it is in itself a duty for a human being to make his end the perfection
belonging to a human being as such (properly speaking, to humanity), this perfection must be put
in what can result from his deeds, not in mere fffts for which he must be indebted to nature', for
otherwise it would not be a duty. (MS VI:386f., emph. added)

Again, the principles underlying Kant’s claim here are the control and effort conditions.
The end of one’s own perfection can be a duty only insofar as it requires of the agent
moral deeds. Actions, which are chosen, or ‘willed’ in Kant’s terms, and the performance
or omission of which lies within the control of the agent, are here again contrasted with
mere gfts of nature. This confirms the underlying theme of Kant’s discussion of the good
win. The single difference he aimed to establish and by virtue of which he separates the
good will on the one hand, and the virmes of the ancients on the other, is that the latter,
qua fffts of nature and gifts of fortune, are all in some fundamental respect, if not in their
entirety, subject to luck and therefore beyond the control of the agent.
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KANT ON THE POSSIBILITY OF ACTION FROM DUTY
BUT NOT IN ACCORDANCE WITH DUTY

PART II.

MISTAKEN MORAL JUDGEMENT
AND ACTION FROM DUTY BUT NOT IN ACCORDANCE WITH DUTY

Chapter 4
OUTLINE OF THE PROBLEM

1. The origin of the problem in Kant’s twofold division of the concept of duty

Kant’s twofold distinction in the Groundwork between action in accordance with duty
and action from duty has attracted an inordinate amount of commentary and criticism.
However, one aspect of his account has been largely ignored by commentators, and, as
1 will attempt to show, has been misinterpreted by most of those who do address it:
Kant’s apparent oversight of the possibility of action from duty but not in accordance
with duty. Since commentators commonly take the kind of action referred to by this
description to be action from mistaken moral judgement, it is alleged that Kant fails to
account for the possibility of such action. The question then is how this apparent
failure is to be explaitied. My aim in the present chapter is to outline the common
connection between the two issues and to argue for the need to separate them.
We saw in chapter 1 that Kant uses two criteria to distinguish actions, and to divide
them into several types of action. As will become apparent in the course of this
chapter, one of the more problematic aspects of this distinction is that it is not
immediately obvious how many classes of action result from the twofold division.
Kant distinguishes actions, first, according to the criterion of rightness. AU actions
are either right (obhgatory or permissible) when they conform to the requirements of
morahty (‘in accordance with duty), or wrong (impermissible) when they do not (‘contrary to
duty). Since to act from duty is to act from the notion that the action is morally required,
merely permissible actions can be ignored in this context.'*’ Secondly, an action either
has moral worth, namely when it is done because it is recognised as required ((from dutf),
or it lacks such worth when it is done from some other motive, typically a desire or
inclination ((notfrom duty).

2. The claim that Kant’s account of the motive of duty is incomplete:
The Logical Compatibles "View

There are two ways to approach the subject of action from duty but not in accordance
with duty. The first arises from the notion, common amongst critics, that Kant’s
Cf. fn.3, ch. 1.1. above.
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twofold distinction is a distinction between logical compatibles, the logical form of
which is a double disjunctive such that either of the two attributes (here: accordance
with duty and being done from duty) could be affirmed or denied of its subject (an
action), without this predetermining the affirmation or denial of the other. Thus
Kanfs twofold distinction, “[l]ike any distinction between logical compatibles, [...]
yields four logically possible classes of action”’’*. But since Kant fails to mention, let
alone discusses one of the four, namely ‘actions from duty but not in accordance with
duty’, commentators allege that Kant’s account of duty, at least as it is presented in the
Groundwork, is incomplete.’’^ One of my main aims in the following chapters is to argue
that this claim rests on an unwarranted assumption which arises from a
misinterpretation of the texmal evidence. For convenience’s sake I will label the view
that underlies this first assumption the logical Compatibles View of Kant’s twofold
distinction of duty, according to which, when combined as logical compatibles, the
criterion of righmess (accordance with duty) and the criterion of moral worth (being
done from duty) give rise to four types of action, including the class of actions we are
concerned with in the present context, namely ‘actions from duty but not in
accordance with duty’.

3. The claim that action from duty but not in accord with duty
is action from mistaken moral judgement: The Identity Thesis

The second approach to our problem takes its starting-point from the phenomenon of
actions which are motivated by an agent’s sincerely held but mistaken beUef that they
are morally required.’’* Beginning with the idea that such actions are common and
interesting and that therefore an appropriate moral theory must be able to account for
them, the question then is how Kant (or Kantians) might do so. Here, the assumption
John Hardwig, ‘Action from Duty But Not in Accord with Duty’, 'Ethics 93 (1983), reprinted in:
Immanuel Kant, CriticalAssessments (\^ol. Ill), ed. Ruth Chadwick, London 1992, p. 68. The four classes of
action are “(1) actions which are both in accord with duty and from duty; (2) actions which are neither
from duty nor in accord with duty; (3) actions which are in accord with duty but not from duty; and (4)
actions which are from duty but not in accord with duty.” (Ibid.)
Cf. Hardwig, op. cit., pp. 68-71; Kerstein, op. cit., pp. 119-132. Some go further and claim that Kant’s
omission of action from duty but not in accordance with duty is indicative of a serious inconsistency in
his account of morality. See Hardwig, op. cit., pp. 73ff.
I shall from now on refer to such action simply as ‘action from mistaken moral judgement’ or ‘action
from erroneous moral judgement’.
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which I will question — again, it is one which is shared by most of the critics who
address the issue — is that such actions are most appropriately captured in Kantian
terms as ‘actions from duty but not in accordance with duty’:

“Obviously, these would be actions which are motivated by the desire to do one’s duty, but
which do not correspond to the requirements of morality; they would be cases in which the
agent is mistaken about what his or her duty is. The agent in question intends to do his duty; in
fact, he does what he takes to be his duty and he does it because it is seen to be his duty. Thus his
action must be described as action from duty. But he is mistaken about what duty (in general) is,
about the morally relevant facts of the context of his action, or about how the general
requirements of moral action apply to the context of his action. Because he is mistaken, he is
in fact not acting in accord with duty, despite what may have been a conscientious attempt to
formulate the correct moral judgement and despite his belief that he is doing his duty because
it is his duty. He is, then, actingjinw duty but not in accord with duty.”*'>

I will henceforth refer to the claim that action from mistaken moral judgement is
action from duty but not in accord with duty as the Identity Thesis. Taken together, the
assumptions expressed in these two theses lead to the following picture:

action
RIGHT
(required)

WRONG
(impermissible)

motive
Morally right action
NON-MORAL
(inclination)

MORAL
(duty)

Immoral action

‘Action in accordance with duty
‘Action neither in accordance
but not from duty’
with duty nor from duty’
(no moral worth)
(no moral worth)
Morally right and praiseworthy Action from mistaken moral
action
judgement
‘Action both in accordance with ‘Action from duty but not in
duty and from duty’
accordance with duty’
(moral worth)
(moral worth?)

(Diagram 1)

Ibid. p. 69 (my emphasis). More specifically, and in relation to Kant’s universal law formula of the
Categorical Imperative, “immoral actions are actions based on maxims which cannot be umversalized
without contradiction. But contradictions need not be apparent to one who holds contradictoty beliefs,
and they do not always reveal themselves to agents who conscientiously look for them. In Kant’s terms
then, an action from duty, but not in accord with duty would be an action which the agent believes he
can will to be a universal law but which cannot in fact be universalized without contradiction.” (Ibid.)
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If accurate, this picture points to a serious shortcoming of Kant’s account of duty. If,
in accordance with the Logical Compatibles View of Kant’s twofold distinction of
duty, this distinction does indeed yield four logically possible classes of action,
including ‘action contrary to duty but from duty’, and if in line with the Identity
Thesis the latter is the appropriate description, in Kantian terms, of action from
mistaken moral judgement, then it seems indeed “striking that [in the Groundwork, i.e.]
in a work where Kant is at pains to explore the concept of duty', he mentions not one
example of an action done from duty but which conflicts with duty”*. Moreover, as is
well known, Kant’s famous analysis of the concept of duty in the Groundwork is
primarily concerned with the distinction between morally correct action which merely
coincides with duty and morally correct action which is done from duty, thus giving the
action moral worth. Since Kant holds that aU actions done from duty have moral worth,
but also appears to insist that only action in accordance with duty can be done from
duty, there is a puzzle as to how action contrary to duty but from duty is even possible.
If it is possible, there is the further question whether such action, qua action from
duty, has moral worth, or whether, qua action contrary to duty, it lacks such worth.^’
Kerstein, op. cit., p. 208 (fn. 7). Cf. Hardwig, op. cit., p. 68: “Kant never considers or even mentions
[...] action from duty but not in accord with duty. This is perhaps surprising in a philosopher with
Kant’s interest in logic and passion for thoroughness. One would have thought that he would mention
this logical possibility, even if only in order to discount it as not really possible.”
Since one of my aims is to deny that action from erroneous moral judgement should be translated
into Kantian terms as ‘action from duty but not in accordance with duty’, and, further, that, strictly
speaking, the latter term is meaningless, 1 am somewhat reluctant to cite examples of such action here,
for fear of further confusing the issue. My arguments in this part of the investigation imply that the
proper place to discuss examples of such action would be in the context of action from mistaken moral
judgement, not in terms of action from duty but not in accordance with duty, the analysis of which is my
present concern. Nevertheless, if these points are kept in mind, the following examples of action from
erroneous moral judgement are some of the most prominent in the literature, and hence they might be
instructive: Jonathan Bennett thinks that Himmler committed atrocities despite his sympathy for his
victims, i.e. acting contraty' to his inclinations, because he erroneously thought it was his duty to do so in
a desperate bid to save western civilization. Bennett’s other example is Jonathan Edwards, who gave his
approval to the notion of God’s eternal tormenting of the damned, because he, again, erroneously took
the endorsement and propagation of such views to be his duty. See his ‘The Conscience of Huckleberry
Finn’, Philosopir):, vol. 49 (1974), pp. 127-131. Hardwig mentions several more examples: “The inquisitor
torturing a heretic in a last ditch attempt to save his soul; [...] a social scientist marshalling arguments to
convince his students that morality is nothing more than social mores; a woman destroying her potential
and her life in an attempt to honour, love and obey her husband.” Cf. Hardwig, op. cit., p. 69. He also
suggests that it could be argued “that anyone acting as Kant recommends in ‘On the Supposed Right to
Lie from Altruistic Motives’ would merit precisely this description.” (ibid.) In an example reminiscent of
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4. The importance of this problem and the aims of part 11.

So of the many interesting and controversial issues that Kant’s account of duty has
given rise to, I will here focus on a question which has been largely overlooked in the
Hterature: the possibihty of action from duty but not in accordance with duty and
Kant's apparent oversight of this type of action, as well as the related issue concerning
the analysis of action from erroneous moral judgement and the question whether such
action does, or should, on Kant’s account have moral worth.
This issue is, I beheve, of considerable importance in the context of Kant’s

Kant’s description of Frederick the Great, who carried “a fast-acting poison with him, presumably so
that if he were captured when he led his troops into battle he could not be forced to agree to conditions
of ransom harmful to his state” (MS VI:423), Kerstein describes the case of Colonel Mikavitch: welleducated and morally reflective, she has embraced the Categorical Imperative as the supreme principle
of morality. Finding herself in a situation where she will be captured and, under torture, reveal the
location of innocent people who her captors are intent on killing, she considers committing suicide.
After careful deliberation, against her own inclination, and with great courage she decides that taking
poison in order to take her own life is the only way she can save innocent lives. Kerstein urges, for
reasons which I will consider in chapter 10, that her action should have moral worth whether or not one
considers her action to conform with duty.
To add to these a recent example: In ‘The Heretic’, a special investigation into an Al-Qaeda leader who
turned his back on terror, Lawrence Wright describes the predicament which imprisoned members of
the Islamic Group found themselves in when they were confronted with, and eventually accepted, the
new doctrine of their spiritual leader, whose writings had previously justified global terror but now
“denounced the use of violence — in a stroke undermining the entire intellectual basis of jihad”. He goes
on to describe the prisoners’ concerns in the following terms: “What about the brother who was killed
while carrying out an attack that we now realise was against Islam? Is he a martyr? If not, how do we
console his family? One of the leaders proposed that if the brother who died was sincere, although
genuinely deceived, he would still gain his heavenly reward; but because ‘everyone knows there is no
advantage to violence, and that it is religiously incorrect’, from now on such actions were doomed.” (in:
The Observer Maga;(ine, 13 July 2008, p. 31)
Of course, there are important differences between the examples and, more importantly, it is obviously
questionable, if not unlikely, that the historical characters mentioned did in fact act autonomously and
from duty, rather than from other motives. The point here is simply whether, on the assumption that
they did indeed act from (what they perceived to be their) duty, their actions should be described as
action from duty but not in accordance with duty, as commentators commonly assume it should be, and this
alone is my present concern. There is a further question whether such action can, or should, on Kant’s
account be thought to have moral worth, a question which I will not consider until the last chapter.
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ethics^', for several reasons; Of course it would be curious if Kant, having made a
distinction that gives rise to four types or classes, had committed the obvious blunder
of overlooking one of the four. So the completeness or otherwise of his
classifications is in itself of some interest. Secondly, if Kant’s intention, at least in the
Groundwork, is to identify the motive of duty in actions that are done from duty (the
ultimate aim of which is to illuminate the concept of a good will), and since actions
from duty but not in accordance with duty are, after aU, actions from duty, one might
expect that he would consider them relevant for the purposes of that identification,
or, at the very least, that he would explain why he does not consider them relevant.
Thirdly, if, as most commentators agree, the common phenomenon of action from
mistaken moral judgement is, in Kantian terms, action not in accordance with duty
but from duty, then Kant’s oversight of this kind of action would suggest that he is
ignorant of a significant feature of the life of the moral agent.
In the following chapters I will reject the Logical Compatibles View of Kant’s
twofold division by arguing that, contrary to appearances, Kant’s classification of
types of actions is complete. I will show why he must hold that actions not in
accordance with duty but from duty are impossible (i.e. that he is consistent on his own
terms); but also, and more importantly, that he is right to do so. I will then reject the
Identity Thesis by showing that the very notion of action from duty but not in
accordance with duty is incoherent. I will offer an alternative analysis of mistaken
moral judgements, the upshot of which is a complete separation of this issue from
the question concerning the possibihty of action contrary to duty but from duty. Of
course, this in itself does not address the question regarding action from mistaken
moral judgements, but it will free it from the constraints that have resulted from the

Or, for that matter, for any moral theory that recognises that agents’ motives have a value which is
distinct from the rightness of their actions. I have argued elsewhere (see chapter 2) that the insistence
on a motivational criterion of moral worth, which is often thought to be a distinguishing feature of
Kantian ethics, is in fact neither originally nor typically Kantian, but, on the contrar)', widely held by
moral philosophers of various convictions. Aristotle and Mill, whose thinking is opposed to Kant’s on
so many other issues, subscribe to such a requirement and recognise, however varied their criteria of
righmess might be, the importance of motives in the moral estimation of actions. Like Kant they insist
that the primar)' object of praise and blame is not the action’s rightness or wrongness, but the motive
that produced it. And like Kant they take this point to be no novel philosophical claim but an idea that
is already implied by our common understanding of moraht)’. Cf. Aristotle, Nicomacbean 'Ethics, transl.
Terence Irwin, Indianapolis/Cambridge: Hackett, 2"'* ed. 1999, 1105al8-1105b6; John Stuart Mill:
Utilitarianism, (London: Longmans, Green & Co.), 1897 (13* ed.), p. 26, p. 27 (fn.).
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confusion of the two issues which dominates the Uterature and open the way for a
new approach to the question. In chapter 10 I will consider briefly some of the ways
in which this question might be addressed, especially to what extent Kant’s theory can
accommodate the notion that some actions from erroneous moral judgements might
have moral worth (or possibly some similar sort of value). Finally, I beUeve that my
analyses will shed Ught on some important features of Kant’s notion of duty which
are commonly ignored or misunderstood.
In chapters 5-8 I examine Kant’s apparent oversight of the possibiUty of action
from duty but not in accordance with duty. While the main business of part II. is the
critique of the two assumptions (the Identity Thesis and the Logical Compatibles
View), I will begin by addressing a number of considerations which could be thought
to go at least part of the way towards accounting for Kant’s apparent omission. In
doing so, I will grant the two assumptions and endeavour to show that even on their
own terms these attempts must fall short of the target or fail otherwise.
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Chapter 5
THE POSSIBILITY OF ACTION FROM DUTY BUT NOT IN
ACCORDANCE WITH DUTY: SOME GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Before examining the texmal evidence, I will begin by considering briefly three
common but inadequate explanations of Kant’s apparent failure to deal with actions
from duty but not in accordance with duty. They are (1.) the suggestion that the
Groundwork is not the appropriate place to discuss any actions which are not in
accordance with duty; (2.) the concepmal claim that Kant simply defines the concept of
duty in a way that rules out the possibility of such actions; and (3.) the view that such
actions are impossible, or at least practically irrelevant, because their possibihty rests
on a failure on the agent’s part to ascertain correctly what his duty is, and that
according to Kant there is no problem of knowledge in morality, making such failure
impossible, or at least very unlikely and hence practically irrelevant.

1. The suggestion that the scope and purpose of the Groundwork
precludes a consideration of wrong actions

The first two of these explanations are closely related and commentators do not
always distinguish between them^^, but it seems clear that (1.) is a more general point
about the scope and purpose of the Groundwork, i.e. about what Kant does and what
he does not attempt to achieve in this work. The suggestion is that the discussion of
the concepts of a good will and duty in the first section, or even the Groundwork as a
whole, is not an appropriate place to consider any actions which are contrary to duty.
Kant deliberately sets aside all such actions precisely because his purpose is to gain
insight into the nature of morality and because he is driven by the overall aim of the
Groundwork, which is “nothing more than the search for and establishment of the
supreme principle of moralitf’ (GMS 1V:392). Consequently, he looks at actions that are at
least in conformity with duty, i.e. with the supreme principle of moraUty, and then
inquires whether and under what circumstances they might be done from duty (and
therefore have moral worth).

' Consequendy I will discuss them in conjunction in section 2. below.
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[Kant] sets out to find clear cases of action motiv'ated by duty. [...] Of course, no [...] insight
[into the nature of morality] is to be gained from an examination of actions that violate duty
[...]. [...] A moral action must be done because the law commands it. Only a clear example of
such action fivm duty will advance the present project of identifying its principle. [...] Kant
proceeds to exclude actions contrary to duty, no matter how useful, for the reason already
mentioned; their investigation does nothing to advance the search for the supreme principle of
morality.^'*

2. The claim that moral worth presupposes rightness

According to (2.) a more specific conceptual point can be made about the logical
relationship between the criterion of rightness and the criterion of moral worth. “It
may be that Kant has chosen from the outset of the Groundwork to use the expression
‘from duty’ to refer only to actions that one does because one beUeves they are right
and that according to Kant’s standard are indeed rigbti’^” In the preface of the Groundwork
Kant makes it clear that “as to what is to be morally good, it is not enough that it
conform to the moral law, but it must also happen for the sake of this law.” (GMS
IV:390, my emph.).

In other words, for an action to have moral worth (be morally good), it must both be done
from duty (for the sake of the law) and be in accordance with duty (conform with the moral
law). Here Kant implies that if an action has moral worth, it is in accordance with duty. Since
for Kant all actions from duty have moral worth, it follows that all actions from duty are in
accordance with duty.^^

According to this Une of thought Kant makes conformity with duty a necessary but

^ Jens Timmermann, Kant’s Groundwork of the Metaphysics ofMorals. A. Commentary (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2007), p. 27f. Cf. Paul Guyer, Kant’s Groundwork for the Metaphysics of Morals. A Reader’s
Guide (London: Continuum, 2007), p.43, and Samuel J. Kerstein, Kant’s Search for the Supreme Principle of
Morality (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), pp. 96ff., who notes that in “his famous
exploration of cases in Groundwork I, Kant is attempting to elucidate the concept of a good will. With
the help of the concept of duty, he is trying to clarify [...] when our actions are morally good — that is,
when they have intrinsic, moral worth, which is the kind of worth characteristic of a good wiU.
Ultimately, Kant aims to pinpoint the principle of a good will: the supreme principle of morality [...].
[...] [I]n Kant’s view, we cannot hold a principle to be the supreme principle of morality unless we can
maintain that no actions that fail to conform to it can have moral worth.”
Kerstein, op. cit., p. 97, emphasis added.
Ibid., p. 98, emphasis added.
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not sufficient criterion for moral worth, such that “it simply belongs to the concept of
an action done from duty that it is in accordance with it’”^. If that were the case it
would indeed be futile to search for actions done from duty amongst the class of those
that fail to conform with duty, since they are excluded from that class: Kant defines
the term ‘duty’ such that no action from duty is contrary to it. Hence actions from
duty but not in accordance with duty would simply be impossible per definitionem.

In replying to these first two points I will concede straight away that the Groundwork is
not the most obvious place to consider the possibility of action from duty but not in
accordance with duty, nor is a discussion of the possibility of such action Kant’s aim
there. Neither do I wish to question the validity of the general point (1.) per se, or even
to imply that those who make it do so in order to address the possibility of action
from duty but not in accordance with duty. I merely want to insist that in the present
context it would not be sufficient to adduce this general consideration in an attempt to
explain Kant’s apparent omission of actions contrary to duty yet from duty. Rather,
doing so would simply attribute to Kant the view that such actions are irrelevant in the
particular context of the search for the supreme principle of morality, and that
consequendy they can be safely ignored. Significandy, this in turn leads to the natural
assumption that such actions are very much possible and that Kant should consider
them, if not in the Groundwork then perhaps elsewhere, or even that he does indeed
consider them elsewhere.^**
I also agree that ^Kant did in fact hold that accordance with duty is a necessary
condition for acting from duty then this would explain why he ignores actions contrary
to duty but from duty. However, simply to stipulate this by claiming that Kant defines
the term ‘from duty’ in a certain restricted sense does nothing to explain the fact: it

Ibid., p. 97. This claim is also made or implied by others. Henson, for example, remarks that “the
question of dutifulness is different from another interesting question which can be asked about an act,
though onp about an act which is dutiful, that is, required by duty: of such an act one can ask the further
question whether it has moral worth.” See Richard G. Henson, “What Kant Might Have Said: Moral
Worth and the Overdetermination of Dutiful Action’, in: Philosophical Review 88 (1979), p.40 (emph.
added).
Thus some writers suggest that he does so in the Metaphysics of Morals. Cf Kerstein, op.cit., pp. 124127, who argues that Kant in the later work “moves toward, though he dos not explicitly embrace, the
possibility of morally impermissible actions having moral worth” (p. 124); and Allison op. cit., p.ll3, p.
265 fn. 4, who argues that in the Groundwork “Kant dismisses [...] the possibility [...] that an action
done from duty might not, objectively speaking, accord with duty [...], although he does recognize it
elsewhere” (p. 113).
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would only explain whj Kant sets aside aU actions contrary to duty if we already
assume what is at stake, i.e. that no action contrary to duty can be done from duty. To
put this point another way; if Kant does indeed make rightness a necessary condition
for moral worth then the question really is why and how he does so. Without such an
explanation we do not understand why there could not be some actions which are
contrary to duty yet done from a moral motive, nor can we see any ground for ruling
them out as possibly illuminating in the attempt to pinpoint the moral motive. For
instance, Kant might have described an agent who, sincerely but mistakenly taking
some act to be his duty, performs this act, and then said about this agent what he does
in fact say about the agent who sincerely attempts to act from duty and in accordance
with duty, but “with [his] greatest efforts [...] achieve[s] nothing”, failing entirely “to
carry out [his] purpose” (GMS IV:494): since moral worth is determined by the agent’s
willing, his action has moral worth.^’ But Kant does not say this, and to claim that Kant
simply stipulates that no action contrary to duty can have moral worth does nothing to
explain this fact.

3. The view that there is no problem of knowledge in morality

Finally, there is a third line of argument which has been utilised in the attempt to
explain Kant’s apparent ignorance of the phenomenon of action from duty but not in
accordance with duty. As we saw in the introduction, the Identity Thesis claims that to
act on a mistaken conception of one’s duty is, in Kantian terms, to do what one takes
to be one’s duty and do it because one takes it to be one’s duty, thus actingduty, but
to be mistaken in one’s judgement, thus acting contrary to duty. The possibility of such
action obviously rests on the possibility that one might fail to ascertain correctly what
one’s duty is. But, according to (3.), perhaps Kant believed that knowing one’s duty
does not pose a problem, or at least not a significant one. Thus Hardwig observes that
for

Kant, as opposed to Plato, the paradigm problem of moral action is not a problem of
knowledge, but a problem of volition. The paradigm moral simation is not one in which the
agent may act wrongly because he mistakenly believes that he is doing what he ought, or one
in which the agent struggles with the problem of discovering what he ought to do; rather it is
the situation in which the agent struggles to do what he knows he should do. It is also clear
that Kant thought that the primar)' role for a philosophical theor)’ of ethics is to resolve the
I consider this suggestion in chapter 10.
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theoretical problems of the philosopher, not to guide action by illuminating the practical
difficulties of the moral agent.*^'

According to this picture, knowing what is right is not as much of an issue for Kant as
it is for Plato (and others), nor is the problem of knowledge the most pressing
problem facing the moral deliberator and agent. And when we consider various
statements scattered throughout his ethical writings it is indeed clear that Kant
attaches much greater significance to the problem of volition and motivation — i.e.
actually carrying out what one knows to be one’s duty — than to the problem of
knowledge. Knomng one’s duty then is for Kant not the paradigmatic moral problem.
But we can go further and note that he was also comdnced that determining one’s duty
is easg, and hence that the problem of knowledge in morality, insofar as it exists at all,
can be overcome without much difficulty by ‘common human reason’. In the following
passage from the second Critique, Kant is at pains to stress the relative ease with which
we know our duty, especially compared to the difficulties involved in figuring out how
to satisfy our desire for happiness.

What is to be done in accordance with the principle of the autonomy of choice is seen quite
easify and mthout hesitation bj the most common understanding, what is to be done on the
presupposition of heteronomy of choice is difficult to see and requires knowledge of the
world; in other words, what duty is, is plain of itself to everyone, but what brings true lasting
advantage, if this is to extend to the whole of one’s existence, is always veiled in impenetrable
obscurity, and much prudence is required to adapt the practical rule in accordance with it to
the ends of life even tolerably, by making appropriate exceptions. But the moral law
commands compliance from everyone, and indeed the most exact compliance. Appraising
what is to be done in accordance with it must, therefore, not be so difficult that the most common and
unpracticed understanding should not know how to go about it, even without worldly prudence. (KpV
V:36f., emph. partly mine)

And again in the Groundwork, immediately following the identification of the first
formula of the supreme principle of morality (the universal law formula of the
Categorical Imperative), Kant says that “common human reason, indeed, agrees
perfecdy with this [principle] in its practical judgement, and has the principle always
before its eyes” (GMS IV:403), and goes on to claim that it “would be easy here to
show how, with this compass in its hand, it knows its way around very well in all the cases
that come before it, how to distinguish what is good, what is evil, what conforms to duty

’ Hardwig, op. cit., p. 70.
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or is contrary to duty” (GMS IV:404, emph. added).
Of course, it is one thing to say that knowing one’s duty is relatively easy, or even
that common human reason, generally speaking, knows what duty is. The question,
however, is whether we can go further again and attribute to Kant the view that there
is no problem of knowledge in morality, as perhaps the last citation might suggest (“it
knows its way around very well in all the cases that come before it”, GMS IV:404,
emph. added). For obvious reasons it is this stronger claim that will need to be
examined in the present context: for one might think that if what duty is is easily seen
by the most common understanding, then there is no problem of knowledge in
morality, and if there is no problem of knowledge in morality then there are no
mistaken moral judgements. And if one assumes further (with the Identity Thesis) that
actions from mistaken moral judgement are (in Kant’s terms) actions contrary to duty
but from duty, then it follows that there can be no such actions. Some commentators
claim that the passages cited and similar remarks by Kant'^’ are indeed significant
enough to attribute to him the view that there is no problem of knowledge in morality,
and further, that this in itself is the best explanation available for his apparent
omission of actions from duty but not in accord with duty. Thus Kerstein,
commenting on a crucial Groundwork passage which I will examine shortly, argues that
attributing this view to Kant constitutes the most compelling explanation of Kant’s
apparent claim that no action which is contrary to duty can be done from duty. It is

compelling because it reveals how remarks Kant makes elsewhere in the Groundwork might
explain the claim. Consider Kant’s emphasis in this work and elsewhere on how easy it is to
determine what our duties are. [...] Perhaps, then, he reasons thus. The ultimate ground of an
action done from duty is the agent’s notion that the action is morally required. But it is vety'
simple to figure out whether doing something is morally required. Therefore, if someone does
something contrary’ to duty, he has obviously not been motivated by the notion that doing it
was morally required. In short, Kant might hold an agent’s duties to be so transparent to her
that she just could not both be motivated by the notion that she is required to fulfill them yet
violate them. [...] [WJhat duty requires is so transparent that any agent who genuinely acts
from the notion that doing something is morally required will succeed in abiding by his duty.'’^

<5' Cf also GMS IV:402-405, KpV V:27, Theon' & Practice Vni:286 f, KrV A831/B859.
Kerstein, op.cit., pp. 97f Cf. Hardwig, op. cit., pp. 69f: “To say that there are no actions from duty
but not in accord with duty is to say that there are no mistaken moral judgements, perhaps even that the
whole idea of a mistaken moral judgement is itself a mistake. If there are no mistaken moral judgements,
then there is no moral problem of knowledge. [...] I wish to suggest that Kant may vety' well have held
that there is no moral problem of knowledge and hence no actions from duty' but not in accord with
dutt'.”
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Again, as with the account that has Kant simply define the concept of duty in a
restricted sense, the upshot is that according to Kant no action from duty is contrary
to it and action from duty but not in accordance with duty is therefore impossible.
But does Kant hold that there is no problem of knowledge in morahty, and that
human beings fail to act in conformity with the moral law only when overcome by
their desires, never because they fail to determine their duty correctly? Unformnately
the texmal evidence is inconclusive. The passages that might support this \tiew are
balanced by others, especially in the later works, which highlight the frailty of human
beings and stress the need for philosophical reflection in the service of moral
enlightenment and the improvement of character. Although typically Kant attributes
these shortcomings to the ‘dear self’ and its tendency to prioritise the satisfaction of
its desires over reason’s commands, he does not do so exclusively. Even very early on in
the Groundwork there are suggestions that Kant does not hold that when an agent acts
contrary to duty he always does so because he is overcome by his inclinations and
despite his better knowledge. Knowledge can not be taken for granted in morahty, for
the recognition of a priori moral laws requires of the rational human being

a power ofjudgement sharpened through experience, partly to distinguish in which cases thy have their
application, and partly to obtain access for them to the will of the human being and emphasis
for their fulfilment, since he, as affected with so many inclinations, is susceptible to the idea of
a pure practical reason, but is not so easily capable of making it effective in concreto in his course
of life. (GMS IV:389, emph. pardy mine)

Here Kant seems to allow that it is possible that an agent might try, yet fail, to judge
correctly what his duties are. One might lack either experience or judgement (or both)
to apply moral laws correctly to particular cases, or to distinguish where and how they
are appHcable. He goes on to insist that as a result of these human frailties there is a
practical need for the philosophical clarification of the foundation of morahty (“Thus
a metaphysics of morals is indispensably necessary...”, ibid.). In the discussion of the
role of conscience in the Metaphysics of Morals Kant goes even further when he
exphcitly acknowledges that “I can indeed be mistaken at times in my objective
judgement as to whether something is a duty or not”. (MS VI:401)
Can these two seemingly contradictory strands of Kant’s thought be reconciled or
at least explained?^’ As we have seen, Kant, on the one hand, takes the “truth of

To the cynical observer these tensions within Kant’s thought might well have an obvious and
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reflective common morality [to be] the default position”'^'*. Further, his reasons for
doing so are themselves largely ethical: “Human beings must have access to moral truth
to be responsible agents at all.”*^^ On the other hand, Kant has of course equally good
reason to insist that it is possible for human beings to err in their moral judgements.
He might be overly optimistic in his assessment that pre-philosophical moral thought
cannot be mistaken, or at least not radically mistaken'^'’, he might even be naive in
thinking that knowing our duty is easy; but it would be absurd to attribute to him the
view that we cannot be mistaken in the determination of our duties — that would make
human beings infalhble.'^^ It is important to recall that the issue here is not whether or
to what extent failure to know one’s duty is imputable. This is of course an important
question when it comes to the evaluation of mistaken moral judgements, and 1 will
return to this topic in chapter 10. But the suggestion 1 am considering here is that if
there is no problem of knowledge in morality, i.e. if knowing one’s duties is so easy as
to make it impossible to go wrong, tlien this would explain Kant’s apparent omission.
Consequently the question here is merely whether Kant held that such failure —
imputable or not — is possible. If such failure is possible then the explanation under
consideration — whatever other merits it might have — fails.
The upshot of all of this in the present context is that there is a tension between
Kant’s remarks that suggest that moral error is possible on the one hand, and the
attempt to attribute to him the strong thesis that there is no problem of knowledge in
morality on the other. Only this strong claim will suffice if the question concerning
the problem of knowledge in moraUty is to have any sort of bearing on Kant’s
somewhat prosaic source: his attempt to be popular and original at the same time. Kant’s apparently
paradoxical view that, while the moral law is plain and obvious to even the commonest intelligence,
there is still a great need for a metaphysics of morals for there to be any true virtue, would thus be
explained by the constant tension between his attempt to base criteria for the supreme principle of
morality on an analysis of commonly held views, and his insistence that his own philosophically derived
(i.e. not common-sense) version of this supreme principle is a substantial and original philosophical
achievement.
^ Timmermann, op.cit. p. xii.
<55 Ibid.
<5« Ibid.
<5^ One feature of his ethics that might be thought to explain, at least partially, Kant’s confidence that
common reason does not err in judging the requirements of duty is the fact that for Kant the strictest
duties are often duties of omission (such as duty not to he) which tend to present fearer cognitive
problems than duties to perform positive actions (such as a duty of assistance). However, since the
suggestion I am considering here is that there is no problem of knowledge in morality, any such partial
explanation must fall short of the mark.
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apparent omission of action from duty but not in accordance with duty. Such an
explanation would only succeed if Kant did indeed hold that there is no problem of
knowledge in morahty'; it fails if he merely thinks that knowledge is not the main issue
or that it is comparatively easy to know one’s duties. So the remarks which strongly
suggest that Kant allows for the possibihty of moral error constimte a significant
hurdle to attributing the strong thesis to him.
But if Kant did not subscribe to the strong thesis, then we are left with only the
weaker claim that failure to know one’s duty, while not inconceivable, is insignificant
enough or unlikely enough to make it irrelevant in practice. In relation to our current
concern with explaining Kant’s apparent omission this would allow us to venture that
he

did not [...] overlook the possibility of acting from duty yet contrary to it; rather, based on his
conviction that it is very simple to determine what one’s duty is, he rejected this possibility as
practical^ irrelevant.^

As I win remrn to the issue of mistaken moral judgements in chapter 10, I will refrain
from debating here whether or to what extent the problem of knowledge might be
practically irrelevant, or to what extent Kant thought that it was. I also grant that the
issue is not a priority in the Groundwork. For present purposes I consider it sufficient to
have argued that for this issue to have any bearing on the question of Kant’s apparent
oversight of actions from duty but contrary to it, we must take him to make the strong
claim that there is no problem of knowledge in morahty', and that for the reasons
outlined it is questionable that Kant would have held such a view.*^’

Lastly, to add to my critique of these three common but inadequate explanations of
Kant’s apparent lacuna (1.-3. above) one final consideration: If concrete texmal
evidence is available which suggests that Kant does address the possibihty of action
contrary to duty but from duty, then this should be preferred over more general
Kerstein, op.cit., p. 98 (emph. added).
Note that my overall argument concerning the possibility of action from duty but not in accordance
with duty does not rest on this point. I have rejected the explanation under consideration because I
believe it cannot show convincingly what it needs to show in order to account for Kant’s apparent
omission; namely that Kant holds that there is no problem of knowledge in morality. But this
explanation, even if successful, rests on the Identity Thesis and the Logical Compatibles View, both of
which I have granted here for the sake of argument. But as I will argue shortly, they should both be
rejected.
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considerations or conceptual stipulation aimed at explaining why he does not address
it. It is to this textual evidence that I now turn. In chapters 6 and 7, I will critically
examine the common interpretations of the textual evidence, before offering my own
interpretation in chapter 8.
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Chapter 6
KANT’S EXCLUSION OF WRONG ACTIONS
FROM THE INVESTIGATION INTO THE MOTIVE OF DUTY

Having introduced the concept of duty in order to “explicate the concept of a [good]
wiU” (GMS IV:397.1), Kant begins his search for actions which are done from duty,
and in which therefore a good will “shine[s] forth” (GMS IV:397.9f.), with the
following statement:

I here pass over all actions that are already recognised as contrary to duty, even though they
might be useful in this or that intent; for with these there is not even the question whether they
might have occurred from duty, since they even conflict with it. (GMS IV:397.11-14)™

It has been a matter of some, although very limited, debate in the literature, whether
the expression “actions that are already recognised as contrary to duty” here refers to
actions which we, the readers and observers, recognise as contrary to duty (while an
agent might mistakenly take the same action to be in accordance with duty), or
whether, on the contrary, the recognition of the action’s impermissibility is the agent’s.
This is an important question to which I will return shortly.
In the first place, however, it is noteworthy that the above statement is crucial
because it contains the only mention of any actions contrary to duty in the context of

™ My ttanslation. As much of what I have to say in the following chapters centres on this passage, I
deliberately translate rather literally from Kant’s German, probably at the expense of smoothness.
However, I do so merely to show that nothing in my arguments concerning the correct interpretation
of this passage hinges on the subtie differences between translations. The original reads: “Ich iibergehe
hier aUe Handlungen, die schon als pflichtwidrig erkannt werden, ob sie gleich in dieser oder jener
Absicht nutzhch sein mogen; denn bei denen ist gar nicht einmal die Frage, ob sie aus Pflicht
geschehen sein mogen, da sie dieser sogar widerstreiten.” Cf. Wood: “I pass over all actions that are
already recogmzed as contrary' to duty', even though they might be useful for this or that aim; for with
them the question cannot arise at all whether they might be done from duty, since they even conflict with
it.” Paton: “I wiU here pass over aU actions already recognized as contrary' to duty', however useful they
may be with a view to this or that end; for about these the question does not even arise whether they
could have been done for the sake of duty' inasmuch as they are directly opposed to it.” Ellington: “I here
omit aU actions already recognized as contrary' to duty', even though they may be useful for this or that
end; for in the case of these the question does not arise at aU as to whether they might be done from
duty', since they even conflict with duty'.”
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the entire discussion of the concept of duty in the first section of the Groundwork.
Having made this point, Kant immediately turns his attention to actions that are at
least in conformity with duty which he then investigates as to their possible moral
worth. So within the analysis of the concept of duty in the Groundwork the passage
quoted offers the only direct textual evidence of Kant’s Hews on actions which are
contrary to duty.^'
Before I return to the main controversy I will have to address an exegetical issue
concerning the quoted passage, for the answer to the following question is not as
obvious as it might appear: Precisely which actions does Kant “pass over” (GMS
IV:397.11) here? I will begin by considering a reading of the passage which has been
suggested in a recent commentary on the Groundwork'', but which seems to me to be
obviously wrong.
It might seem clear that Kant, in the passage cited, “pass[es] over” (GMS

In the well-known passages that foUow the statement cited above, Kant goes on to “also set aside”
(GMS IV:397.14) some actions which are in accordance with duty, namely those to which human beings
have no immediate inclination, but which they typically perform because they are a means to something
else which is in their self-interest. (Somewhat confusingly for his readers, and in contrast to actions
contrary to duty — which he says he will ‘pass over’ and which he indeed never mentions again — Kant
professes to ‘also set aside’, i.e. not engage with, this second ppie of action, but then proceeds
immediately to entertain at some length an example of these: the prudent shopkeeper who does not
overcharge even an inexperienced customer because it would harm his long-term business interests.)
He disregards these latter actions because he believes they are easily recognised as being “done neither
from duty nor from immediate inclination, but merely from a self-serving aim” (GMS I\':397.31). The
distinction between the motive of duty and the motive of inclination “is much harder to notice [...] where
the action is in conformity with duty and the subject also besides this has an immediate inclination to it”
(GMS IV:397.19ff., my translation)
So having set aside all actions contrary to duty as well as self-interested actions that conform with duty,
Kant is now left with only one type of action to throw light on the distinction between acting merely in
accordance with duty and acting from duty (and ultimately to elucidate the concept of a good will):
actions which accord with duty and towards which the agent has an immediate inclination. Kant discusses
three examples: the duty to preserve one’s Ufe, the duty of beneficence, and the duty to assure one’s
own happiness. He argues that we commonly act in conformity with these duties because we have an
immediate inclination to look after our lives, be happy, and be stmipathetic to others. The unfortunate
man who refrains from suicide without loving his Ufe, the cold-hearted philanthropist who lacks all
sympathy for others, and the gout sufferer who refrains from enjojing what he Hkes for the sake of his
long-term happiness all act in conformiy with these same duties, but since ex hypothesi they lack all natural
inclination towards doing these duties, they act from duty.
Sally Sedgwick, Kant’s Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals. An Introduction, (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2008), pp. 59ff.
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IV:397.11), that is, excludes from further consideration, all actions which are
recognised as contrary to duty. But according to an interpretation suggested by Sally
Sedgwick, the passage is concerned more specifically with one particular type of
action which is contrary to duty, namely with cases of “[a]cting in a way that is
obviously contrary to duty”^^. On this reading, actions which are “already recognised as
contrary to duty” (GMS IV:397.11) are “the most obvious cases of what a good will is
nof’^* and this explains why Kant does not consider them. According to Sedgwick we
should read ‘already recognised’ as ‘easily recognised’, and when we observe actions
which are obviously wrong since we easily identify them as violations of duty, we can
infer from the agent’s observable behaviour that duty is not her motive. For instance,
if we observed an act of cheating.

Kant says, the question ‘never arises’ whether the action is performed from duty [...], because
no one would for a moment consider it appropriate to characterize the cheater’s will as good.
Her cheating behavior is clear evidence that she acts contraty’ to duty. [...] [W]e already
recognize in the classmate’s act of peering furtively at her neighbor’s work that she does not
act in conformity with duty. In cases like this, we can confidendy infer from the agent's
behavior a less than honourable intention. This is most likely why Kant remarks that [...] the
question ‘never arises’ whether the agent acts from duty.^^

In response, I will first argue that this interpretation is internally inconsistent: Even on
the assumption that Kant’s statement is concerned only with actions which are obviously
wrong, Sedgwick does not succeed in justifying her assertion that such actions can be
known with certainty to lack the motive of duty. There is, to be sure, a way to make
such a claim, but it is incompatible with a number of assumptions Sedgwick makes. In
any event, my second and main aim is to show that her reading of ‘already recognised’
as ‘easily recognised’ fails as an interpretation of the text.
I will begin by reiterating a general point: By itself, the inference from the
wrongness, obvious or not, of a particular action to the absence of the motive of duty
in that action is only valid if one holds as a general principle that no action which is
contrary to duty can be done from duty. But it is not obvious that this last claim —
which is precisely the assumption in question in the present context — is true, or that
Kant thinks it is. It is clear, however, that Sedgwick’s argument rests on this premise: If
(PI) the cheater’s behaviour is sufficient to identify her action as (obviously) contrary
Ibid., p. 60 (emph. added)
Ibid, (my emph.)
Ibid., p. 60f
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to duty, and if (P2) no action which is (obviously) contrary to duty can be done from
duty, then (C) we are in a position to “confidently infer” (ibid.) from her behaviour
that she has not acted from duty (and since Kant holds that only actions done from
duty have moral worth we also know that her action does not have moral worth). This
argument is not valid without (P2), but Sedgwick fails to explain why (P2) might be
true or why Kant might subscribe to it, simply assuming that he does^^’, and
consequently on her account we remain in the dark as to why actions which are easily
recognised as wrong could not be performed from duty.

1. Knowledge of other agents’ motives

But more importantly in the present context, the assertion that actions which obviously
violate duty can be known with certainty not to have been done from the motive of
duty is incoherent in the way in which Sedgwick makes it: As she acknowledges
herself^’, Kant is notoriously sceptical about our ability to know with any certainty the
motivational grounds of even our own actions, never mind another person’s. Her
claim that we can confidently make inferences from an agent’s behaviour to the
underlying motive appears to be at odds with Kant’s repeated insistence that agents’
motives are unknowable, or at the very least that they can never be known with any
certainty. Kant makes this point most frequently with reference to the possibility of
knowing in any particular case that an action has been done from the motive of duty
alone, i.e. that no inclination towards the action moved the agent.

If we attend to the experience of the deeds and omissions of human beings, we encounter frequent and,
as we ourselves concede, just complaints that one could cite no safe examples of the disposition
to act from pure duty; that, even if some of what is done may accord with what duty

Admittedly, she is not alone in attributing (P2) to Kant, and I discuss the reasons why Kant might
have subscribed to it below. As will become apparent then, I do not think that ascribing this view to
Kant does anything to explain the current difficulty — his apparent omission of the possibility of action
from duty but not in accordance with duty. But in addition, there are further reasons — reasons which go
beyond the issues raised in the current context — which make it controversial whether Kant did in fact
hold, and even more so whether he should have held, that no action which an agent performs from the
mistaken notion that it is required can have moral worth. (For an outline of that debate, see chapter 10.)
In any case, my overall argument against Sedgwick’s reading of the passage does not rest on this
particular point.
Ibid., pp. 84f
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commands, nevertheless it always remains doubtful whether it is nalty done from duty and thus
has a moral worth. (GMS I\’’:406, emph. partly mine)

He goes on by claiming that it is in fact

absolutely impossible to settle with complete certainty through experience whether there is
even a single case in which the maxim of an otherwise dutiful action has rested solely on moral
grounds and on the representation of one’s duty [...], because when we are talking about moral
worth, it does not depend on the actions, which one sees, but on the innerprinciples, which one does not see.
(GMS IV:407, emph. added)

So according to Kant the presence of a purely moral motive can never be ascertained
in any particular act. The morally worthy disposition to act from duty is hidden from
our view and in principle unobservable.^* But perhaps there is no conflict between this
point and Sedgwick’s; perhaps she merely maintains that while it is impossible to know
with certainty that an agent does act from duty, it might well be possible to know with
certainty, namely in the case of actions which are obviously contrary to duty, that an
agent does not act from duty. In other words, the underlying question here is whether
Kant makes the limited claim that the purity of the motive of duty can never be
estabUshed by observing agents’ behaviour, or the more sweeping one that we are
never in a position to draw any confident conclusions concerning agents’ ultimate
motives, neither that they did nor that they did not act from the motive of duty.
This much at least is clear: On Kant’s account, we can never be certain that we have
acted from duty, nor that another person has acted from duty. It also appears to be an
obvious consequence of his view of the struggle between duty and inclination that we
can at times know that we ourselves have not acted from duty or even from prudential
considerations — at the very least when we are aware that our inclinations lead us to act
contrary to what we know to be our duty, or even contrary to what is in our own best
interest, as in cases of weakness of will. But now the problem which Sedgwick’s
account raises is the following: Is it ever possible to know, and to know with certainty.

Cf. GMS n’:407, where Kant continues: “One does not need to be an enemy of virtue, but only a
cold-blooded observer, who does not take the liveliest wish for the good straight away as its reality, in
order (especially with advancing years, and a power of judgement grown shrewder through experience
and more acute for observation) to become doubtful at certain moments whether any true virtue is ever
really to be encountered in the world.” See also T&P VII1:284 f.; Rel. VI:62f.
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merely on the basis of our observation of someone else’s behaviour and our bebef
that this behaviour constimtes a violation of duty, that another person is not acting from
duty?
The problem with the possibility of such knowledge appears to be that the attempt
is made to draw a conclusion regarding an agent’s motives solely from his observable
behardour and the fact that this behaviour is (obviously) morally wrong, but without any
reference to the agent’s deliberation, motivations, or decision-making process. As we
have seen, such an attempt must fail unless one already assumes that no action which
is contrary to duty can be done from duty. If, on the other hand and unlike Sedgwick,
one were to base the argument not on the action’s wrongness but on the agent’s
judgement that the action is wrong, then it could in fact be made in such a way that it not
only avoids the controversial assumption that no action which is contrary to duty can
be done from duty, but that it also concludes that an observer can indeed make
confident inferences concerning another agent’s motives from the observation of mere
behaviour. Thus, to return to Sedgwick’s example, if (PI) the cheater’s behaviour
indicates that she herself considers her cheating to be (obviously) contrary to duty, and if
(P2) for an action to be done from duty it is a necessary condition that the agent
believes (rightly or wrongly) the action to be in accordance with duty, then (C) we can
know with certainty — because we can confidently infer this from her behaviour — that
she has not acted from duty. In other words, the relevant point for the argument is not
that the cheater is in fact acting contrary to duty in cheating, nor that her cheating is so
obviously a violation of her duty; the point is rather that she knows that she is cheating.
Sedgwick herself is barred from arguing along these lines by her assumption that it is
the wrongness of the action that is decisive, rather than the agent’s own awareness of this
fact.™ Her argument that we can sometimes infer the absence of the motive of duty
from our observation of another agent’s behaviour must fail as long as this inference is
made from the act itself i.e. from the fact that an action is contrary to duty, and obviously
so. The argument succeeds only if this conclusion is drawn from the agent’s own
recognition of the wrongness of her actions and the manifestation of this awareness in
the agent’s behaviour. So much for the internal coherence of Sedgwick’s suggested
reading.
Sedgwick, along with most other commentators, focuses her attention primarily on the fact that the
action is in fact — we might say ‘objectively’ — wrong, and that we, the objective observers in this case,
judge it to be so. It is not at all clear that Kant shares this concern with the ‘objective’ impermissibility
of the action or why he should do so. In chapters 8 and 9 below I will argue in some detail that such a
reading should be rejected.
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2. Kant’s exclusion of a//action contrary to duty

Leaving these issues aside, however, the main interpretative question is whether in the
cited passage Kant passes over all actions which are recognised as contrary to duty, or
only some, namely those which are easily recognised as such, as Sedgwick would have it.
On this question I consider the following third objection to Sedgwick’s reading to be
conclusive: It is a mistake to read ‘already recognised’ as ‘easily recognised’, thus
restricting the class of actions which Kant sets aside at GMS IV:397.11-14 to those
which are easily seen to be contrary to duty.
On a purely exegetical note, it appears that if Kant had said that only in clear cases
of action contrary to duty the question concerning the motive never arises, and that
this is why he will pass over them, then this would imply that in cases which are not so
clear the question does arise and consequently he would have to consider these. That is
to say, Sedgwick’s scenario by imphcation has Kant indicating to his readers that he will
not pass over some actions which are recognised as contrary to duty, presumably those
which are only with difficulty recognised as such. We should therefore expect an
examination of the possible moral worth of these actions. But in the discussion that
follows Kant does not mention any cases of actions contrary to duty, including such
where it might be more difficult to determine their deontic stams. Clearly Kant does not
entertain such a possibility anywhere in the Groundwork. Thus the text is absolutely
clear that Kant not only considers himself to be setting aside all actions which are
recognised as contrary to duty, but also that he does indeed do so, as evidenced by the
simple fact that he does not mention any such actions again.
But a more important philosophical point is to be made, especially in the context
of the investigation into the motive of duty: Kant is ri^t to dismiss all, not just some,
actions contrary to duty from all further consideration, albeit not for the reasons it is
commonly thought. A full argument for this claim will have to wait until chapters 5
and 6, but for the moment I consider my three objections against Sedgwick’s
interpretation sufficient to draw the following preliminary conclusions regarding the
question which actions Kant excludes from all further consideration in his short
statement at GMS IV:397.11-14: Sedgwick’s interpretation mistakes what perhaps
might be a subclass of impermissible actions (those which are obviously wrong) for all
impermissible actions and consequently her explanation does not account for Kant’s
dismissal of “all actions that are already recognised as contrary to duty”. This leaves
me in a position to return to the main issue in the controversy, which is Kant’s
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apparent omission of actions from duty but not in accordance with duty. 8(1

On the interpretation that has Kant draw a distinction between actions which are easi^ recognised as
contrary to duty and those which are recognised as such only mitb difficulty, his readers would be perfectiy
enritied to expect him to follow the same argumentative strategy as the one he adopts in the passages
that immediately follow. There he does indeed divide a class of action into two subclasses, of which he
then proceeds to set aside one but not the other. Thus, out of the class of all actions which conform
with duty, he sets aside the subclass of those “for which [...] human beings have immediatety no
inclination” (GMS IV:397.15 f., emph. mine), but which are done for the sake of mediate inclination —
the reason being that in such cases “it is eaty to distinguish whether the action in conformit)’ with duty is
done from duty or from a self-seeking aim” (GMS R':397.17ff., my emph.; the example he gives for this
type of action is the prudent shop-keeper). Such actions then are obvious^ not done from duty. He then
goes on to examine in great detail the possible moral worth of action belonging to the other subclass,
namely action which “is in conformity with duty and [to which] the subject also besides this has an
immediate inclination” (GMS IV:397.20 f., my transl.; the examples he later discusses are the man who
refrains from suicide without loving his Hfe, the cold-hearted philanthropist who lacks all sympathy for
others, and the gout sufferer who refrains from enjoying what he likes for the sake of his long-term
happiness). The reason why he does discuss these latter cases is simply that “[ijt is much harder to notice
this difference”, i.e. it is much more difficult to teU whether the action “is done from duty or from a
self-seeking aim” (GMS IV:397.18 f.) when there is an immediate inclination towards the action. That is
to say, whether these latter actions are done from duty or not is not obvious. My point here is simply that
if Kant did indeed make the distinction which Sedgwick attributes to him, then one could reasonably
expect him to follow the same argumentative strategt’ and, having set aside the subclass of actions which
obviousty lack a certain quality, to engage with the other subclass of actions which might or might not
have this quality, something which is recognised only with difficulty. So the fact that he does not do so in
itself makes this reading questionable.
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Chapter 7
TWO INTERPRETATIONS OF THE RECOGNITION
OF AN ACTION’S WRONGNESS

I now turn to a number of interpretive issues concerning the very recognition of the
contrariness to the moral law of impermissible actions. The first of these issues gives
rise to two further ways in which the seemingly obvious reading of GMS IV:397.11-14
as a dismissal of all action contrary to duty might be questioned. Let us remind
ourselves of what Kant says:

I here pass over all actions that are already recognised as contrary' to duty, even though they
might be useful in this or that intent; for with these there is not even the question whether they
might have occurred from duty', since they even conflict with it. (GMS I\'^;397.11-14)

As I mentioned earUer, it has been a matter of some, although very limited, debate in
the hterature how exactly this brief statement should be interpreted. Perhaps the most
pressing question his readers will direct at Kant’s announcement concerns the very
notion of recognising one’s duty: According to whose judgements are impermissible
actions impermissible? The agent who dehberates about the permissibility of a certain
course of action? We, the readers, who observe the cases Kant describes and who
might or might not agree with the agent’s reasoning? The ideal agent, that is, the fully
rational agent? Furthermore, in what sense are they already recognised as such? And
why exactly is there no question that such actions could be done from duty? On the face
of it Kant’s statement is tantahsingly ambiguous. Yet these are important questions,
both in their own right and because much will depend on them for the possibihty of
action contrary to duty yet from duty.
In the hterature we find two interpretations of the passage. They are distinguished
primarily by the way in which they answer these questions. In the last chapter we saw
that the interpretation under consideration divided Kant’s class of all action contrary
to duty into two subclasses according to the ease or difficulty with which actions are
recognised as contrary to duty. Kant’s statement regarding “all actions that are akeady
recognised as contrary to duty” at GMS 1V:397.11-14 was then interpreted as referring
to only one of the subclasses, namely ‘actions which are easily recognised as contrary' to
duty’. A similar line of argument is taken by some commentators with regard to the
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recognition of the contrariness to duty of impermissible actions. Kant’s statement is not
explicit as to whose recognition he is referring to. Does he, when he speaks of “actions
that are already recognised as contrary to duty” (ibid.), refer to actions which we, the
readers and observers, recognise as contrary to duty (while an agent might mistakenly
take the same action to be in accordance with duty), or does he, on the contrary, take
the recognition of the action’s impermissibility to be the agent’s?
In an argument that mirrors the one I discussed in the last chapter, the ambiguity
of Kant’s expression is taken by some critics to open up the possibihty of two distinct
ways of interpreting ‘recognised as contrary to duty’ depending on whose judgement
one takes to determine the action’s deontic status as ‘contrary to duty’. Thus Kant’s
expression could stand for ‘all actions that are already recognised by the observer as
contrary to duty’, or for ‘aU actions that are already recognised bj the agent as contrary
to duty’. Kant’s statement is then interpreted as referring to only one or the other of
these two types of action, depending on whether tlie expression ‘recognised as
contrary to duty’ is taken to stand for the agent’s or the observer’s moral judgement.*'

As will become apparent in the following two chapters (7 and 8), these two interpretations share one
important common feature: they read Kant as working with an (implicit) distinction between acts
recognised as contrar)' to duty by the agent and those recognised as wrong by an observer. They
furthermore agree that Kant should be read as referring to, and thereby setting aside, one but not the
other type of act, their disagreement concerning merely which of the two types of act is picked out by
the statement.
Perhaps the most obvious strategy to criticise both of these readings — which are the most prevalent
interpretations amongst Kant scholars — is to attack the idea that Kant makes the relevant distinction in
the first place. One way to do this is to suggest an ‘impersonal’ reading of the passage, according to
which Kant excludes all actions which are generally recognised as contrary to duty, whichever they in fact
are. On this reading, the term ‘recognised’ [erkannt werderi) is taken to be factive: thus in the passage Kant
passes over all actions which one (i.e. everyone: agent, observer, we all) generally knows to be contrary to
duty.
However, the strategy' which I propose in the following chapters is a different one. For various reasons
which will become apparent in due course 1 favour a qualified subjective (agent-centred) reading of the
passage which, like the impersonal reading, offers the advantage of avoiding the distinction between
objectively and subjectively wrong acts, but which, unlike the latter, offers several interpretive
advantages.
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1. Reading ‘recognised as contrary to duty’ as ‘recognised by
the observer as wrong’ ( The objective reading

The standard interpretation is perhaps prima facie the most obvious reading of the
passage. It is expressed by Allison when he notes that Kant starts the discussion of
the notion of acting from duty “with the assumption, itself questionable, that actions
performed from duty cannot, objectively speaking, be contrary to duty”®". Kerstein
adopts the same interpretive stance when he remarks that he, “in agreement with
other interpreters, take[s] ‘already recognized’ to mean already recognized by the
reader — that is, by ‘objective’ observers — to be contrary to duty”®®. Thus the standard
reading takes actions which are ‘recognised as contrary to duty’ to be actions which —
because the judgement that they are wrong is made by the observer — are ‘de facto
contrary to duty’ or Objectively wrong’.®"* According to this reading, then, Kant thinks
that no action which in fact violates duty can be done from duty, and based on this
premise he sets them aside, since they could not possibly be illuminating in the search
for actions that are done from duty and hence have moral worth. Kant’s somewhat
puzzling claim that the question concerning the motive does not even arise when an
action is already recognised as contrary to duty is explained with reference to the
action’s objective contrariness to the moral law: actions which are in fact contrary to the
requirements of morality just cannot be done from the motive of duty.
Despite the prima facie appeal of the standard reading, commentators — including
those who think we cannot avoid the conclusion that this is indeed Kant’s view — are

Allison, op. cit., p. 109.
Kerstein, op. cit., p. 97. Other authors whose treatments of the possibility of action from duty but not
in accordance with duty suggest or imply that they favour — or at least that they consider reasonable —
such a reading include Guyer, op. cit. pp. 42f.; Marcia Baron, ‘Acting from Duty (GMS, 397-401)’, in:
Chnstoph Horn & D. Schonecker (eds.): Groundwork for the Metaphysics of Morals (Berlin: de Gruyter,
2006), p. 73; George C. Kemer: Three Philosophical Moralists: Mill, Kant, Sartre (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1990), pp. 84ff.; Dieter Schonecker & A. Wood: Kant’s Grundlegung tQir Metaphysik der Sitten: Ein
Einfiihrender Kommentar (Paderborn: Schoningh, 2007, 3'** ed.), p. 64; Barbara Herman, ‘On the Value of
Acting from the Motive of Duty’, The Philosophical Preview 90 (1981), p. 376; Richard Henson, ‘What Kant
Might Have Said: Moral Worth and the Overdetetmination of Dutiful Action’, Philosophical Preview 88,
(1979), p. 40; H.J. Paton, The Categorical Imperative: A Study in Kant’s Moral Philosophy, (London:
Hutchinson, 1947), p. 40.
Henceforth I will refer to this interpretation of Kant’s expression ‘recognised as contraty’ to duty’ as
‘the objective reading’ or ‘the objective interpretation’.
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all too aware that this interpretation has Kant relying either on the problematic
assumption that no action which in fact violates duty can be done from duty, or on the
equally questionable definition of the term ‘duty’ to the same effect. Most critics
nevertheless think that this must indeed be Kant’s view. We have already seen (in
chapter 5.2. above) that — irrespective of whether it is Kant’s view or not — the
reliance on such an assumption or stipulative defirtition is unsatisfactory. To be sure,
there are some interpreters who think it is possible to avoid attributing this view to
Kant.“

2. Reading ‘recognised as contrary to duty’ as ‘recognised by
the agent as wrong’ (The subjective reading)

The case for the alternative interpretation of the passage is made most explicitly by
Curzer, who thinks it unnecessary and unsophisticated to commit Kant “to the claim
that it is impossible to act from duty without acting in accord with duty”**^. His main
charge against the standard reading is that it “assumes that Kant ignores the common
occurrence of morally motivated but misguided acts”®’. He therefore rejects it in
favour of a “more charitable interpretation of the passage [which] would assume Kant
to be aware of [the] fact [that] [p]eople often perform morally wrong acts because they
mistakenly believe them to be morally required”®®. According to this reading,

we need not take [Kant] to be omitting all acts recognized bj the reader to be contrar)’ to duty.
Luckily, there is another way to read the quoted passage. I take Kant to be omitting all acts
recognized by the agent to be contrary^ to duty. The question does not arise as to whether these
acts might be done from duty, since the agent believes they conflict with duty. On this reading,
Kant is not committed to the claim that it is impossible to act from duty without acting in
accord with duty. Kant leaves open the possibility that [...] an agent could perform a morally
wrong act from duty if the agent thinks the act is morally right. Acts which are not in accord
with duty may be done not only from inclination, but also from duty. This interpretation
attributes to Kant a more sophisticated view, and allows [for] morally motivated, immoral acts

*5 For a detailed discussion of the merits of the objective reading see chapters 8 and 9 below, where I
win argue that it should be rejected for various reasons, including the fact that it lacks explanatory' force.
Howard Curzer, ‘From Duty, Moral Worth, Good WiU’, Dialogue 36 (1997), p. 291.
87 Ibid., p. 290.
88 Ibid.
8^ Ibid. Cf. also Kohl, who cites our Groundwork passage (GMS I\^:397.11-14) and comments: “This
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The suggestion then is to read ‘recognised as contrary to duty’ as ‘recognised bj the
agent as wrong’.^ To put this interpretation and the main motivation which underpins it
into the context of the terms introduced in chapter 1: Driven by a concern with “the
common occurrence of morally motivated but misguided acts”^’ — the existence of
which Kant ignores or overlooks according to the standard interpretation —
proponents of the subjective reading want to interpret Kant as allowing for the
possibility of such acts (‘actions from mistaken moral judgements’, as 1 labelled them
earlier), and therefore find it necessary to make room in Kant’s account for the
possibility of performing a morally wrong act from duty. 1 suggested earlier that this
line of thought rests on the Logical Compatibles View of Kant’s twofold distinction
of duty, as well as on the Identity Thesis which claims that ‘morally motivated but
misguided acts’ are, in Kantian terms, ‘actions from duty but contrary to it’. 1 will
address both of these theses in some detail in chapters 8 and 9 below, where 1 will
argue that the suggestion to read ‘contrary to duty’ as ‘subjectively wrong’, while it is an
improvement on the standard interpretation, is problematic insofar as it is motivated
by a concern with action from mistaken moral judgement and dependent on these two
questionable assumptions.

thesis is only true if we read it in such a way that ‘all actions which are already recognised by the agent [...]
as contrary' to duty’ are excluded from the start as candidates for morally good actions. It is wrong, in
my opinion, if it requires that morally good actions cannot in fact be contrary' to duty. Not the objective,
but only the subjective accordance with duty of an action is a necessary condition of its morality [...].” See
Harald Kohl, Kants Gesinnungsethik (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1990), p. 74 (my transL). He proceeds to cite
Hardwig’s paper (op. cit.) in support of his own criticism of Henson’s claim (cf. op. cit., p. 40) that the
question whether an action has moral worth can be asked only about an act which is in fact, i.e.
objectively, required by duty: Kohl thinks that “Kant himself was possibly of the opinion that an action
‘from duty'’ must be objectively in accordance with duty', that is, apart from the agent’s opinion” (Kohl, op.
cit., p. 73, my transL), but intimates — and this is the relevant point in the present context — that if Kant
did hold this view he would be mistaken, since “there is [such a thing as] an erroneous moral judgement
together with the motive to do that which is erroneously thought to be in conformity' with the moral law
because it conforms with the moral law, i.e. from duty'”, (ibid., my transl.) Unfortunately, Kohl does not
consider the issue in great detail and the claim is not supported by any argument.
Henceforth 1 shall refer to this interpretation of Kant’s expression ‘recogmsed as contrary' to duty'’ as
‘the subjective reading’.
Curzer, op.cit., p. 290.
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3. The respective weaknesses of these interpretations
and a problem with both readings

For the moment we should simply note as a preliminary result that both
interpretations have obvious weaknesses: The suggestion to read ‘recognised as
contrary to duty’ as ‘objectively wrong’ is dubious — as 1 have already argued (see chapter
7.1 above) — because it has Kant relying either on a stipulative definition of the term
‘duty’ or on a questionable assumption (in both cases to the effect that no action which
violates duty can be done from duty). On the other hand, the suggestion to read
‘recognised as contrary to duty’ as ‘subjectively wrong’ in an attempt to make room for
the possibility of action from mistaken moral judgement is problematic to the extent
that it relies on the Identity Thesis and the Logical Compatibles View, which are
equally questionable assumptions, as I will proceed to argue in chapters 8 and 9.
In addition, however, there is one texmal consideration wliich applies equally to
both interpretations and which would suggest that neither is entirely satisfactory, quite
apart from any other weaknesses. As we saw earlier, in his search for the motive of
duty Kant employs a ‘method of isolation’®" which proceeds in the first instance by
identifying various classes or t}q)es of action. Some tj'pes of action are dismissed (‘set
aside’ or ‘passed over’) more or less immediately as not relevant to this search, while
others are discussed, with examples, in considerable detail. In following such a strategy,
Kant — unless, of course, we take him to have forgotten to consider certain types of
action®^ - is including in the search all those classes of action which he does not
explicitly exclude. But as I pointed out earUer in relation to Sedgwick’s suggestion that
Kant only sets aside some actions which are recognised as contrary to duty, namely
those which are easily recognised as such; not only does Kant not make such a
distinction, but in the discussion that follows Kant’s statement, he never considers or
even mentions any actions which fail to conform to the moral law. That is to say, given
his strategy at that stage of the discussion, we must take him to have excluded all such
actions from further consideration.
But bearing this last point in mind in relation to our two interpretations of Kant’s
expression, a similar argument can be made in the present context: On the suggestion
that ‘recognised as contrary to duty’ should be read as ‘objectively wrong’, Kant would

Paton’s term. See op. cit., p. 47.
A possibility which I will consider shortly.
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intimate that in his search for actions which might be done from the motive of duty he
will pass over one type of act: He will set aside aU those actions which are recognised hj
the observer to be contrary to duty (while the agent might erroneously believe them to be
required), that is, all actions which are objectively wrong (while they are perhaps
subjectively believed to be right by the agent). But by indicating that he will only pass over
this one type of action — albeit all the members of that class — Kant would be implying
that he will not pass over some other type of action, presumably all those the
contrariness of which is already recognised by the agent, i.e. those which are subjectively
wrong. In doing so he would imply that he is including this class of action in the
following investigation into the motive of duty and thus raise an expectation in his
readers that a discussion of their possible moral worth is imminent. However, as we
know, following his brief statement at GMS IV:397.11-14, Kant does not mention any
actions contrary to duty again.
Of course the same argument applies, mutatis mutandis, to the alternative suggestion
that ‘recognised as contrary to duty’ should be read as ''subjectively wrong’. Here the
actions which Kant passes over would again be limited to one type of act, in this case
to those which the agent recognises as contrary to duty', and Kant would thereby be
indicating to his readers that he will not pass over, that is to say, that he intends to
include in the search for the moral motive, the class of actions which are objectively
wrong. However, as we know he does not include them. That Curzer, for one, clearly
thinks along these lines is obvious when he says that “we need not take [Kant] to be
omitting all acts recognized by the reader to be contrary to duty”’'*, rather, we should
“take Kant to be omitting all acts recognized by the agent to be contrary to duty”’’.
Curzer thinks that Kant does not pass over actions which are objectively wrong yet
done from duty, and he takes this to mean that Kant “leaves open the possibility”’'^ of
such acts. Likewise, Baron maintains that Kant “does not claim that honest mistakes
are impossible, and it would be uncharitable to attribute this view to him if we do not
have to””. She, likewise, suggests that reading Kant’s ‘already recognised as contrary to
duty’ as ‘recognised by the agent to be contrary to duty’ means that “there is no need to
read Kant as ruling out this possibility [i.e. the possibility of action from duty but not

Curzer, op. cit., p. 291.
55 Ibid.
5'i Ibid.
5^ See her ‘Acting from Duty (GMS, 397-401)’, in: Christoph Horn & D. Schonecker (eds.): Groundwork
jor the Metaphysics ofMorals (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2006), p. 73.
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in accordance with it]”’**. But to say that Kant does not rule out objectively wrong acts,
but does exclude subjectively wrong ones, is to say that he includes the former but not the
latter in the search for morally motivated actions. But this is patently false since, as we
have seen, he does not include either.
The context of Kant’s statement is important: The classes of action which Kant
does not set aside does not include, as Curzer and Baron appear to imply, t5^es of
action which Kant — we do not quite know why — decides to ignore in the remainder
of the Groundwork despite having just identified them as relevant to the investigation,
thus ‘leaving open the possibility’ that they might nevertheless be bearers of moral
worth — a possibility which perhaps might be investigated another day. Rather, the
actions which Kant does not pass over are precisely the types of action which his
method of isolation singles out as the primary candidates for moral worth and which
therefore are at the centre of the discussion that follows. Neither objectively wrong
acts nor subjectively wrong acts are such candidates.
There might be a way to defend the alternative, subjective reading against my
criticism. Although they certainly do not make it clear that this is indeed their view, the
following might be what adherents of the subjective reading have in mind when they
suggest that Kant’s strategy of setting aside some types of action and considering
others ‘leaves room for the possibility’ of action from duty but not in accordance with
duty. 1 have taken Kant’s investigation into aU possibly moral worth-bearing actions to
be comprehensive, at least in the sense that — whatever other faults it might have —
Kant has not simply overlooked an entire class of action which might have moral
worth. That is to say, I have taken him to implicitly include in the search all types which
he does not explicitly exclude, thus ruling out the possibility that there are yet more types
which he ignores entirely. According to this interpretation the class of types of action
which he considers is comprised of those tjqtes he omits (sets aside) and those he
investigates, and together they constitute aU the types of action one could possibly
expect Kant to consider in the context, that is to say, they exhaust all the relevant
possibilities. This implies, crucially, that there are no types of action which Kant could
possibly have omitted (overlooked). But, of course, one might reject this premise and
hold that there is always the possibility that, in addition to the classes Kant includes
and the ones he rules out, there are others which he just does not mention. On this
view, when Kant excludes from the investigation all actions which are recognised by the
agent as contrary to duty, he does not thereby implicitly include those actions which are

Ibid.
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recognised by the observer as contrary to duty. Rather, he does not even mention them,
either because he decides to ignore them entirely, or because he is unaware of their
existence, or because he simply forgets to include them in the discussion. Kant’s failure
either to omit (set aside) explicitly or to investigate action from duty but not in
accordance with duty is therefore indicative of his omission (oversight) of such action,
which thus ‘leaves open the possibility’, which we might now investigate, that such
action has moral worth.
A full reply to this suggestion will have to wait until chapters 8 and 9, where I
outline my interpretation of the passage. The short answer is that I will deny the claim,
made by the adherents of the subjective reading, that Kant fails to set aside action
from duty but not in accordance with duty. I suggest that if we wish to be charitable to
Kant and avoid attributing views to him which we do not have to, then the way to do
this is not by claiming that his ignorance of and consequent failure to exclude
exphcitly action from duty but not in accordance with duty ‘leaves open the possibUity’
of such action. Rather, I think it is preferable to show that Kant, for very good
reasons, does not identify a class of ‘action from duty but not in accordance with duty’
as such, which would explain why he cannot explicitly set it aside as such. Since, as we
know, Kant neither draws the relevant distinction between subjectively wrong and
objectively wrong actions in the first place, nor returns to either type of action in the
following discussion of the motive of duty, and, finally, given the argumentative
strategy he adheres to in employing his method of isolation, the only sensible
conclusion to draw from this is that we must take him to have excluded all such
actions from further consideration.

We are now in a position to note a number of intermediate results by way of a
summary of the last two chapters: First, 1 argued (in chapter 6.2.) that when Kant rules
out “all actions that are already recognised as contrary to duty” at GMS IV:397.11-14,
the text is absolutely clear both that he takes himself to be setting aside all impermissible
actions, and that he does indeed do so. Against the suggestion that ‘already’ should be
read as ‘easily’ and that Kant only rules out those wrong actions which are obviously so,
1 have maintained that he does indeed rule out all, not merely some such actions.
Second, 1 have attempted to show in the present chapter that it would be a mistake to
read into Kant’s statement a distinction, even an implicit one, between ‘actions
recognised by the observer as contrary to duty'’ on the one hand, and ‘actions recognised
by the agent as contrary to duty’ on the other, and then to read him as setting aside only
one but not the other, since he mentions no actions recognised as contrary to duty
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again and so clearly passes over all such actions. Thus both the standard ‘objective’
reading of ‘actions recognised as contrary to duty’ and the alternative ‘subjective’
reading, insofar as they attribute such a distinction to Kant, are, at the very least, misleading. It
should become apparent shortly why it is crucial to recognise that Kant does not even
draw this distinction. For the moment it suffices to conclude that both these results
confirm that in his quick dismissal of action contrary to duty Kant does indeed
dismiss all such action.
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Chapter 8
REJECTION OF THE LOGICAL COMPATIBLES VIEW

Where does all this leave Kant’s statement at GMS IV;397.11-14? In the last chapter I
argued that in addition to the problem which both the subjective and the objective
interpretations share, i.e. their reliance on a distinction which Kant does not make as
such, as well as the exegetical problems arising from it, they each have their own
weaknesses which make them unattractive: The ‘objective’ reading relies on the
assumption (or the definition of the concept of ‘duty’ to the effect) that moral worth
presupposes righmess, while the ‘subjective’ reading rests on the assumption of the
Logical Compatibles View and the Identity Thesis.
In the next two chapters I will argue that the objective reading does not stand up to
scrutiny and hence should be abandoned, while the subjective reading — or rather, a
heavily quahfied version of it — should be accepted, but only if it can meet certain
conditions: In particular, a coherent defence of the subjective reading must either
provide a cogent argument for, rather than assume, the Logical Compatibles View and
the Identity Thesis on which it rests, or, alternatively, it must show why they should be
rejected — and how they can be rejected. Secondly, it must not attribute to Kant a
distinction between the agent’s and the observer’s standpoint which he does not make,
since, as I have outlined in the last chapter, this would imply that he sets aside only
some, not all, actions contrary to duty. And finally it must, in the first place, be
preferable as an interpretation of the text, that is, provide a clear explanatory
advantage over the alternative, objective reading.

1. Three textual considerations in support of a qualified subjective reading

Beginning with the latter, we must now turn our attention to several features of Kant’s
statement at GMS IV:397, 11-14 which I have until now ignored. Kant’s words, again,
are:
I here pass over aU actions that are already recognised as contrar}’ to duty, even though they
might be useful in this or that intent; for with these there is not even the question whether they
might have occurred from duty, since they even conflict with it. (GMS I\^:397.11-14)
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First consideration: In all the interpretative issues which I have discussed so far, the
main problem was clarifying exacdy which actions Kant omits from further
consideration in the investigation into the motive of duty. But there is also the
question — perhaps the more interesting and the more important question — why he
does so. The second half of Kant’s statement appears to provide an answer: the
actions which he sets aside can be ignored for the purposes of the investigation, we
are told, because “with these there is not even the question whether they might have
occurred from duty, since they even conflict with it”. (GMS IV:397.13f.) The aim of
this second half of the statement is obviously to clarify and justify the move made in
the fist half, that is, the exclusion from the investigation of “all actions that are already
recognised as contrary to duty” (ibid.). In reply to the question why these actions are
omitted from the investigation, the reader is now informed that with such actions
there is no question that “they might have occurred from duty” (ibid.). Clearly, if it is
indeed out of the question, i.e. in some sense impossible, that such actions could be
done from the motive of duty, then this would sufficiently explain and justify ruling
them out. So Kant’s argument hinges on his ability to show that the question
concerning the motive does indeed not even arise when it comes to action which is
already recognised as contrary to duty. However, once again one might ask why there is
no “question whether they might have occurred from duty” (ibid.), and to this query
Kant replies that the question whether such actions might have been done from duty
does not arise “since they even conflict with it” (ibid.). So as far as the argumentative
structure of the passage is concerned, and with regard to “aU actions which are already
recognised as contrary to duty” (ibid.), Kant takes himself to be arguing that their
being in conflict with duty explains why the question whether they might be done
from duty cannot even arise, and the absence of this question in turn explains why he
intends to pass over all such actions.
Whether, all things considered, Kant’s reasoning is sound is, of course, an
important question (to which I will return in chapter 9), but for the moment I want to
pursue a different line of inquiry. Since my first aim is to explore whether the
subjective or the objective reading is preferable as an interpretation of the text, my
first question will be whether, on the assumption that Kant’s reasoning is sound, either
of the two readings can account for and explain the stringency of his argument. On
the basis of which presuppositions, if any, would Kant’s apparently faulty reasoning be
consistent? (Or, to misuse familiar Kantian terms: What are the conditions for the
possibility of the vaUdity of his argument?) In particular, the crucial point is whether
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on either reading Kant’s central claim can be made coherent or can even be justified,
that is, the claim that the question concerning the motive does not even arise in
relation to actions which are already recognised as contrary to duty, and that it cannot
arise precisely for this reason: because “they even conflict with it” (ibid.).
Applying the objective reading to Kant’s argument and paraphrasing Kant’s words
somewhat, we get the following: Regarding actions which are in fact (i.e. objectively) wrong, the
question whether they are done from duty never arises, because they in fact (objectively) conflict with
duty. Or, simplified further: Actions which are wrong cannot be done from duty because they are
wrong.
The subjective reading yields: Regarding actions which the agent believes to be wrong, the
question whether they are done from duty never arises, because the agent believes that they conflict with
duty. Or, again: Actions which the agent believes to be wrong cannot be done from duty because they
are believed to be wrong.
Now it seems clear that the objective reading does not in any sense clarify why or
how the fact that an action is in fact impermissible should explain that it cannot be
done from duty, while on the subjective reading it is already easier to see how the fact
that an action is thought to be impermissible might explain why it cannot be done from
duty. The subjective reading appears to be the better rendition of the argument by
virtue of the fact that it offers an account of the force of the supposed justification
contained in it. This is even more conspicuous when we remember that, as I pointed
out before, according to Kant no merely permissible action can be done from duty,
and that to perform an obligatory action from duty is to act from the notion that the action
is morally required. Thus adjusting both readings accordingly we get:
Objective reading: Actions which are wrong cannot be done from the notion that they are
required because they are wrong.
Subjective reading: Actions which the agent believes to be wrong cannot be done from the notion
that they are required because they are believed to be wrong.
It is now evident that on the objective reading favoured by the majority of scholars
the putative justification for the absence of the question concerning the motive of
duty (TDecause they are wrong’) is neither a justification nor an explanation; rather, it
simply restates the main assumption in this context, namely that no action fi:om duty
can be contrary to it, and it is therefore superfluous to the argument. But without a
justification of the claim that the question concerning the motive cannot even arise we
are left only with the assertion that wrong actions cannot be done from duty, which is
precisely the assumption in question, and thus the entire argument begs the question.
It still remains a mystery what it is about actions which are objectively contrary to duty'
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that means that the question whether they could have been done from duty cannot
arise.
By contrast, on the subjective reading the argumentative force of Kant’s statement
is laid bare: If an agent believes an action to be contrary to duty — that is, if the agent
not only does not believe the action to be required, but in fact believes it to be
impermissible - and if to act from duty is to act from the notion that the action is
required, then it is obviously impossible for the agent to perform the action from duty.
Hence the question concerning the motive of duty cannot even arise. On this account,
the justification given (‘because they are believed to be wrong’) does indeed justify
ignoring the question concerning the motive because believing an action to be
impermissible rules out the possibility that one performs this action from the notion
that it is required. Thus the subjective reading offers a perfectly straightforward and
coherent explanation of the way in which an agent’s belief that an action conflicts with
duty both precludes there being any question of it being done from the motive of
duty, and justifies passing over aU such action.
There are in addition some further and unrelated texmal clues which could be taken
as supporting a subjective reading, according to which Kant passes over all actions
believed by the agent to be contrary to duty.

Second consideration: I will begin with a less significant point, which must be
mentioned here for the sake of completeness, if for no other reason, since it concerns
the one remaining part of Kant’s statement at GMS IV:397.11-14 which I have not yet
considered. When Kant begins his discussion of the concept of duty by announcing
that he will “pass over all actions that are already recognised as contrary to duty, enen
though they might be useful in this or that intent' (ibid., emph. added), we might take him to
be making the concession that while he will pass over these actions on account of
their contrariness to the moral law, he does so despite recognising their usefulness in
other respects. In other words, we would take Kant to apologise to the reader for the
fact that he is now concerned exclusively with moral questions and will disregard
actions which are useful in many non-moral respects, such as from prudential
considerations. On this interpretation of the text the admission that some immoral
actions are in fact useful in non-moral respects is taken to refer to Kant’s passing over
these actions. Thus Kant begins by announcing that he will ignore immoral actions
despite acknowledging their usefulness.^^ But this might seem odd in the context: that

^ Korsgaard, for one, reads the passage (GMS I\^;397.11-14) along these lines: “I take Kant to be saying
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morality is his exclusive concern should by now be abundantly clear to even the last of
his readers and it would seem strange that Kant should feel the need to reiterate this
point at this stage in the text.
There is, however, a different way to read the text by taking “even though they
might be useful in this or that intent” (ibid.) to refer not to Kant’s passing over these
actions, but to their being “recognised as contrary to duty” (ibid.). On this reading
Kant is saying, firstly, that there are some actions which, ‘’’'even though they might be
useful in this or that intent” (ibid., emph. added), are nevertheless “recognised as
contrary to duty” (ibid., emph. added), and secondly, that he will pass over all such
actions. I think it is clearly preferable to read the text as stating that whoever
recognises an action as impermissible might do so despite considering the action to be
useful in other respects, rather than reading it as making the obvious point that Kant,
in the context of analysing the concept of duty, is justified in ignoring immoral actions
but feels the need to acknowledge their usefulness for other purposes.
Now the one remaining question is how the preferable interpretation might also
serve as supporting evidence for an agent-centred, subjective reading of the entire
passage at GMS IV:397.11-14, which I beheve it can. If we read Kant’s statement,
along the lines which I have suggested, as the claim that some “actions [...] are already
recognised as contrary to duty, even though they might be useful in this or that intent” (ibid.,
emph. added), then the point is that an action’s usefulness for other purposes,
inasmuch as it promises an advantage, can be an obstacle to the recognition of its moral
impermissibility. It can be an obstacle, albeit one which is by no means
insurmountable, because immoral actions are said to be recognised as such despite their
usefulness for other purposes, so in these cases at least the obstacle has been
overcome. The question now is whether it is more likely to be an obstacle for an
observer or for an agent. My suggestion is that Kant has the latter in mind: A
dispassionate observer who analyses an action in terms of both its usefulness and its
moraUty would, qua observer, not be any less inclined or less likely to recognise an
action’s immorality on account of its usefulness. The moral deliberator and agent, on
the other hand, qua agent engaged in evaluating possible courses of action open to
him, clearly faces the danger that his awareness of an action’s usefulness and the
advantages it offers for his own prudential purposes might enter into his reasoning
that any value these actions may have must come from their utility.” See her ‘From Duty and for the
Sake of the Noble: Kant and Aristotle on Morally Good Action’, in: Stephen Engstrom & J. Whiting
(eds.), Aristotle, Kant, and the Stoics — Kethinking Happiness and Duty (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1996, pp. 205f
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about its moral permissibility. Thus this consideration is further evidence that when
Kant says that “actions [...] are already recognised as contrary to duty, even though they
might be useful in this or that intent” (ibid., emph. added), he attributes the recognition
of the action’s contrariness to duty (as well as the recognition of its usefulness, as we
have seen) to the agent.

Third consideration: I now turn to another textual clue which links the two classes
of actions which Kant takes himself to be excluding from the investigation. I will on
this occasion state the case for the subjective reading by arguing that a particular
feature of the text can be accounted for only on that reading. Immediately following
the statement at GMS IV:397.11-14, Kant goes on by saying that he will “also set aside
those actions which are really [wirkhch] in accordance with duty, to which, however,
people have immediately no inclination

(GMS IV:397.14-16, my transL, emph.

added) If, on the subjective reading, one were to read Kant’s ‘recognised as’ in the
previous sentence as ‘recognised (perhaps mistakenly) by the agent as’, one might be
inclined to juxtapose this with his use of ‘really’ here. Both of these terms would then
quaUfy the deontic stams of the types of acts in question. In the first case, ‘recognised
(by the agent) as’ quaUfies the action’s contrariness to the moral law, while in the
second, ‘really’ quaUfies its accordance with it. Kant then would be contrasting two
kinds of actions which, for equally obmous’^”, but otherwise very different reasons, can
both be safely excluded from the search for the moral motive.
He first identifies actions which can be set aside merely by virme of their perceived
deontic stams, i.e. because they are believed by the agent to be contrary to duty. In these
cases knowing the actions’ acmal righmess or wrongness is unnecessary. It is obvious
that they cannot be done from duty - whether they are in fact contrary to it or nor —
because the agent already beUeves them to be contrary to it. (Even an agent who is
mistaken in this beUef and, performing the action despite his beUef that it is
impermissible, unknowingly acts in accordance with duty, could not act from duty,
because to act from duty is to act from the notion that the action is required, and ex
hypothesi the agent here acts rightly despite his beUef that the action is impermissible.)
Thus Kant first sets aside a class of action simply because the agent, rightly or wrongly,
thinks the action is impermissible. This type of action is ruled out merely on the basis
that its perceived deontic stams is contrariness to duty, and Kant takes this to imply, for
the reasons outlined, that it obviously cannot be done from duty.

100 Qf Timmermann, op. cit., p. 30 on this point.
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Secondly, Kant argues, we can ignore in the investigation into the motive of duty even
some actions the real deontic stams of which is ‘in accordance with duty’. These
actions can be set aside despite the fact that they really are in accordance with duty. Of
course, actions which are in accordance with duty are the primary target of the
following investigation into the motive of duty, so it might come as a surprise that he
sets some of these aside. But Kant here identifies a subclass of these actions, namely
those towards which people have no immediate inclination, but which they
nevertheless perform from an ulterior motive, typically self-interest. Whether or not
such actions are in addition believed to be in accordance with duty by the agent is
irrelevant, because, as the example of the prudent merchant shows, Kant thinks that
they are obviously done from self-interest and thus not from duty. So Kant thinks he
can exclude such actions because they, too, are obviously irrelevant, but for a very
different reason: “For there it is eay to distinguish whether the action in conformity with
duty is done from duty or from a self-seeking purpose.” (GMS rV:397.17-19, my
transl. & emph.) Thus the second type of action which Kant rules out from the
investigation are actions which, despite the fact that they really are in accordance with
duty, are easily seen to be done from self-interest, i.e. are also obviously not done from
duty."”
Of course, one can juxtapose ‘really’ with ‘recognised as’ only if one reads the
latter, with the subjective interpretation of the passage, as ‘recognised by the agent as’.
On an objective reading of the statement there will be no such contrast. In that case,
however, Kant’s inclusion of the adverb ‘wiirklich’ would be superfluous and
somewhat odd. Thus one might argue conversely that, inasmuch as one takes Kant’s
inclusion of ‘really’ to be meaningful or even of some significance, its presence
suggests a juxtaposition with ‘recognised as’ and thereby supports the subjective
reading according to which the recognition of an action’s rightness or wrongness is the
agent’s.
1 must reiterate that my aim is a limited one here: Kant thinks of two types of
agents as obviously lacking a good will: those who already believe their action to be

Again, this reading appears to account for certain features of the text in a way in which standard
interpretations do not. Thus, Korsgaard thinks that Kant passes over all actions recognised as contrar)'
to duty “for the same reason” as he sets aside “actions that are in accordance with duty but that are not
chosen for their own sakes” (the prudent merchant): In both cases “anj^ value these actions may have
must come from their utility”, while “a morally good action”, by contrast, “must be chosen for its own
sake”. (Korsgaard, op.cit., pp. 205f.) This reading is not incompatible with what I have said, but it does
not explicate certain nuances of the text.
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contrary to duty and those who have a strong ulterior motive of self-interest to
perform an action which also happens to coincide with duty. Whether he is right in
thinking that these types of agent lack a good will, or even that they obviously lack a
good will, is not the issue here. My point is merely that in describing these types of
agent, Kant contrasts two very different reasons for ruling out the two classes of
actions, or two types of agent, and the juxtaposition of these different reasons
requires that ‘aheady recognised as contrary to duty’ be read as ‘recognised bj the agent
as contrary to duty’.’”'

To conclude; I have argued that there are at least three specific texmal considerations
which each support a subjective reading of the passage and thus serve to question the
traditional objective reading. Furthermore, the first and most important of the three
points suggests that there is in fact a tension between a subjective reading and the
notion that Kant’s account can accommodate the possibihty of action from duty but
not in accordance with duty, a possibihty which according to proponents of the most
common version of the subjective reading is first opened up by such a reading. It will
be the business of the remainder of this chapter to determine exactly the grounds of
this conflict and to propose a solution to it.

To my knowledge the specific textual points I raise in the second and third considerations above, i.e.
concerning the juxtaposition of ‘really’ with ‘recognised as’ and regarding the significance of the clause
‘even though they might be useful in this or that intent’, have not been picked up in the literature. They
are, admittedly, relatively minor considerations. They do not, nor are they intended to, support my
larger claim that Kant must be taken as arguing from a first-person perspective, or my rejection of the
two theses. This larger claim is supported by the first of the three texmal considerations above and most
importandy by the arguments adduced in chapters 8.2. and 8.3., as well as in chapter 9, below. I do
think, however, that the second and third considerations constimte further objections to the objective
reading. I see their role as that of auxiliary arguments within the overall context of my defence of a
qualified subjective reading. Ultimately nothing hinges on them, but even from a purely exegetical point
of view the fact that they bring out another dimension of Kant’s statement at GMS IV:397.11-19 might
be thought to be of interest.
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2. Kant’s adoption of the agent’s standpoint

Having tested the two readings as to their ability to explain adequately Kant’s
reasoning, and having found that various textual considerations suggest that the
subjective reading offers a clear explanatory advantage over the alternative, we must
now consider the second of the three difficulties which a coherent defence of the
subjective reading must address.'”^ How is it possible to read Kant as arguing that the
agent’s belief that an action conflicts with duty prevents the motivational question
becoming an issue and thus justifies passing over aU such action, without thereby
attributing to Kant a distinction between the agent’s and the observer’s standpoint,
that is, between an action’s objective and its subjective wrongness — a distinction
which, as we saw earlier, he simply does not make?
My suggestion is that the only alternative to ascribing a distinction between
viewpoints to him is to read Kant as simply adopting one of the viewpoints, namely the
stance of the moral deliberator, decision-maker, and agent. At least in the relevant
passage in the Groundwork he considers the issues from the first-person perspective of
the agent. It is important that Kant does not — contrary to what the adherents of the
view that he differentiates between the observer’s and the agent’s perspective suggest —
distinguish this viewpoint from others, such as the observer’s. He does not turn the
possibility of adopting one standpoint or another into an issue or a subject of the
discussion. Rather, his argument is simply presented from this point of view, making it
a general underlying feature of his approach to the issues.
However, one might wonder whether it is not contradictory to read Kant as arguing
from the agent’s first-person perspective (thus setting aside only actions which the
agent recognises as wrong), and simultaneously to claim that he sets aside all
impermissible actions. In other words, how can the subjective reading be reconciled
with Kant’s quick dismissal of all action contrary to duty? If, as I have argued, his
argument presupposes the first-person perspective, then the consequences for actions
recognised as wrong from either of the two perspectives under consideration are
twofold: Actions which the agent already recognises as contrary to duty (subjectively
wrong acts) are ruled out of the investigation into the motive of duty by a simple and
explicit line of reasoning: it is impossible for an agent to act from duty, that is, from the
notion that the action is required, when he has recognised the action as wrong. On the

’ See the three conditions outlined in the introduction to chapter 8 above.
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other hand, actions which the observer, but not the agent, recognises as contrary to
duty (objectively wrong acts) are indeed never mentioned by Kant but nevertheless
excluded implicitly, that is, by impUcation of the viewpoint Kant adopts in his
discussion. The very possibility of recognising an action as objectively wrong, and of
contrasting it as such to a merely subjectively wrong act, presupposes the adoption of
a third-person perspective. But since Kant adopts a first-person perspective, the
possibility of such action is precluded.
It should be noted that the reading proposed here differs significantly from the
subjective reading dominant in the literature as proposed by Baron, Curzer, et al. In
fact, it seems that the very concern which gave rise to their subjective reading in the
first place, namely the possibihty of morally motivated but objectively wrong actions,
can be shown to be precluded by such a reading, properly quaUfied: Because the
agent’s first-person perspective is an underlying feature of Kant’s argument, rather
than a topic of his discussion, the subjective reading, rightly understood, far from
leaving open the possibility of morally motivated but objectively wrong actions,
acmally rules out such a possibihty. That is, once the full imphcations of the subjective
reading are spelled out, actions from duty but not in accordance with duty are seen to
be impossible.

3. The order of deliberation

I have so far in this chapter defended the view that the textual evidence suggests an
agent-centred reading of Kant’s statement at GMS IV:397,11-14, and more specifically
an interpretation which explains his passing over all actions recognised as contrary to
duty by attributing to him the adoption of the standpoint of the moral dehberator,
decision-maker, and agent. The question now is how the kind of quahfied subjective
reading which I propose relates to the Logical Compatibles View and the Identity
Thesis. In my outline of the various ways in which the subjective reading needs to be
quahfied, I suggested that a coherent defence of it must also do either of two things: it
must either justify the assumption of the Logical Compatibles View and the Identity
Thesis on which it rests, or be prepared to reject them, in which case it must show why
and how they can be rejected. It will come as no surprise that I favour the latter
approach.
We have already seen that, contrary to what the proponents of the unquahfied
subjective reading suggest, from the viewpoint of the agent actions from duty but not
in accordance with duty would in fact seem to be impossible. In order to see why
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exactly this is so, we must now consider one further item of textual evidence which, 1
believe, lends further support to the agent-centred reading. Although neither the
Logical Compatihles View and the Identity Thesis nor their respective criticisms can
be separated neatly, my primary concern here is with the rejection of the Logical
Compatibles View, while the Identity Thesis will be the subject of the next chapter.
There is one final feature of Kant’s statement which we have not yet fully
explained, namely his claim that the question concerning the motive of duty does not
even arise in relation to all actions which are already recognised as contrary to duty by
the agent. It is clear that ‘already’ in some sense qualifies the recognition of the
impermissibility of the action. In chapter 6 above 1 rejected the suggestion that we
should read ‘already’ as ‘easily’, which would limit the class of actions which Kant sets
aside to those which are obviously impermissible. As 1 outlined in the introduction,
according to Kant there are two questions which we may ask in relation to every
action, one concerning its rightness and another concerning its moral worth. In the
statement at GMS IV:397,11-14, Kant explicitly mentions the latter of these as “the
question whether [the action] might have occurred from dutfr’’ (ibid., my emph.), while
he refers to one possible answer to the former question, whether or not the action is in
accordance with duty, when he speaks of the class of “all actions that are already
recognised as contrary to duty” (ibid.). Now Kant’s claim is that the question
concerning the motive does not arise when an action is “already recognised as contrary to
duty” (ibid.). In my defence of a qualified subjective reading above, I explained how
and why an agent’s recognition of an action’s impermissibilitj' rules out his performing
the action from duty. But while my argument there hinged on the fact that only the
agent’s belief that an action is impermissible (as opposed to an action’s actual
impermissibility) can explain the claim that the question concerning the motive does
not even arise, Kant’s use of the term ‘already’ adds a further dimension to that
explanation. It suggests that the question concerning an action’s rightness arises first,
and the question concerning its motive second. In the context of actions contrary to
duty this means at the very least that when the first question has already been answered
in a certain way, i.e. when actions are “already recognised as contrary to duty” (ibid.),
then the second question simply does not arise: “with these there is not even the question
whether they might have occurred from duty, since they even conflict with it.” (Ibid.,
my emph.) As Kant’s discussion of the various examples shows, the second question
concerning the motive does very much arise when it comes to actions in conformity
with duty: the point — or at least one important point — of that discussion is that such
actions can be done from self-interest, or from immediate inclination, or from duty.
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Thus rightly understood the subjective reading, and in particular Kant’s insistence that
impermissible actions are '''’already recognised as contrary to duty”, that is, before we
might even consider their moral worth, suggests a certain order of deliberation. From the
agent’s standpoint, the question whether a proposed course of action is in accordance
with the moral law or conflicts with it typically arises before a decision is made and
acted on. This impHes, as we have seen, specifically that an agent who already
recognises an action as contrary to duty cannot perform that action from the notion
that it is required. But more generally, Kant’s statement suggests that in his view
deliberation about the morally relevant facts and principles, deciding on an appropriate
course of action, acting (or failing to act) on that decision, and finally reflecting about
one’s motives proceeds in a certain order, and that for the agent the question
concerning the motive only arises once the rightness or wrongness of the action has
been established.

It is now clear how an agent-centred account of Kant’s argument, implying, as it does,
an order of deliberation and a dependence of the criterion of moral worth on the
criterion of righmess, stands in stark contrast to the notion, insisted on by the
proponents of the Logical Compatibles View, that Kant’s twofold distinction between
an action’s righmess and its moral worth is one made by a third-person observer using
two independent criteria, thus yielding four possible classes of action. If the question
concerning the moral worth of the action arises only after the rightness of the action
has been established, and only in relation to those actions which have been recognised
as conforming to the criterion of righmess, then Kant’s two criteria are not logically
independent and compatible in such a way as to yield four possible classes of action.*'*^
Since, for the various reasons outlined in the last three chapters, the qualified agentAs I outlined in chapter 1, in identifilng two attributes as logical compatibles, commentators insist
or imply that their logical form is a double disjunctive such that either of the two attributes could be
affirmed or denied of an action, without this predetermining the affirmation or denial of the other.
From such a case there would indeed necessarily result four logical possibilities. On the other hand it is
also clear that not any two features or attributes are logically compatible. So whether Kant’s attributes
of action, ‘from duty’ and ‘in accord with duty’, are logical compatibles, should, at least initially, be an
open question. But Hardwig, along with most commentators and without explaining why he thinks this
is so, simply presupposes that they obviously are: “Like any distinction between logical compatibles,
this one jields four logically possible classes of action.” (Op. cit., p. 68) This unwarranted assumption is
decisive for much of the rest of the debate, for it first introduces the need to account for Kant’s
apparent oversight of action from duty but not in accord with duty.
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centred reading which I defend constitutes the most consistent and generous
interpretation of the text, and since such a reading is incompatible with the Logical
Compatibles View, I propose that the latter must be rejected. In its place I suggest an
account of Kant’s statement which takes into consideration the implied first-person
stance and order of deliberation.
Thus, the criterion of rightness, the agent’s acting (or failure to act) on or at least in
accordance with his recognition, and the criterion of moral worth, when combined
from the agent’s first-person standpoint and in the order in which the agent is
confronted with them, give rise to only three possible types of action (diagram 2).
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In contrast to the objective reading and the unquahfied subjective reading, this
account explains the various features of Kant’s argument which remained a mystery
on the basis of the traditional accounts: first of all it lays to rest the notion, expressed
by adherents of both readings, that there is some sort of lacuna in Kant’s account.
Contrary to appearances, there is no missing type of action and thus no oversight on
Kant’s part. There are no four possible classes of action in the first place, simply
because on the agent-centred first-person standpoint which Kant’s argument implies,
the criteria of righmess and moral worth are not logical compatibles. This fully
accounts for the fact that the possibihty of acion from duty but not in accordance
with duty does not, and cannot, arise.
We are now also in a position to respond to a number of the texmal difficulties
raised by commentators. Firstly, it seems that there are no grounds for the initial
complaint that “Kant never considers or even mentions [...] action from duty but not
in accord with duty. One would have thought that he would mention this logical
possibihty, even if only in order to discount it as not really possible.”'°^ It is of course
true that Kant does not consider action from duty but not in accord with duty, i.e.
action under this particular description. But he does not do so precisely because he does
discount the very possibihty of distinguishing between a moral and a non-moral motive
when the action is contrary to duty. Consequently, he passes over all actions recognised
as contrary to duty. For Kant, then, all actions which are not in accordance with duty
are of no interest whatsoever and he puts them aside. So in response to the common
complaint we might say: Not only does Kant not consider actions from duty but not in
accordance with duty, he does not consider actions which are neither in accordance
with duty nor from duty either. He furthermore explains — if only very briefly — why he
excludes them from the investigation, and he dismisses the need and the possibihty to
make the very distinction between different motivational grounds when an action is
contrary to duty. Thus, with the Groundwork passage in mind and considered from the
agent’s perspective, the question concerning the motive simply does not arise once an
action has been recognised as contrary to duty. Unless one were to include in Kant’s
framework a type of action which has the agent recognising his duty, but refrain from
doing it because (not despite) it is his duty — i.e. from the motive of devilishnes^^^^ — aU
Hardwig, op. cit., p. 68.
I will not consider such a possibiUty in the present context, but Curzer suggests that Kant should
allow for such a motive: “Kant should give up the claim that [...] there are only two tj'pes of motives.
He should postulate a third motive which 1 shall call the ‘motive of devilishness’, and assign negative
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action contrary to duty must be motivated by mediate or immediate inclination. In
other words, from the agent’s perspective actions which the agent already recognises as
contrary to duty, if they are nevertheless performed, are always done from inclination.
Secondly, this account makes the alternative accounts obsolete. The other approaches
to explaining Kant’s apparent oversight, i.e. the attempt to attribute to him an
unfounded assumption that no action from duty can be contrary to it which I
discussed in chapter 5.1., or the stipulative defiitition of the concept of duty to the
same effect (chapter 5.2.), as well as the appeal to Kant’s apparent denial of a problem
of knowledge in morahty (chapter 5.3.), and finally the suggestion, mentioned in
chapter 1, that perhaps the Metaphysics of Morals might be the more appropriate place
for Kant to consider actions contrary to duty but from duty, are all at best
comparatively weak. If nothing else, they are also misleading, because in their reliance
on the Identity Thesis they suggest a link between the Logical Compatibles View and
the problem of action from mistaken moral judgement,

which further confuses the

moral worth to acts done from this motive. What is the motive of devilishness? Just as people motivated
by duty perform right acts because they are right, people motivated by devihshness perform wrong acts
because they are wrong.” Cf. op. cit., pp. 309 ff.
To cite only one example, this can be seen in the case of Hardwig. Finding the texmal evidence
inconclusive, he argues that the solution to the puzzle of the missing type of action is to show that,
quite independently of the question whether Kant did in fact think that there are no mistaken moral
judgements and hence no actions from duty but not in accordance with duty, Kant must have held this
view because he wants to uphold both the principle of autonomy and the principle of universality. If both of
these are to be upheld, Hardwig thinks, then there cannot be action from duty but not in accord with
duty. “Given this view that the autonomy of the moral legislator and judge is necessar)’ for moral
obligation, we are in a position to see why Kant cannot admit that there are actions from duty but not
in accord with duty. For [...] he also maintains that moral legislation and judgement must be objectively
or universally valid - valid for all rational beings - and a mistaken moral principle of judgement
obviously would not be objectively or universally valid, simply because it is mistaken. To admit that
there can be actions from duty but not in accord with duty is to admit that autonomous moral
judgements need not be objectively or universally valid and also that objectively or rationally valid
moral judgements are not always reflected in a given agent’s autonomous judgements.” (Op. cit., p. 72)
So Hardwig’s Kant would have to conclude that there are no mistaken moral judgements, and this
would explain wh)' he fails to even mention the possibility of action from duty but not in accord with
duty. But according to Hardjvig, the conclusion should be quite the reverse: Mistaken moral judgements
obviously do exist, and their existence reveals “a conflict or tension between the requirement that
moral judgements be universally valid and the requirement that they be autonomous” (ibid., p. 75).
Moreover, he concludes that this is “a fundamental problem for many theories of ethics” (ibid.), which
leaves them in the following dilemma: “Because actions from duty but not in accord with duty exist,
ethical theories cannot consistently maintain that moral principles and judgements must be both
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issues, as I will attempt to show in the next chapter.

I conclude that as far as the analysis of the text is concerned, Kant’s argument is
sound on the basis of the first-person stance which he adopts and the order of
deUberation which this implies. But one might wish to explore the issue apart from and
beyond immediate texmal concerns and ask what, if any, the reasons might be for
adopting this stance in the first place. Are there underlying philosophical reasons for
adopting the agent’s viewpoint in the context of the investigation into the motive of
duty? This question should be of concern to both the critic and the Kantian. From the
latter’s point of view, the aim of the inquiry would be to consider whether there are
reasons to think of the subjective reading as not only the strongest reading of the
dialectic as it is presented by Kant, but also as expressing something substantial and
true. The critic, on the other hand, will want to examine whether Kant’s reasoning is
sound all things considered, not merely on the assumption that he adopts this
particular stance, an assumption which one might not wish to share. In other words,
the crucial question in both cases is: On what grounds, if any, might Kant be thought
to be right to adopt this stance? This question is the subject of the next chapter.

autonomous and objectively or universally valid. And yet we seem to need to say that they must be
both.” (Ibid.)
Atwell’s criticism of this argument is scathing: “Contrarj^ to Hardwig, who holds that for Kant there can
be no mistaken moral judgement (since they are ‘autonomous’ — whatever that might mean), Kant
himself writes: ‘I can indeed err at times in my objective judgement as to whether something is a duty or
not [...]’ [MM \'^I:401]. The simple fact is that the principle of autonomy and the principle of
universality, as criteria of righmess, are one and the same [...]”. See his 'Ends and Principles in Kant’s Moral
Thought (Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff, 1986), p. 144, fn.8. I agree with Atwell’s rejection of Hardwig’s
argument, because the latter falsely attributes to Kant the view that one cannot be mistaken in one’s
autonomous judgements. But more importandy, I have argued that we must resist the notion, expressed
most explicidy by Hardwig and Kerstein, but shared by others, that the absence of action from duty but
not in accordance with duty from Kant’s account has anything to do with his belief that knowing one’s
duty is easy, because there simply is no connection between the problem of knowledge in morality and
the question concerning the possibility of action from duty but not in accordance with duty.
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Chapter 9
REJECTION OF THE IDENTITY THESIS

One might think that even if the agent’s stance accounts for Kant’s reasoning, he is
plainly wrong to adopt it. Prima fade, one obvious way to support this line of thought
is by appeal to the idea that actions from mistaken moral judgement — or actions from
duty but not in accordance with duty, in Kant’s terms — clearly exist, or perhaps even
that they are a common occurrence. Either way, this objection insists, a moral theory
worth its salt must be able to account for such actions, and if Kant adopts an
argumentative stance which precludes their possibility, then so much the worse for his
account. An explanation of his reasoning might clarify why he does not consider
action from duty yet contrary to it, but as far as the issue of action from mistaken
moral judgement is concerned this just proves the inadequacy of Kantian moral
theory.
To put this suggestion into the context of the terms of the debate, one might insist
that if Kant’s adoption of a first-person standpoint cannot accommodate the
possibility of action from duty but not in accordance with duty, then that merely
shows that this possibility will need to be examined from a third-person perspective.
In this chapter 1 will critically examine this proposal. My strategy will be to argue that
the very notion of ‘action from duty but not in accordance with duty’ is incoherent,
and that Kant is therefore right to rule out such action, and that he is correct to do so
for reasons entirely independent from his grounds for adopting the agent’s standpoint.
However, if, as 1 beUeve, the suggestion under consideration is correct insofar as the
idea that there are actions from mistaken moral judgement is not incoherent, then this
suggests that the view which identifies one with the other must be flawed, and
consequently 1 will proceed to reject the Identity Thesis. This opens the way for a new
analysis of action from mistaken moral judgement in Kantian terms and a
consideration of whether, and to what extent, Kant’s moral theory might
accommodate such action, which will be the subject of chapter 10.
As we saw earUer, the Identity Thesis originates from the common idea that actions
which are in fact morally impermissible can be motivated by an agent’s sincerely held
but mistaken beUef that they are morally required, and it makes the claim that such
actions are most appropriately captured in Kantian terms as ‘actions from duty but not
in accordance with duty’. In the last chapter my primary aim was to show that Kant’s
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argument at GMS IV:397.11-14 presupposes a first-person perspective and why on
such a stance the possibihty of actions from duty but not in accordance with duty is
ruled out. I will now attempt to show that such action is impossible quite apart from
any considerations concerning the standpoint from which it might arise. In order to do
so I win need to reject the Identity Thesis and show that the description ‘action from
duty but not in accordance with duty’ does not constimte an appropriate analysis in
Kantian terms of action from erroneous moral judgement."’*

1. The incoherence of the very notion of ‘action from duty
but not in accordance with duty’

It is worth reconsidering how the description ‘action from duty but not in accordance
with duty’ came about in the first place. Such actions are said to be ‘from duty’
because they “are motivated by the desire to do one’s duty”’”^, because the agent “intends
to do his duty”"” and does “what he takes to be his duty [...] because it is seen to be his
duty”"’. Such an agent acts from the notion that the action is required, that is, from
duty. But because the action in question does not correspond to the acmal
requirements of morality, the agent must be mistaken about what his duty is. “Because
he is mistaken, he is in fact not acting in accord with duty”"". Now it is clear that the
very description of ‘action from duty but not in accordance wdth duty’ involves not
only, like the other three types of action, two separate judgements, one regarding the
While the various considerations in favour of the agent-centred interpretation of Kant’s statement
(chapter 8), by virtue of the first-person perspective and the agent’s order of deliberation implied by it,
undermine the assumption expressed by the Logical Compatibles \hew, the current argument, if
successful, works against both this view and the Identity Thesis. If the very notion of action from duty
but not in accordance with duty can be shown to be incoherent, then, contrary to the Identity Thesis,
action from mistaken moral judgement cannot be action from duty but not in accordance with it —
unless, that is, one were willing to argue that the idea of action from mistaken moral judgement is itself
incoherent. And if the very' notion of action from duty but not in accordance with duty is incoherent,
then this in itself, quite apart from the adoption of any particular argumentative stance, would suggest
that the Logical Compatibles View must be mistaken in its insistence that Kant’s twofold distinction
should give rise to four classes of action. Thus my arguments in this chapter are explicitly^ directed
against the Identity Thesis, but can be taken to apply to both theses.
See Hardwig, op. cit., p. 69 (emphasis added).
Ibid, (emphasis added).
Ibid, (emphasis added).
Ibid, (emphasis added).
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action’s rightness and one concerning its moral worth, but also, unlike the other three
types of action, two different standpoints from which the two judgements are made,
respectively. That this should be so should come as no surprise and might seem to
constitute the very nature of such actions and therefore the very' point of considering
them in the first place: action from mistaken moral judgement must by its very nature
involve, on the one hand, a judgement that a certain action is morally required which
serves as the ground for that action, and, on the other, the recognition of the
judgement as erroneous. Now it is clear that the (mistaken) judgement that an action
is morally required and the judgement that this judgement is indeed mistaken cannot
be made by the same person (in the same capacity and at the same time), whether we
consider the person as agent or as observer. Rather, the action is described as ‘from
duty’ on the basis of the agent’s own judgement that the action is required, and his
acting on this belief But the judgement that the action is in fact ‘'not in accordance
with duty’ — a judgement which first identifies the original judgement as mistaken — is
made contrary to the agent’s belief, and therefore cannot be the agent’s qua agent."’
There is, consequently, an asymmetry between the description of action from
mistaken moral judgement as ‘action from duty but not in accordance with duty’, on
the one hand, and the descriptions of the other three types of action on the other. It
is this asymmetry which seems to me to be sufficiently noteworthy to raise our
suspicion concerning the appropriateness of the description. If we consider the three
types of action arising from Kant’s twofold distinction, viz. ‘action from duty and in
accordance with duty’, ‘action in accordance with duty but not from duty’, and ‘action
neither in accord with nor from duty’, it is clear that each instance of the term ‘duty’
in these expressions stands simply and unambiguously for whatever duty is in the
circumstances. Nor does it matter whether one favours a subjective reading of the
term ‘duty’ as referring to ‘that which the agent recognises as his duty’, or an objective
interpretation according to which ‘duty’ stands for ‘that which the moral law in fact
requires’. In either case the term ‘duty’ refers unambiguously: On an objective reading
of the term ‘duty’, i.e. taking it to refer to ‘that which the moral law in fact requires’, it
is impossible for an agent to act from duty but not in accordance with duty, because it
is impossible for an agent to act from the judgement that a certain action is required
when, ex hjpothesi, that judgement is correct and the action is indeed required, but yet
to fail to act in accordance with it. Equally, on a subjective reading of ‘duty’ which
Of course, while corrective judgement cannot be passed by the same person in the same capacity at
the same time, it may be passed by the same person at a later time (the agent adopting the stance of
observer of his former self) or by another person at the same time. The point is that either way two
different standpoints are involved.
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takes the term to stand for ‘that which the agent recognises to be required’, it is
impossible for an agent to act from duty but not in accordance with duty, because it is
impossible for an agent to act from the notion that the act is required, when, ex
hypothesi, this impUes that it is required, and yet fail to act in accordance with it. This
confirms that the notion of ‘action from duty but not in accordance with duty’, unlike
the descriptions of the other three types of action, requires that the term ‘duty’ does
not stand unambiguously for either ‘that which the moral law in fact requires’ or ‘that
which the agent recognises to be required’, but rather that it refers to the former when
the action’s righmess is concerned and to the latter with regard to its motive. And if
we remember that the term ‘action from duty but not in accordance with duty’ is
intended to serve as a description of action from mistaken moral judgements, then it is
clear that it must do so, since otherwise it could not successfully pick out action
involving a mistake. That is to say, the very nature of action from mistaken moral
judgement implies that its description involves judgements made from several
standpoints.
I have, of course, argued that there are a number of good reasons for preferring
the subjective over the objective reading. But that is not the issue here; the point,
rather, is simply that on either reading the term duty is unambiguous in three of the
four classes of action, i.e. the classes of action which Kant mentions in the
Groundwork, while it is ambiguous in one, namely in the case of the description of
‘action from duty but not in accordance with duty’ which he is accused of ignoring
for no good reason. My suggestion, then, is that there is — and that the very nature of
action from mistaken judgement impHes that there must be - an asymmetry in this
respect between the latter and the former, and that this very asymmetry might offer a
reason why Kant is right to exclude the possibility of action from duty but not in
accordance with duty from his discussion of the concept of duty in the Groundwork.
The first conclusion to be drawn from this is that on the basis of either a firstperson or a third-person standpoint, the notion of ‘action from duty but not in
accordance with duty’ is incoherent. That is to say, there are no ‘actions from duty but
not in accordance with duty’ simpliciter. This is so whether one interprets Kant as
arguing from an agent’s or an observer’s standpoint, because it is logically and
psychologically impossible to even conceive of such action from either the agent’s or
the observer’s standpoint alone.”'* It is impossible because such action by definition
"■•John Atwell, in a study which predates most of the other contributions to this debate and which has
largely been ignored in this context by later commentators, makes this point in relation to the subjective
reading only. He states that since Kant in his discussion of the motive of duty in the Groundwork
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involves the combination of the two standpoints: the notion of ‘action from duty but
not in accordance with duty’ implies an observer who, with the benefit of hindsight
and from a third-person standpoint, issues his all-things-considered second-order
judgement that another agent’s (or his own former) first-order judgement that an
action is morally required is, in fact, mistaken. We will see in chapter 10 how such
second-order judgements might be accommodated by Kant’s moral theory. But for
the moment, and as far as the Groundwork passage is concerned: if nothing else, it
seems far-fetched to interpret Kant’s twofold distinction of the concept of duty as an
extravagant device allowing for elaborate combinations of standpoints, especially
when in all but one class of action such extravagance is entirely superfluous.
The second point is that the term ‘action from duty but not in accordance with
duty’ is inadequate as a rendition of the common notion of action from erroneous
moral judgement. This would suggest a rejection of the Identity Thesis. We saw that
on either the subjective or the objective reading of ‘duty’, the term is unambiguous in
three of the four classes of action, and ambiguous in one, namely in the description
of ‘action from duty but not in accordance with duty’. Thus our very ability to render
action from mistaken moral judgement into Kantian terms rests on an ambiguous,
equivocal sense of the term ‘duty’, at least if done in the way suggested by the
Identity Thesis.

2. An alternative account of action from mistaken moral judgement

I suggest that the only way to avoid this ambiguity is to make it explicit: An agent who
acts from a mistaken moral judgement acts from what he beheved to be his duty but

“adopts the standpoint of an agent or decision-maker [...], there is no possibility of ‘action from duty
but not in accord with duty’, since this would require an agent’s thinking to himself: ‘I recogmze that
my action does not accord with duty, yet I shall nevertheless do this action from the motive of duty.’
And that thought is probably logically (to say nothing of psychologically) impossible.” See his Ends and
Principles in Kant’s Moral Thought (Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff, 1986), p. 29. Atwell does not consider
why Kant adopts this standpoint, nor how this might be extrapolated from the text, but he is surely
right to insist that if we take Kant to argue from a first-person standpoint of the agent, then the verj'
notion of ‘action from duty but not in accordance with dutyf’ is indeed logically and psychologically
questionable — a point which has been overlooked or ignored by subsequent contributors to the debate.
My point is that this notion is incoherent perse, not merely on the subjective reading.
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performs an action which we, the observers, or perhaps he himself at a later point in
time, recognise not to have been his duty. The first use of ‘duty’, concerning the
criterion of moral worth, refers to ‘what the agent mistakenly took to be his duty’,
whereas the second, regarding the criterion of righmess, refers to ‘what we observers
with the benefit of hindsight now beUeve to have been the agent’s duty’. This spells
out the exact nature of the ambiguity of the term ‘duty’ in the description ‘action
from duty but not in accordance with duty’. But in so doing we have found a more
exact way of describing in Kantian terms the common notion of action from
mistaken moral judgement. We have, therefore, in effect rejected as inadequate the
idea that action from erroneous moral judgement is captured by the notion of ‘action
from duty but not in accordance with duty’. That is, we have rejected the Identity
Thesis. The very notion of ‘action from duty but not in accordance with duty’ is
inadequate because it is a complex expression which rests on an equivocal use of the
term duty. An analysis of the complexity of the expression will clear up the ambiguity
and yield an alternative, more adequate interpretation of mistaken moral judgements
in Kantian terms. Thus we get: ‘Action from what the agent believed to be his duty but
which we, the observers, or the agent in retrospect, recognise not to have been his
duty’, or more simply: ‘Action from apparent duty but not in accord with real dutf, or
again: ‘Action from subjective duty but not in accordance with objective dutf. But given the
complexity of this description and the complexity of the state of affairs it describes,
and the different standpoints it involves, it is now obvious why a class of action of
this kind does not fit into the fourth category of action according to the classification
suggested by the combination of the Logical Compatibles View and the Identity
Thesis (see diagram 1 in chapter 4 above).
We can conclude that the Identity Thesis must be rejected for three reasons: First,
the notion of ‘action from duty but not in accordance with duty’ is incoherent because
regardless of whether one interprets the term ‘duty’ subjectively as ‘that which the
agent recognises as morally required’, or objectively as ‘that which the moral law in
fact prescribes’, it is psychologically impossible to perform such action and logically
impossible to even conceive of it. Secondly, the term ‘action from duty but not in
accordance with duty’ is inadequate as a rendition of the common notion of action
from mistaken moral judgement because it rests on an equivocal use of the term duty.
Finally, when this ambiguity is laid bare it becomes clear that such action by definition
involves a combination of the agent’s and an observer’s respective standpoints. To the
agent’s original judgement that an action is required, his acting or failing to act in
accordance with that recognition, and his reflections on the motive from which he
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might have done so, there is now added a higher-order level of reflection about the
original judgement, which, crucially, allows for the possibility that the original
judgement was mistaken. This second-order judgement might be made about another
agent’s moral judgement and act, or about one’s own past judgements and actions.
The point is that in either case one judges as mistaken from a third-person standpoint
a moral judgement which was made from a first-person standpoint. Whether or to
what extent the possibility of such second-order judgements requires an insight into
the criteria for the righmess of the action which was not available to the agent, or
additional information, or the benefit of maturity or at least hindsight — these are
important questions worth exploring, but I cannot consider them in the present
context. The crucial point here is merely that to identify a moral judgement as
mistaken is to adopt a third-person perspective from which one can issue a secondorder judgement that a particular first-order judgement is mistaken."’
To illustrate my conclusions witli some examples of action from mistaken moral
judgement, let us consider first the case of an agent’s first-order judgement that an
action is morally required. Let us assume further that the agent, because in acting in
accordance with his judgement he would have to overcome his contrary inclinations,
has reason to believe that he (as far as it is ever possible to know one’s motives) is
acting from duty; or the case of an agent who is aware that he is, from inclination,
acting contrary to what he judges to be morally required of him in the context and
thus believes (again, as far as it is ever possible to have reason to believe) that he is not
acting from duty; or again, an agent who, in accordance with duty, performs an action
which he judges to be morally required and towards which he is also already naturally
inclined, thus believing that he is doing his duty but not acting from duty. In any such
case, our judgement — or, for that matter, the agent’s own later judgement — that his
original moral judgement as to the rightness of the action was in fact mistaken would
introduce a second-order level of reflection into the picture which does indeed allow
for the possibility of a mistake, but which also clearly goes beyond the framework of
Kant’s twofold distinction of the concept of duty. Again, even apart from any other

Observing that in “our ordinary’ manner of speaking, we say that something was the right act for the
wrong reason”, Steven Sverdlik remarks that “[i]t is odd that the expression ‘the wrong act for the right
reason’ is not common. It is certainly intelligible, though.” See his ‘Motive and Righmess’, Ethics 106
(1996), p. 327. If my analysis of action from duty but not in accordance with duty is correct, the
conclusions I have drawn should be sufficient to address the puzzlement expressed here and by
showing that the expression, contraty^ to appearances, is not intelligible.
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considerations, this shows why it would be wrong to expect a treatment of actions
from mistaken moral judgements within that framework, and that it would be equally
foolish to expect it at aU, if one is looking for such an account in terms of ‘action
tiom duty but not in accordance with duty’.
But furthermore, as the three examples above suggest, there is no reason why the
application of a second-order judgement to a first-order judgement, such as to label
the latter mistaken, should only be made about a first-order judgement of the type
described in the first example, which is the type that according to the Logical
Compatibles View and the Identity Thesis Kant failed to consider, i.e. an action which
the agent judges to be morally required and performs because he recognises it as such.
Rather, such a second-order judgement can in fact be made about any action involving
any type of first-order judgement; e.g., about the action which an agent judges to be
required and performs from inclination, or about the action which the agent does
from inclination despite judging it to be contrary to duty.

3. Conclusion

Thus we find that the correct description of action from mistaken moral judgement,
i.e. ‘action from what the agent believed to be his duty but which we, the observers, or
the agent in retrospect, recognise not to have been his duty’ designates only one of
many types of action involving an observer’s second-order judgement. This type of
action not only cannot fit into the typology of actions which Kant’s twofold
distinction yields, but it is also not the only type that fails to conform to that
framework. Rather, it is merely one example of an entirely different genus of actdescription, i.e. one involving both a first-order agent’s judgement, and a second-order
observer’s judgement. Thus the observer’s third-person perspective, which gives rise
to second-order judgements concerning agent’s first-order judgements, their acting (or
failing to act) on or at least in accordance with this recognition, and their possible
motives, yields the following scheme (diagram 3), which includes our ‘missing’ type of
action.”'’

Note that, as noted before, ‘A’ can stand either for another agent or for the observer’s ‘former self.
In both cases an observer’s stance is adopted towards A’s deliberation, decision, action, and motivation.
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Having explained and justified why action from duty' but not in accordance with duty
is impossible, and having determined the appropriate description in Kantian terms of
action from mistaken moral judgement, we have now come to the conclusion of the
main business of this study.
If my analyses are correct and a coherent application of the conceptual framework
developed in Kant’s twofold distinction can only be guaranteed if it is limited to the
agent’s first-person perspective, there are, as far as I can see, two possible ways
forward: If we insist that moral praise and blame, and with these the notions of ‘acting
from duty’ and ‘moral worth’, are essentially an observer’s response to conduct and
thus imply a third-person perspective, then my account might serve as an argument for
the internal incoherence of Kant’s twofold distinction and the need for a complete
separation of, on the one hand, first-person considerations concerning normative
criteria for the rightness of actions, and on the other, third-person evaluations of
motivation and moral worth.
Alternatively, one might consider the issue in the following way: Since I have
rejected the Identity Thesis and the Logical Compatibles View, Kant’s rejection of the
possibility of action from duty but not in accordance with duty does not by itself have
any substantial implications regarding the possibility, imputabihty, and possible moral
worth of actions from mistaken moral judgement, which pose an interesting problem
in their own right. What my conclusions do imply in that case, however, is that such a
debate cannot meaningfully be conducted in terms of Kant’s agent-centred twofold
distinction of the concept of duty'. In the following chapter I will briefly consider the
parameters within which this second option might be pursued and examine one
specific approach to the issue, namely the appeal to Kant’s control and effort
conditions.
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Chapter 10
MORAL WORTH
AND ACTION FROM MISTAKEN MORAL JUDGEMENT

1. Outline of the problem

Having separated the question of action from mistaken moral judgement from the
problem of the possibility of action from duty but not in accordance with duty, we are
now in a position to consider the former in its own right. The problem can be put as
follows: Does Kant acknowledge the possibility of actions from erroneous moral
judgement, and if so, what is their status (in terms of moral worth)? Can an action
which is objectively impermissible have moral worth when the agent mistakenly
believes it to be required, and if so, under what conditions? In this chapter I will
consider Samuel Kerstein’s suggestion that Kant’s requirement that actions must be
objectively right in order to have moral worth should be revised in such a way as to
allow that some actions which are objectively contrary to duty might yet have moral
worth. My aim here is not to come to a conclusion one way or another on this
question, but to outline the parameters of the debate and to bring into focus the
various ways in which Kant’s control and effort conditions (see chapter 3.2.) might be
appealed to by both sides of the debate.
Kerstein suggests that while Kant’s account of duty in the Groundwork would clearly
not allow for such a possibility, certain remarks in his later writings suggest that he was
moving towards the idea that some actions which are objectively contrary to duty
might have moral worth. Initially, it might seem that this is impossible for Kant, for he
holds that for an action to have moral worth it must be done from duty, that is, from
the notion that it is required, and it must also fulfil two further conditions:
(1) The action must be morally required.
(2) The agent must summon all the means in his power to reali2e the end of his
action.’”
Let me, first of all, set aside two types of action involving error of judgement
which are, at least in the present context, and from a Kantian perspective.
These are two of Kerstein’s four Kantian conditions for moral worth. The remaining two concern
the motive of duty and are not relevant in the present context. See his Kant’s Search for the Supreme
Principle ofMorality (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002).
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uncontroversial.
(A) Actions involving a morally irrelevant and blameless mistake: If a person
poisons a friend in the justified but mistaken belief that he is giving him Aspirin, then,
insofar as the consequences of the action are entirely beyond the control of the agent
and he was motivated by the beUef that his action was morally required, his action is
clearly praiseworthy, i.e. it has moral worth. This case is uncontroversial because the error
is clearly not the agent’s: whatever factors led to the undesirable consequences, they
were not within the agent’s control.
(B) Actions involving a morally relevant and blameworthy mistake: These are cases
where the agent acts contrary to what is morally required because he makes a morally
relevant mistake, such as neglecting to deliberate sufficiently about what his duties are,
or failing to take into consideration another’s legitimate interests. In these cases the
agent clearly is blameworthy to the extent that he failed to do something which he
should and could have done, and to that extent the action does not have moral worth.
This case is uncontroversial because it is clear that the errors which led the agent to act
contrary to duty are morally relevant and within the agent’s control.
It is worth noting that what settles the question in both cases is an appeal to Kant’s
control condition and effort condition, respectively: The control condition, ‘'an action’s
moral worth cannot be diminished by what is beyond the agent’s control applies in the first case
(A), and the effort condition ‘moral worth is diminished by lack of constraint and effort on the
agent’sparf in the case of (B). Now the crucial and controversial question is whether
Kant does or should allow that there can be action of the following kind.
(C) Action involving a morally relevant but not blameworthy mistake: Such action
would have to meet the following criteria, and any action that fulfils these criteria has
moral worth: The action is contrary to duty; the agent (at least at the time of the
action) sincerely but mistakenly beheves the action to be required; and the agent has
done everything in his power to determine his duty, and yet failed, i.e. the mistake
involved must be due to factors beyond the agent’s control.
It is highly controversial whether there are any actions of this type, and if so, what
they might look like, because it is not at all clear how an error on the agent’s part could
be described both as not in the agent’s power to avoid (thus rendering the agent
blameless) and yet morally relevant. Prima facie, it seems that Kant should and would
clearly reject the possibility of such action, for Kant holds that ‘ought implies can’, or,
as we might expUcate this in the terms of the current problem: if x is relevant to the
moral evaluation of a person, then x must either be available to that person, or, if x is not available
to them, the person is responsible for x not being available, or, somewhat simphfied: Whatever is
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relevant to the moral evaluation of a person must in principle be available to that person. Now, it
seems clear that this sort of principle is, again, a version of Kant’s control and effort
condition; Whatever is unavailable to an agent is outside of his control, what an agent
cannot control he is not morally accountable for, and moral worth is not enhanced or
diminished by what lies beyond an agent’s control Thus it appears that in an attempt to reject
the very possibility of type C actions, the obvious strategy for the Kantian would be an
appeal to the control condition.

2. Kerstein’s asymmetry thesis

Samuel Kerstein claims that Kant should relinquish the requirement that for an action
to have moral worth it must be in accordance with duty. “Kant should acknowledge
that actions contrary to duty [...] can have moral wortli.””® His argument for tliis
claim is that there is in Kant’s view of moral worth a “disturbing asymmetry”"^
between two kinds of failure: While failure to judge correctly whether one’s action is
morally permissible precludes it from having moral worth, failure to attain the end of
one’s action does not.’"“ Yet both kinds can be such that the failure is not a failure of
will (i.e. a succumbing to inclination for which the agent can be held responsible), but
a matter of one’s circumstances, upbringing, or cognitive abilities, for which one is not
responsible.'"* That is, both kinds of failure can be due to circumstances beyond the
agent’s control and should therefore, in the spirit of Kantianism, be immaterial to an
action’s moral worth.'"
The main example Kerstein cites is that of Colonel Mikavitch'"’: well-educated and
morally reflective, she has embraced the Categorical Imperative as the supreme
principle of morahty. Unformnately, she finds herself in a situation where she will be
captured and, under torture, reveal the location of innocent people who her captors
are intent on killing, unless she kills herself After careful consideration, against her
own inclination, and with great courage she decides that taking poison in order to take
her own Ufe is the only way she can save innocent lives. So the colonel does everything

“8 Ibid.,p. 119.
>15 Ibid.
120 Ibid.
121 Cf. ibid.,p. 121.
122 Cf.ibid., p. 119.
123 Cf. ibid., p. 121f
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that could be asked of a conscientious moral deliberator and agent. She does not
succumb to inclination, nor does she ignore any of the relevant facts. Hence, Kerstein
argues, her action should be considered to have moral worth and be an expression of a
good will, irrespective of whether or not we agree that taking her own Ufe was in fact
what was required of her. But “Kant would insist that the colonel’s suicide cordd have
moral worth only if it were in accordance with duty”.*^'* Kerstein then considers
whether the colonel’s action was in fact in accordance with Kantian duty and concludes
that it is both difficult to answer this question conclusively and unclear whether Kant
himself would have condemned the colonel. However, this is not the point he is
making. Rather,

the point this case is designed to illustrate is simple. According to Kant, if the colonel’s action
was not morally permissible, it would foUow that it could not have had moral worth. Suppose
that — after due consultation with the world’s greatest Kantian casuists - we discovered that,
measured by Kant’s principle [i.e. the Categorical Imperative], the colonel’s suicide was morally
impermissible. On my view, this discovery' would not, in itself, warrant the conclusion that her
action failed to have moral worth. Intuitively speaking, as far as moral worth goes, it just would
not matter. The colonel did her best to determine whether her course of action was morally
permissible. If she did not succeed, herfailure stemmed, it seems, notfrom lack of sincere effort but rather
fhm the limits of her cognitive capacities. Kantian casuistry is hard. Much as it is often beyond her
control whether the world cooperates and she succeeds in her efforts to promote the
happiness of others, so is it beyond her control whether she succeeds in discerning whether a
given action meets the standard of Kantian moral permissibility.'^

Acknowledging that this kind of example might “have an artificial ring”'"'^ to it,
Kerstein nevertheless insists that there are

pknty of people who throughout their lives have done their best to determine what is right
bet, measured by the standard of the Categorical Imperative, have failed. In the determination
of an action’s possible moral worth, Kant discounts the effects an agent’s action actually has in
the world, apparendy on the grounds that these effects are beyond her control. Nevertheless,
at least in the Groundwork, he does not discount mistaken moral judgements, even though,
wien an agent makes her best effort to get it right, these also seem to be beyond her control.
Itis this questionable asymmetry that the [case is] designed to bring into focus.

bid., p. 122.
jid., p. 122f., emph. added,
bid., p. 124., emph. added.
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3. Two objections and Kerstein’s replies

Kerstein considers the following objection to his point: The asymmetry thesis rests on
the notion that it is possible for an agent, in the attempt to determine what is right, to
try his utmost and yet fad.'"* But Kant rejects this notion: he thinks that what is
morally required is plain and obvious to the common understanding (cf GMS
IV:403f.). Agents do not fail to act as the moral law requires unless swayed by their
inclinations. Ordinary reason not only always has (a version of) the Categorical
Imperative in view, it also “knows very well how to distinguish in every case that
comes up what is good and what is evil, what is in conformity with duty or contrary to
duty” (GMS IV:403£). The objection thus appeals to the alleged transparency of morality
and the absence of a problem of knowledge in morality which we encountered in
chapter 5.3. Kerstein’s reply to this objection is that even if we grant that ordinary
reason always has (something like) the Categorical Imperative in view, “it is a strain to
deny that even with the best intention and effort, we might fail to apply this standard
correctiy. After all, haven’t we behind us two hundred years of scholarly disagreement
on how to apply the Categorical Imperative test?”’"^
In anticipation of the further objection that allowing the colonel’s action to have
moral worth would rationally compel us to make the unwelcome admission that any
action which is done from a mistaken belief that it is required — including the most
odious actioni^ — must have moral worth, Kerstein offers a revised account of moral
worth. His suggestion is that Kant should drop the first condition (the action’s
conformity with duty) and put in its place the weaker condition that the agent, having
made a sincere effort at determining her duty, must beUeve that the action is in
conformity with duty. So for an action to have moral worth it must meet the following
revised version of the two conditions:
(1*) The agent must make a genuine effort to determine what her duty is.”’
(2) The agent must summon all the means in his power to reali2e the end of his
action.
Kerstein thinks most odious actions would fail to meet at least some of these
Cf. ibid., p. 127.
’29 Ibid.,p. 128
’^9 See the examples cited in chapter 4.3. above.
Ibid., p. 130
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conditions, but admits that he “cannot prove it to be impossible [that some odious
action would fulfil all conditions], thereby giving [the] action moral worth”.We
cannot “avoid the painful conclusion that being faithful to the spirit of Kantianism —
and, 1 beUeve, of ordinary views regarding moral worth — requires us to admit the
possibility (though by no means the likelihood) that some terribly wrong actions have
moral worth”.

4. Mistaken moral judgements, moral worth, and the appeal to
Kant’s control and effort conditions

In addition to the above arguments, Kerstein finds further support for his suggestion
that the conditions of moral worth in the Groundwork should be revised in Kant’s own
later writings on the subject, especially in the Metaphysics of Morals. Here, Kerstein
argues, “Kant makes an acknowledgement that [...] would have been welcome in the
Groundwork, without being led astray by his inclinations, an agent can make an error in
determining what his duty is”, and Kant “also suggests that when [he] does, the agent
is not morally blamable.””'* In his discussion of conscience in the Metaphysics of Morals
Kant makes the following points:

[C]onscience is practical reason holding the human being’s duty before him for his acquittal or
condemnation in every case that comes under a law. [...]
[A]n erring conscience is an absurdity. For while I can indeed be mistaken at times in mj objective
judgement as to whether something is a duty or not, I cannot be mistaken in my subjective judgement
as to whether I have submitted it to my practical reason (here in its role as judge) for such a
judgement. [...]
But if someone is aware that he has acted in accordance with his conscience, then asfar as guilt or innocence is
concerned nothing more can be required of him. It is incumbent upon him only to enlighten his
understanding in the matter of what is or is not duty.
The duty here is only to cultivate one’s conscience, to sharpen one’s attentiveness to the voice
of the inner judge and to use ever}' means to obtain a hearing for it (hence the duty is only
indirect). (MS \'^I:400f., emph. added)

Kerstein thinks that Kant is here moving towards a position that acknowledges that
“[w]hen an agent is heeding his conscience, that is, doing what he beheves the
132 Ibid.
133 Ibid.,p. 132.
13+ Ibid.,p. 125.
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Categorical Imperative to prescribe, he is not morally at fault for acting contrary to
duty”.'’^ And, most significandy in the present context of our discussion, he claims
that Kant is led to adopt this position by his acceptance of the control condition:

Recall that in his discussion of moral worth in the Groundwork Kant appeals to our intuition
that an agent’s action is not to be disqualified from having moral worth by anything we take to
be outside of his control. By claiming in the Metaphysics of Morals that a person is not always
morally blamable for acting contrary to duty, he is, in effect, admitting that whether an agent
acts contrary to duty can be determined by factors outside of his control - for example, how
adept he is at applying the Categorical Imperative. But now suppose that an individual not only
acts in accordance with his conscience but does so for its own sake. He obeys his conscience
simply because it is the right thing to do. It seems clear not only that this person might end up
acting contraty' to duty but that her doing so could stem from conditions over which she has
no real power. In this case, the very intuition to which Kant appeals in the Groundwork would
direct him not to disqualify the agent’s action from having moral worth. By acknowledging
that when he abides by his conscience, an agent can blamelessly abide by his duty, Kant sets
himself on a path toward the view that morally impermissible actions can have moral worth. [...]
I suspect that he would concur that even if Colonel Mikavitch acted contrary to duty, her
action could have moral worth. According to the example, she had the Categorical Imperative
in view, and if she acted contrary to it, it was owing solely to a mistake in applying it. [... In
summary, in the Metaphysics of Morals\ Kant moves toward recognising the moral worth of some moral^
impermissible actions, namely those which stem from errors in applying the Categorical
Imperative.’^*’

Now, to return to our original point: Kerstein appeals to Kant’s control condition in
order to argue that there are actions contrary to duty which have moral worth (C), and
— unless I am mistaken in attributing this position to him — Kant would appeal to the
same principle in an effort to reject their very possibihty. It is not clear that there is an
obvious flaw in either argument, but it seems clear that both cannot be right. I suspect
that there is either some non-obvious flaw in one of the arguments, or an ambiguity in
the way in which Kant and Kerstein respectively would appeal to the control
condition.

5. Concluding remark

It was not the ambition of this chapter to provide a solution to the problem of the
possible moral worth of action from mistaken moral judgement. However, I hope to
’35 Ibid.,p. 125.
’5*’ Ibid., p. 126, emph. added.
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have suggested a starting-point and outlined some of the parameters for a fruitful
debate in this area of Kantian moral theory, in particular with respect to the role
Kant’s control and effort conditions might play in this context. The main aim of this
smdy, on the other hand, was to establish the impossibility of conducting such a
debate in terms of the notion of ‘action from duty but not in accordance with duty’ —
and this I do consider to have shown conclusively.
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